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(U) The Innovative Strategic Aircraft Design Study (ISADS) was conducted to
identify and assess advanced technologies offering favorable impacts on a
post-1995 manned strategic penetrator, and to evaluate those technologies by
integrating them into five strategic aircraft concepts:

1. Low-Cost Simplistic

2. Minimum Weight

3. Minimum Penetration Time

4. Low Observables

5. Laser Defended

(U) The technology areas investigated included aerodynamics, propulsion,
structures, controls, and stealth. A 50-percent reduction in cost and waight
was obtained for the ISADS concepts using 1995 technologies, which include
composite primary structure, superplastic-formed/diffusion-bonded (SPF/DB)
titanium nacelle structure, advanced supercritical airfoils, active and
passive laminar flow control, advanced afterburning turbofans, and active
controls.

(U) The five concepts were sized to an unrefueled 5,250-nautical-mile "high-
low-low-high"'strategic penetration mission. Takeof weights of 300,000 to
550,000 pounds were obtained, as compared to over twice that for a comparable
current technology baseline sized for the same mission. Flyaway costs were
found to be about $35 million (1977 dollars), excluding technology development
costs. Master program schedules showed RDTE start dates around 1985 in order
to obtain 1995 initial operational capability (IOC),

(U) The major lessons learned from ISADS are that substantial weight and' cost
savings (up to 50 percent) will be realized by technologies now under develop-
ment, and that weight and cost of a follow-on manned penetrator will be very
sensitive to assumptions made early in the design process as to mission range,
speed, altitude, refueling capability, and subsystem requirements.

, v
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Section I

' INTRODUCTION

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

(U) The Innovative Strategic Aircraft Design Study (ISADS) was sponsored by
the Air Force Aeronautical Systems Division, Deputy for Development Planning
(ASD/XRT). Its purpose was to identify alternate approaches to the preliminary
design of advanced strategic aircraft through the application of innovative
concepts and the most effective combinations of advanced technology. The
findings of the study will be applied to establish guidelines for Air Force
and industry technology advancement activities and to provide a system option
for exercising in planned strategic mission analyses wherein the spectrum of
penetration approaches will be considered,

(U) Figure 1 sumnarizes the five baseline concepts developed to meet the
ISADS 5,250-nautical-mile "high-low-low-high" penetrative mission. Weight and
cost saVings in excess of 50 percent compared to a current technology aircraft
sized to meet the same mission are due to the application of 1995 advanced
technologies identified in the first task of the ISADS study. These technologies
include aerodynamic surface coatings, advanced supercritical and variable
camber wings, composite primary structures, advanced afterburning turbofans,
and active controls.

(U) Since the conclusion of World War II, America's defense posture has
rested on the strategic nuclear deterrence philosophy. For almost 20 years,
this has been manifested in the Triad concept, in which land, sea, and
airborne nuclear forces complement each other's-deterent effect and provide
a measure of security against a sudden technological development which could
neutralize one force. Due to the age of the existing systems, all three
legs of the Triad are due for update. The MX missile program is to update
the land leg, and the Trident submarine program is to update the sea leg.
The airborne leg, the manned bomber, is the only leg which provides a
reasoned controlled capability through the entire spectrum of conflict
and is the only leg which has been verified in actual warfare as indicated
below:

MANNED BOMBER ADVANTAGES

* Recallable

* Permits Show of Force

UNCLASSIFIED
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Low-Cost Simplistic

TOGW - 312,663

Span - 121 ft

4 ~Flyaway cost n $34.4 M

Minimum Weight

TOGW - 292,570 lb
Length m 48.1 ft
SpAn - 100 ft
Flyaway cost - $30.4 M

Minimum Penetration Time

TOGW w 551,880 lb
Length 167.4 ft

Span - 128.6 ft
Flyaway cost - $52.9 M

S-t aIt hy

TOGW w 302,396 lb
Length w 76.7 ft
Span - 81.1 ft
Flyaway cost w $31.8 M

LN'CLASSI FIED
Laser Defense

TOGW - 340,80 lb
Length a 104 ft

Span -115.8 ft
Fyaway cost a $40.3 M (+ laser cost)

(U) Figure 1. ISADS 1995 manned strategic penetrators. (U)

U NCLA SS IF IE D
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M Man at the Controls

* Survivable

• Flexible

• Reusable

• Only 'proven' element of the Triad (LI)

(U) The importance of the manned bomber in the overall Triad concept is
illustrated in Figure 2 which shows the relative number of warheads delivered
on target by each leg of the Triad, Currently, the manned bomber provides
Just under half of the total. However, recent political actions have prevented
the scheduled update of this leg of the Triad. By the year 2000, aircraft age
will place the entire airborne leg of the Triad in doubt. It is to this
unknown future that the ISADS study was addressed.

NOW 1i04 2000

AIR-
BRAUNG
I.,'
FI'IIIA

FO - li1A

SLIM SLIM SLIM

ICIM ICIM ICIM

UNCLASSIFID

(U) Figure 2. Strategic warhead delivery requirements. (U)

(U) The Innovative Strategic Aircraft Design Study was conceived to examine
advanced technology applications to conceptual strategic aircraft designed
to meet postulated requirements of the post-1995 time period, and to conduct
a technology assessment effort wherein the performance and cost/benefits
expected through the use of advanced technology could be evaluated. The
findings 'of this study will be applied to establish guidelines for Air Force
and industry technology advancement activities and to provide a system
option for exercising in planned strategic mission analyses wherein the
spectrun of penetration approaches will be considered. The timeliness of
this study is evident in Figure 3, showing the 20 years it would have taken
to develop and deploy the B-1. Now is the time to start work for a 1995
Initial Operational Capability (IOC) manned strategic penetrator,

UNCLASSIFIED
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II ) igure 3-1 Go h isoy.
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CU) Figure 3. B-1 program history. (U)

ROCKWELL APPROA04

(U) The approach Rockwell selected to accomplish the ISADS study is a filtering
or screening process (Figure 4). The initial inputs of requirements,
mission, and payload data were enhanced with a selected list of technology
candidates. These technology candidates were the result of an extensive
technology identification and assessment effort dealing with 1995 technologies
in the areas of aerodynamics, propulsion, structures, materials, and stealth.
Advanced technologies offering improvements in cost, weight and performance
were identified and analyzed as to probable availability date and system
impact. From these technologies, a list of selected technologies was pre-
pared and integrated into a number of aircraft concepts for each mission or
system type. The configuration filtering process proceeded by accomplishing
successively more detailed analyses on fewer and fewer configurations. These
concepts were divided into the following catagories:

1. Low cost (simplistic airframe)

2. Best performance (minimum gross weight)

3. Best performance (minimum time at penetration altitude)

4. Low observables (stealth)

5. Laser weapon (defensive)
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(U) Figure 4. Rockwell approach. (U)

(U) The results of the filtering process were a single baseline concept for
each category, which was sized to a 5,250-nautical-mile-range high-low-low-
high mission (Figure 5), with alternate theater and standoff missions
(Figure 6). A 50,000-pound payload was assumed. Weight, performance, and
cost results were prepared, along with program plans detailing source selection,
full-scale development, production, 10C, and DSARC reviews. Trade studies

evaluated the impact of selected configurational and technological trades.
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(U) Figure 5. ISADS strategic msin U
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(U) Figure 6. Other program ground rules. (U)

PROGRAM ,.ORGANI ZATION

(U) The ISADS was sponsored by the Air Force Aeronautical Systems Division,
Deputy for development planning (ASD/XRT). The Air Force program manager was

Capt. Milton R. Moores, USAF.

(U) The study was conducted by the Los Angeles Division of Rockwell International,
with the Garrett AiResearch Manufacturing Company as subcontractor. Michael
R. Robinson served as program manager, assisted by Daniel P. Raymer, deputy
program manager. Individual tasks were directed by project managers from the

appropriate functional area.

CU) The study was organized into seven tasks. These tasks and their primary
components are presented in Figure 7. The task structure allowed maximum
flexibility required for such a "forward-looking" program while providing the
visibility to minitor progress and assure timely completion of each element of
the program approach. The tasks are defined in the following paragraphs.

(U) These tasks are further detailed in Appendix A. Figure 8 stnmarizes the
program schedule by task element.
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(U) Figure 7. ISADS program flow chart. (U)

TASK I - TECHNOLOY PROJECTION

(U) In this task, Rockwell, with its subcontractor, Garrett AiResearch
Manufacturing Company, projected the probable technologies suitable for
implementation into a 1995 aircraft. Technologies were broken down into areas
of aerodynamics, propulsion, flight controls, structures, and stealth, and
assessed as to their cost, risk, and effectiveness for the year 1995.

TASK II - CONCEPT FOR&ULTION

(U) The advaced technologies identified in Task I were incorporated into 34
configuration sketches in the five categories previously mentioned. These con-
concepts were subjected to a three-step filtering process to select one baselir-
for each category. These baselines were sized and drawn as detailed layouts.

TASK III - BASELINE REFINEM

(U) The five baselines were optimized and subjected to a series of trade studies
by varying-technologies and design features. performance and weight was cal-
culated for each trade.
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(U) Figure 8. Program schedule sumary. (U)
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TASK IV - COST ANALYSIS

(U) RDT&E, acquisition, operations and support, and life cycle costs were
calculated for the five baselines. Cost sensitivities were prepared, and cost
traces were conducted.

TASK V - PROGRAM PLANNING

(U) Development and production programs were prepared for each of the five

baselines. Also, technology development plans were prepared.

TASK IV - PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

(U) Under this task all program management was budgeted.

TASK VII - CONTRACT DATA ITEMS

(U) Under this task adherence to Contract Data Items was tracked.

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS

(U) The major conclusion of ISADS is that proper application of the
technologies which will be available by the year 1995 can offer up to 50-percent
reductions in total cost and weight for a given strategic mission when compared to
the best of current technology designs. Individual savings will amount to
30-percent reduction due to advanced structures, 25-percent reduction due to
advanced propulsions, and 40-percent reduction due to advanced aerodynamics
and controls, as detailed within the body of the report.

(U) It was further shown that the major driver in determining the cost and
weight of a follow-on strategic penetrator will be the initial assumptions as
to mission, payload, avionics, and refueling. While perhaps not suprising,
this conclusion reaffirms the importance of cost considerations in the earliest
stages of system development. For this reason, the actual mission of any
follow-on manned penetrating system should not be selected simply on the basis
of technological feasibility or maximum probability of survival, but by detailed
mission trade studies addressing cost, risk, effectiveness, and political/economic
acceptability.

(U) Follow-on activities are recommended in several areas. Requirements studies
should investigate enemy defense environment projects and evaluate standoff
versus penetrating systems. Cost studies should evaluate the cost impact of
payload versus force siz,, mission assumptions, and technology assumptions,
and should determine as the bottom line what combination of mission and tech-
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nology ground rule assumptions yields the highest target value kill for a
given cost. Finally, additional concept studies should further refine the ISADS
concepts, plus investigate several interesting combinations conceived, but not
pursued, during the ISADS study. These include a multirole aircraft, a laser
gunship, and a surface effect aircraft. (U)
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Section II

TECHNOLOGY IDENTIFICATION

INTRODUCTION

(U) The progress of manned flight since its inception at the beginning of

this century is attributable to advances in the state-of-the-Frt of the
individual disciplines as they developed to meet the increasing challenges.
Th,! demand for added performance capability has advanced the design require-
ments for the next generation of vehicles, thereby stimulating the development
of new technologies within the disciplines. Frequently, there are interactive
effects wherein technology advances in one area permit a technology advance
in another area not otherwise possible. The application of flight sciences
has evolved to the level where advanced computers can solve complex problems,
leading to more efficient designs not previously practicable. In its various
diversified aerospace-related divisions, Rockwell is involved in the develop-
ment and integration of advanced technologies in the areas of aerodynamics,
propulsion, materials, structures, and stealth, where some significant advances
are indicated by the 1995 time period. However, technology projections can
only be made based on currently kncwn and emerging concepts that have unrealized
potential. Additional important-improvements in technology will be provided
by the unanticipated advances motivated by requirements and competition.

(U) Another development, although not a flight technology, will greatly
influence the progress in all fields. The advent of new generation of large-
capacity, high-speed, low-cost computers will enable the advancement of all
flight sciences. Computational tools will enable the designer to advance his
capabilities in an efficient manner and open the spectrum to additional
applications.

(U) A combination of more sophisticated analytical and innovative design
approaches has contributed to significant advances in the application and
integration of materials and structures technologies. Projections indicate
continuing improvements in lighter, less expensive, and aeroelastically
responsive structures.

(U) Technologies evaluated during the study are listed in Table 1. Inspection
of this list indicates that some technologies are currently being pursued in
new airplane design evaluations, while others will require well-defined develop-
ment programs for maturity by the 1995 time period. This section addresses
the usefulness of some interesting advanced technology concepts applicable 'to
strategic aircraft approaches required for this study.
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(U) TABLE 1. CANDIDATE TECHNOLOGIES (U)

Pousion AetdtM& c

l'riable-cycle engines Lmaugr boundary layer
Nuclear engine cycle Boundary layer control
Coreaaor ispr n Surface ctings
CWbustor improvement Advanced snercnitical wing
Turbine improvoant Nonplanr wing
Puel improvament Advaed variable caM4ir
Jet flaps Relaxed static stahility

Coplarar wing
N bttiols landed wng.body

AdV ced composites eround 
affect

bbta)ilc utariala otrl
Metal M itrz

:Atire cmtyols/"

s tIntegrated fligit/fire/
Prol~~lion control.

Advnced structural sxd control Maneuver load control
Aerolastic tailoring (aa alleviation

Nar-not dltfim on control
Sqasplastic fominl/di ffusaon bonding

Stealt

Radar crols.aeet!on
Infrared signature
Noime aignature
VJBIua signature
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AERODYNAMIC CONCEPTS

(U) Aerodynamic design of strategic aircraft to perform a high-low-low-high type
of mission presents two design points to be addressed. The requirements for
efficient lift.generation must be balanced between the relatively high cruise
and the low-penetration design lifts. Current technology is embodied in the
B-i variable sweep aircraft design, which is ideally suited to miniamize takeoff
distance and maximize ride qualities, penetration speeds, and cruise efficiencies.
This, of course, is not achieved without penalty in weight due to the variable
sweep mechanism and, even with its aft-swept wing, a structural mode control
system to enhance ride qualities. However, in the 1970-80 time frame, this
manned aircraft system represents the most efficient approach to satisfying the
high-low aerodynamic design points. Therefore, from this demonstrated base,
several emerging aerodynamic technologies offer promise to be competitive in
producing the most efficient future aircraft.

(U) Inspection of the lift requirements (Figure 9) for a low- and high-
altitude cruise at a fixed wing loading reflects the mismatch of the wing
design points. Clearly, the low-altitude penetrator will be optimized at a
different wing size and geometry than the higher altitude penetrator. One
approach to balancing these requirements is reflected in the reduction in
lift curve slope of the variable swept wing (Figure 10). Another variable-
geometry approach is the retractable wing, which will achieve the same purpose
with an additional benefit of minimizing wetted area. Included in this approach
could be variable camber aeroelastic tailoring, nonplanar wings, and possibly,
jet flap propulsive lift enhancement to establish the most efficient lifting
system,

UNCLASS IF IED
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(U) Figure 9. Lift required.j (U) (U) Figure 10. Effect of wing sweep. (U)

(U) Aerodynamic efficiency is the guidepost. The selection of the most
promising technologies will depend, to a great extent, on the mission ground
rules and penetration speeds desired. However, current technology indicates
that the largest share of the airplane resistance, and therefore the most
fertile area for improvement, is in the viscous drag portion (Figure 11).
Since skin friction represents 60 percent of the vehicle resistance in
penetration, the laminar flow approaches and viscous drag reduction coatings
currently being developed offer much promise. The laminar flow approach of
smooth, short chord surfaces will blend with the minimum wetted area approach.
The primary purpose of the designs will be to increase aerodynamic efficiency
(Figures 12 and 13).
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(U) Figure 11. Drag breakdown. (U)
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(U) Figure 12. Cruise altitude (U) Fi9uTe 13. Sea-level
lift-to-drag ratios. (U) lift-to-drag ratios. (U)

(U) Recent advances in computational aerodynamics have made it possible to
design lifting systems that produce low drag-due-to-lift in relation to
currently accepted boundaries. The induced drag is a factor in the high-
altitude cruise portion of the two design point missions (Figure 11). To
reduce the drag levels below the current optimum span load of 1/VrAR requires
the nonplanar wing design or the jet flap. In both cases, the improvement is
limited to increase in the effective aspect rat o. The jet flap has the
possibility of improvement on the order of +-, and the nonplanar wing
approaches on the order of 15-percent increase in eifective aspect ratio. While
these approaches are not to be neglected, they do not compare with the reduction
potential of viscous drag.

(U) Technology advances will also be reflected in pressure or wave drag.
Current blended wing-body or body shaping technology to minimize drag rise will
be extended to provide lower wave drag levels such that low-altitude M - 1.2
to M w 1.6 penetration speeds are possible. Future computational aerodynamics
are expected to permit rapid determination of the desired shapes in this area.

(U) Further advances in the understanding of the factors influencing more
efficient lift production will also be reflected in the boundary layer control
technology and the jet flap. Improved jet flap thrust recovery in conjunction
with propulsive lift enhancement accentuates the opportunity for airframe
propulsion integration, which, in the V/STOL area, has already produced
significant progress. Considerable progress can also be made to reduce systemIIdrag through jet exhaust effects.

(U) Based on the preceding, some of the current technologies that are known to
have unrealized potential in improving aerodynamic systems are discussed in the
following paragraphs. N

UNCLASS IF IED
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ADVANCED TRANSONIC WING DESIGN

CU) The experimental demonstration of a very low compressible drag rise through
low supersonic speeds for a swept lifting wing-body configuration has been
successfully accomplished by Bridgewater (Reference 1). The aspect-ratio 3.5

I wing was swept S degrees and employed a 6-percent streanwise airfoil section.
The twist and camber was defined to provide a "flattop" controlled subcritical
flow with moderate upper surface adverse pressure gradients for a mach 1.2,

0.15 condition. The success of this design approach indicates avoidance
o compressible pressure drag due to the formation of shockwaves and shock-
induced boundary layer separation.

(U) The logical extension of this wing flow philosophy to higher free-stream
mach numbers without recourse to increased wing sweep ur thinner airfoil

sections is based on the development and exploitation of controlled (shockless
or weak shock) supercritical flow airfoils. The three-dimensional (3-D) upper
urface wing target pressure distributions are still flattop but now would admit
a local peak mach nunber of 1.2 or greater, followed by an isentropic or weak
shock recompression.

CU) The supercritical design implementation requires the iterative use of a
3-D transonic relaxation solution to the small-disturbance theory or the full-

4potential equation of motion, as opposed to the linearized design philosophy
widely used for subcritical flows. Close attention must be given to viscous
effects if required for the mixed flow design as a result of the use of stronger
pressure gradients. This can be accounted for by correcting the inviscid
design wing contours for the effects of displacement thickness by undercutting.

(U) An alternate approach for moderate supersonic speeds is the application
of a yawed wing swept behind the mach line to minimize the compressible drag
rise. Either subcritical or mix flow wing flow technology may be employed
and traded against wing thickness and sweep in the same sense as for a
conventional wing. The use of the yawed wing has the further aerodynamic
advantages of providing a low-sweep, high-aspect-ratio planform for takeoff
and landing operations.

NOMPLANAR WINGS

(U) The addition of winglets or other nonplanar devices has the potential to
increase airplane lift curve slope, reduce induced drag, provide directional
stability, and increase aerodynamic efficiency at the design condition. The
aerodynamics of this effect are associated with the span loading of the wing.
For the classic monoplane, the minimum induced drag is provided by a constant
downwash across the span; this is given by an vtliptical distribution of load.
However, for nonplanar lifting configurations, the minimum induced drag is
found to be associated with the vortex wake in the Trefftz plane on the wing.

UNCLASS IF IED
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In these cases, where a winglet, vortex diffuser, or end plate compose a
nonplanar lifting configuration, the wing efficiencies are increased above the
classical span loading solution. To achieVe the potential increase in
efficiency, the aircraft wing and winglet must be designed to carry the loading
for minimum induced drag of a nonplanar lifting surface. (U)

(U) According to the theory of vortex drag optimization by optimizing twist
and camber on the wing and winglet surfaces, span load distribution can be
produced that will optimize vortex drag, provided other aerodynamic requirements
are met. The theory provides the optimum span load for minimum vortex drag for
wings which are nonplanar in the lateral direction and states that the vortex
drag is a minimum when the trailing vortices produce a constant downwash in the
Trefftz plane to solve for the spanwise distribution of lift or vortex strength.
The vortex distribution which produces a constant downwash in the Trefftz plane
is determined by solving for the spanwise distribution of vorticity along a
lifting line of the same shape as the wing trailing edge, necessary to stop the
flow, due to a constant upwash, from passing perpendicular to the lifting line.

(U) Improvement in theoretical drag-due-to-lift for a simple nonplanar wing
end plate is shown in Figure 14. However, even though this technology is
known, the full potential has never been achieved. Future applications in
conjunction with advanced computers will increase the effectiveness of such
surfaces. In this manner, the improvements in drag-due-to-lift will be
reflected by increased effective wing aspect ratio.

C 2a L

1.2
b..t

1.0 .... .. . .
0 0.1 0.2 0.3
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(u) Figure 14. Theoretical nonplanar wing efficiency factors. (U)
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VARIABLE CAMBER

(U) The variable camber wing concept employs leading and trailing edge geometry
changes so that the wing camber can be varied for efficient operation over a
wide variety of operations. The variable camber wing not only enables achieve-
ment of varying design lift coefficient, but also varying stability by planform
extensions.

(U) There are to the present time basically two types of variable camber wing.
In one type, leading and trailing edges simply deflect; in the other type,
leading and trailing edges extend and deflect, thus providing an increase in
wing area concurrently with variable camber. The result for both concepts is
a higher usable C max over a broad mach number range by preventing shocks and
flow separation o the wing. Applict.tion of these devices can greatly improve
loiter capability by reducing or eliminating flow separation at high angles of
attack, thereby improving lift/drag (L/D) and reducing fuel flow required to
maintain minimum-level flight speed.

(U) To develop high-lift coefficients at altitude and speeds where compressible
effects are significant, the airfoil section will be designed to maintain super-
critical flow on the upper surface without producing shock-induced separation.
The wing must be designed to produce high-lift coefficients and buffet
boundaries while maintaining low viscous and potential pressure drag.

(U) At the present time, on a conventional wing the variable camber is achieved
by a mechanical system, and the wing twist by a combination of mechanical and
aeroelastic tailoring techniques. However, in the future if a wing can be made
of composite material, thereby eliminating the conventional wing box, both the
wing twist and camber can be controlled by the aeroelastic tailoring technique
or by an internal actuation system that forces the structure to deform to the
desired shape without hinge line discontinuities. Systems of this type will
permit maximum use of variable camber and provide an alternative to variable
sweep.

LAMINAR FLOW

(U) One of the greatest potential aerodynamic advancements which could produce
significant performance benefit is the reduction of turbulent skin friction
drag through elimination of roughness or delayed transition, or through use
of active boundary layer control to maintain laminar flow. Experimental measure-
ments indicate drag levels in excess of the flat-plate values shown as a result
of form drag losses. This effect will be accentuated by future design trends
employing thick wing sections with controlled supercritical flows and/or a
relatively strong design rate of flow recompression.

UNCLASS IF IED
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CU) The use of favorable pressure gradients in combination with plastic
coatings appears to be a promising approach for reducing skin friction drag by
delaying transition at moderate Reynolds numbers (figure 22, ref. 22). The
realization of such benefits on lifting wings must carefully consider the
effect of boundary layer crossfilow instability due to sweep and fuselage
interference at the leading edge. At large Reynolds numbers, the benefit
would primarily result from elimination of surface roughness on the first
two-thirds of the wing and fuselage surface.

(U) As assessment of the potential for active boundary layer control through
blowing and suction is more complex as a result of the energy requirements and
the impact of the associated ducting on the aircraft structural weight. The
ability to develop and maintain laminar flow on swept wings in flight at high
Reynolds number using distributed suction was successfully demonstrated over
10 years ago by the X-21A program (ref. 23). However, an overall aircraft
performance improvement incorporating such an approach has not been demon-
strated to date.

(U) The potential benefit from unform suction on a flat plate is a function
of the volue coefficient of suction CQ a Uo/U . The condition C* - 1.2 x 10
corresponds to the requirement to just maintain wholly laminar flow. The
relative saving in drag for this "optimum" suction is presented in Figure 15
and indicates reductions of 65 to 85 percent of turbulent flat-plate values.

to"2 TUBLN 1 --0

"-c --OPTIMUM SUCTION" 0.8 ::
C0f 0" ,-- r"

AMNA0.6 * "

10"41025 1-62 -7 2 008 i 6 2 3 5 7 07 2J 3 7-108

0 mUU I

LNCLAS51ItID -- "
(U) Figure 15. Skin friction parameters. (U)

JET FLAPS

(U) The jet flap consists of the discharge of a high-velocity jet in the form
of a thin full-span jet sheet from the wing trailing edge at En angle to the
umdisturbed stream. The resultant lift on the wing is considerably greater
than the component of the reaction of the inclined jet, for the I. at the
same time induces a circulation about the wing. Although not pT m, 'ily a form

UNCLASSIFIED
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V of boundary layer control, the effect of the jet velocity does reduce the
tendency to separate at high off-design lift coefficients and has been shown
to minimize adverse pressure gradients, transonically delaying drag rise and
improving drag-due-to-lift. Additionally, the gross thrust available is not
seriously affected by moderate deflections of the jet. This phenomenon is
called thrust recovery and has been demonstrated by experiment. Current
technology is demonstrating initial applications of these concepts, and
structural technology advancements are expected to provide greater jet flap
enefits by the 199S time period.(U)

WING BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL
(U) In the design of lifting systems, the effect of viscosity is almost wholly
adverse. Viscosity is responsible for friction drag and reductions in lift and
often causes unsteadiness in the flow. The practical objectives of boundary
layer control (BLC) are the reduction of d'ig and the suppression of large
wakes, the increase in lift, and the improvement of stalling characteristics
in general. These objectives are gained when the energy lost through viscos-
ity is either minimized or recovered in an efficient manner. Thus, BLC
technology is directed to prevent tI'e separation of the boundary layer and to
replace a turbulent boundary layer by a laminar one, or at least delay transi-
tion to a point as far downstream as possible.

(U) One type of boundary layer control is designed to minimize viscous drag.
Transition to turbulent flow depends mainly on the roughness of the surface and
the pressure gradients on it. Separation depends almost wholly on the pressure
gradients, Therefore, the manufacture of very smooth unwrinkled surfaces and
the surface shape is significant in the application of boundary layer control,
The important feature of this type of control is that it does not involve the
expenditure of additional power.

(U) Another boundary layer control approach involves the addition of energy to
the boundary layer, thus delaying separation by the artificial transfer of
energy. When auxiliary power Is applied'in boundary layer control, many
opportunities arise. The low-energy air removal by suction or the injection of
air to energize the boundary layer has been explored in detail. The objective
Is to increase efficiency by expending less power for boundary layer control
than the oquivalent thrust reduction achieved and weight penalty through its
application. The combination of using advanced structural concepts, such as
SPF/DB titanium or SPF aluminum, along with integral BLC slots and plenum
chambers may show a BLC payoff of 10-15% TOGW reduction for either the high-
altitude cruise application or the surface effect vehicle concept.

UNCLASSIFIED
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(U) An increased aerodynamic efficiency can be measured when lifting surfaces
are operated within one wingspan of the surface of the earth, this improved
efficiency increases with decreasing height. Because of the obvious influence
of ground proximity during the takeoff and landing phases, it has been the
subject of considerable investigation, but an adequate amount of reliable
ground effects data does not appear in the literature. Both theoretical and
experimental investigations indicate that ground proximity produces an increase
in the lift-curve slope, a decrease in drag, and a reduction of noseup pitching
moment jor most aircraft planforms. The theoretical approaches analyzing ground
effects employ an image-vortex theory to represent the ground plane. Away
from the ground plane, the downwash of the two trailing vortices contributes '1
to the wing drag-due-to-lift by rotating the force vector rearward. However,
near the ground plane, the trailing vortices of the image vortex system have
an upwash component which reduces the downward rotation of the flow direction
caused by the wing trailing vortices, thus decreasing the wing drag-due-to-lift.

(U) The influence of the ground proximity is beneficial at low speed, and
there is some evidence that end plates on wings further enhance these favorable
effects. The velocity range potential of this characteristics is not known.

ABROELASTIC TAILORING

(U) Wing design using advanced composite structural material and employing
unbalanced advanced composite ply layups to provide coupling between bending
and torsional deflections is suited for aeroelastic tailoring to control wing
twist and camber distributions. Through proper design, this combined structural-
material-dynamics technology can result in significant aerodynamic improvement
through control of wing twist and camber during flight. This design
technique will also improve the control effectiveness of the wing trailing
edge devices and fuselage bending.

(U) The principle involved in the structural twist control or the aeroelastic
tailoring is that the wing can be made to deform under load such that the
proper twist and camber are obtained at each spanwise station. Optimum wing
twist and camber result in increased l'ft and lower drag at the design points,
thereby altering the drag polar shape and improving the drag of the entire
vehicle throughout the flight envelope. Improved air vehicle performance
results in a reduced engine size, which, in turn, decreases the structural
weight, These combined increments in system effectiveness, which were directly
derived from judicious tailoring, will be translated into a significant cost-
effective improvement of the weapon system.
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(U) The optimally tailored design using 1995 technology of the composite
critical component, by comparison to the less efficient quaslisotropic
laminations, will ultimately afford an additional stiffness and rigidity
improvement for a lighter weight, equal-strength composite structure that
satisfies the aerodynamic requirements. With aeroelastic tailoring, the
designer has more latitude to insure that aerodynamic requirements can be
achieved within stringent weight and cost constraints.

(U) The projected availability dates of these aerodynamic technologies are
summarized as Figure 16.

1978 1980 j 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005

Aeroelastic tailoring
Variable camber
Nonplanar wings
Supercritica| airfoils
Laminar coatings

Advanced variable camber
Active BLC/LFC
Induced propulsive lift

Advanced airfoils
Laminar flow wings
Compliant skin

LtNCLASS I FX E
(U) Figure 16. Aerodynamic technology projections.(U)

PRQPULSION TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT

(U) Propulsion technology candidates were divided into five categories; i.e.,
inlets, engines, nozzles, controls, and fuels,

INLETS

(U) The assessment of inlet concepts and technology candidates is summarized
in Table 2. Only modest improvements in inlet total pressure recovery are
anticipated by 1995. Major improvements will be in the areas of reduced weight
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and drag, inlet/engine control integration, and reduced radar visibility. For
design speeds of mach 1.6 or less, normal shock inlets and fixed two-dimensional
(2-D) and semicone inlets provide pressure recovery as good or better than more
complex variable inlets (usually used for higher design speeds) and are also
lighter. Because the normal shock inlet is lightest, it was used for all
aircraft concepts in this study, (U)

(U) TABLE 2. ISADS TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT - INLETS (U)

Miam Savant

Potetial tecnology ,0. t.l land Cl|iw and enire Dah droP Lltaer Coat S/V Pltatemuece coents

Variable capture a, L(rocovoy) -U Ldrsa) 0 -Q (Compiex) -0 (CO).z)
vatrable incidence

Radar aboortent terial ti 0 0 00 - W ILROS) 0

Forebody bouwdsry layer bhied 0 0 .(ILC drag) 0 (C wlex) M(RCS) .CVqi1eo)

Puaelage/win I mL bngetlon .(RecoWv y) I 0 0 0 *(Copien) 0 * ,aoplex)

"llh" engine hub with rem .(Reovery) •t ecovey) .(Recovry, drag) 0 *0 .(SMt1) HIMII) .0

vamp, with ram (Recovery) .(Recovery) *(Recovery) a W(tcovery) *)Camplen) H (3) *(Cnplen)

Offoet duct with rem -(Recovury) -(Iovory) .(4cs'ary) 0 -0 -O Hf(Rc) -0

H -High po UNCLaASSyfED
M Ibdiun Payoff
L Low payoff
0 No payoff

Negative payoff
? Ubowen ui further study

(U) Variable capture area and variable incidence inlets, such as are used on
the F-15, provide better inlet/engine matching over wide variations in the
flight regime than do fixed inlets, plus reduced drag and favorable pitching
moments. This type of inlet was considered for the minimum penetration time
design, but it was not used because of complexity, weight, and little perform-
ance advantage at mach 1.2.

(U) Location and inlet type can have significant impact on the radar cross
section (RCS) of the aircraft. Thus, overwing locations were considered for
lower hemisphere stealth designs. This location has an advantage relative to
iuderwing inlets, in that the wing shields the inlet from low-level (ground-
based) radar. A Rockwell RCS 1/4-scale model test of an ATS configuration
showed that the overwing inlet is virtually invisible to lower level receivers
(Reference 2). Additional benefits of overwing inlets include shielding from
debris from the runway and more flexibility in attaching external stores. The
primary disadvantages of overwing inlets are that (1) the inlet operates in an
expansion flow field and thus requires a larger capture area, and (2) the local
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flow field may become highly distorted during maneuver, possibly causing engine
stalls. Proper design can minimize these problems. (U)

(U) Addition of radar-absorbent material (RAM) to inlet internal surfaces
reduces RCS with little or no weight and inlet performance penalties. Therefore,
it was included in the stealth airplane. Eliminating direct line-of-sight to
the engine face also reduces radar signature. One method of doing this is to
use an offset inlet duct. This method, when combined with the use of RAM,
provides highly effective means of reducing radar signature from the front of
the aircraft. However, there is a modest loss in performance because the inlet
pressure recovery is lower due to the turning.

(U) Other engine line-of-sight RCS suppression methods include the addition of
vanes with RAI in the inlet and use of a "bulb" engine hub with RAM for a
complete line-of-sight blockage. Use of vanes to block line-of-sight to the
engine causes an inlet pressure loss and presents a severe anti-icing problem.
The bulb engine hub will cause a modest inlet pressure loss (estimated to be
less than 1 percent) and will increase drag because the nacelle cross-sectional
area is increased. The bulb can be easily anti-iced with engine bleed air.
Figure 17 illustrates these devices.
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(U) Figure 17. Inlet RCS suppression methods. (U)

(U) Another source of radar signature is the inlet boundary layer diverter.
The conventional boundary layer diverter may be replaced by a suction boundary
layer control (BLC) system. The forebody boundary layer is bled through a
perforated area forward of the ramp, into a plenum chamber, and exhausted
through triangular exits on the side of the inlet. The suction surface has
a high-porosity strip immediately forward of the ramp to prevent boundary layer/
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shock interaction. The bleed airflow is controlled by triangular ramp doors
which have the BLC bleed exit area on the sides of the inlet cowl. Rockwell
has been investigating this concept in recent IR&D ATS studies. Estimated
drags for the BLC system are equal to or less than the conventional boundary
layer diverter. Figure 18 illustrates an upper inlet with this type of bleed
system. CU)

LOW POR01IIY PON" I~ TV OUNDARY LAVIN ILEID (PIT IYPASS ($l1
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(U) Figure 18. Forebody boundary layer bleed. (U)

(U) One drag-reduction technique which NASA plans to study is boundary layer
ingestion; that is, a propulsion system which uses fuse, age and/or wing boundary
layer air as its primary source of air. The advantages of this type of system
are that (1) part of the ram drag of the propulsion air is accounted for in the
aerodynamic drag, and (2) base drag is reduced by not discharging low-energy
boundary layer air. However, this system requires more complex ducting with
associated pressure losses. Previous studies have shown reduction in fuel
consumption of from 5 to 10 percent, depending on the complexity of the system.

ENGINES

(U) Advances in engine component technology and engine cycles will improve
propulsion system performance and weight (Figure 19). Engine technology
assessment is summarized in Table 3. The following is a discussion of
engine component performance levels and engine cycles which may be considered
for the 1995 time period.
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(U) Figure 19. Engine technology trends. (U)

(U TABLE 3. ISADS TE-HQOLOGf ASSESSMENT - ENGINES, NOZZLES, AND CONTROLS (U)
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Coponent Performance Levels

Compres sors

(U) The major technology t :cnds for fans and compressors are:

1. Higher loading at current or slightly increased efficiency (refer to

Table 4 and see Figure 20)

2. Clearance control

3. Variable geometry

(U) The result of higher loading is to reduce the nunber of compression stages
required, and minimize weight and cost.

(U) TABLE 4. COMPRESSION EFFICIENCIES (U)

Typical Efficiencies (%)

Peak 100% Speed

Fan 89 86

Compressor 88 87

UNCLASSIFIED
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(U) Figure 20. Compression stages. (U)

(U Advanced three-dimensicaal (3-D) analysis methods and experimental
techniques will play a major part in realizing the higher loadings at current
or increased levels of efficiency. At the higher loading, more attention must
be given to secondary flows, as well as end wall and boundary layer losses
which can only be understood and characterized by fully 3-1) analysis techniques.
The fully 3-D analysis techniques are beginning to be used in the design of
turbines, and will be extended to use in compressors.
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(U) The advanced 3-D analysis methods need to be supported by advanced experi-

mental techniques. Currently, the acquisition of experimental data is limited
by the size and frequency response of the instrumentation. The laser doppler
velocimeter (LDV) is one new method of instrumentation that promises to solve
the problem without interference with the airflow. Velocity measurements can
be made at virtually all locations of interest except in close proximity to
walls, blades, etc. Further improvement of the techniques is required to
reduce this limitation. The availability of measurements such as provided by
the LDV is vital to correlate experimental results with the 3-.D analysis
methods.

(U) Variable cycle engines offer important benefits to strategic aircraft,
particularly when the missions consist of a combination of supersonic and
subsonic elements. Compressor and fan variable geometry is required to imple-
ment many variable cycle concepts. This variable geometry must not only provide
increased surge margin as it is presently used but also provide the capability
to alter the flow/pressure ratio/speed characteristic over a wide operating
range.

(U) Another potential area of improvement is the use of centrifugal compressors
as the final compressor stage of high pressure ratio cycles. Air Force and
industry studies have shown that centrifugal compressors can offer advantages
in reliability, maintainability, and cost at comparable performance when
compared to all-axial compressors.

(U) The trend towards higher loading can result in higher compressor and fan
tip speeds. Materials with properties adequate for these highe' tip speeds
need to be developed. Metal (boron aluminum and boron titanium) and organic
matrix composites ire candidate ,for high-speed [ 1,600 feet per second) fans
but development work on their erosion and impact resistance is required.
Composites may solve the tip speed problems in fan and low-pressure compressor
stages but are limited in temperature capability. New high-strength titanium
alloys can solve the temperature problem in later compressor stages but are
limited in tip speed, and have experienced titanium fires. The solution may
lie in a combination such as titanium aluminumide blades and a high-strength
titanium alloy disk.

(U) Clearance control is an important area for all rotating component. The
effect of running clearances becomes larger as higher pressure ratios and
higher turbine temperatures reduce the size of the components. Three possible
areas of improvement in clearance control are:

1. Active (variable cooling air)

2. Passive (abradables, hard blade tips)

3. Aerodynamic
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(U) The aerodynamic control of tip clearance losses is an area where sign~ifi-
cant benefits could be achieved using the 3-D advanced analysis methods through
control of blade tip loadings and use of slotted or groved shrouds.

Combustors

U) The main areas of combustor technology advancement will be:

1. Higher combustor temperatures

2. Advanced materials/cooling schemes

3. Lower pattern factors

4. Reduced surface area

(U) In the 1990 to 2000 time period, combustor outlet temperatures will
approach 3,200 F. These increased temperatures will decrease the cooling air
available to cool the combustor liner and advancements in material properties,
and the use of thermal barrier coatings will be required. Better cooling
schemes will also be required to effectively use this available cooling air.

(U) Higher cycle temperatures will increase the amount of turbine vane cooling
air required. As turbine vane cooling air is increased, it reduces the air
available for cooling the combustor, and its discharge from the vane tends to
decrease turbine efficiency. Reducing the combustor pattern factor decreases
the maximum hot-spot gas temperature, and results in lower required cooling
flows. Better understanding of the combustion process (mixing, turbulence,
effect of geometry, fuel-nozzle location) will be required to decrease pattern
factor, and can allow combustors to become smaller. Smaller combustors have
beneficial effects on engine length and weight, and reduce cooling requirements
because of the lower surface area.

Turbines

(U) The use of ceramics, particularly in engines for unmanned aircraft, will
be demonstrated in the early 1980's (Figure 21). The extension of ceramics to
,aanned engines is considered feasible for the time frame considered in this
study. Turbine inlet temperatures for uncooled ceramics will be limited to
approximately 2,400* F in the 1990's. However, cooled ceramic blades and
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UNCLASSIFIEDIvanes as well as supporting structures may allow operation of turbines in gas
temperatures of 3,200* F with less cooling flow then currently used with much
lower gas temperatures. (U)I

i

II
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(U) Figure 21. Ceramic turbine blade. CU)

(U) Recent test results of the Air Force AFAPL low-aspect-ratio turbine
(LART) program, being conducted by AiResearch, have established the future
efficiency levels of high-work gas generator turbines for the 1980's (Figure
22). Tested efficiency of over 92 percent has established an industry level
of aerodynamic efficiency for single-stage high-pressure turbines. The
significant improvements achieved are attributed to the reduction of stator
end wall losses by:

1. Optimizing the radial work distribution

2. Using 3-D viscous analytical techniques developed by AiResearch to

select optimized end wall contours as well as stator lean and stack

(U) Another highly promising turbine technology area is the development of

photoetched laminated turbine vanes and blades (Figure 23). Individual
laminations are first photoetched from sheet metal. These are assembled,

diffusion bonded, and trimned to make individual cooled vanes. The advantage

of the laminated construction is lower cost and the potential for highly effec-

tive cooling.
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CU) Figure 22. Low-aspect ratio turbin~e. (U)
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I (U) Maximum turbine cooling flow temperatures are currently around 1,1000 F
for supersonic cruise conditions; projected 1985 temperatures are 1,2000 F. A

I further increase to about 1,300 e F may be expected for 199S.

I Augmenters

(U) Current technology augmenters have peak efficiencies of 96 to 97 percent
and efficiencies near maximum augmentation (fuel-air ratios greater than 0.06)
of less than 90 percent. Current augmenters tend to be nearly 4 feet long to
achieve these efficiency levels. Swirl-can burners have recently been studied
and tested which result in significantly higher efficiencies in shorter burner
lengths (Reference 3). For example, peak combustion efficiencies of near 100
percent and efficiencies at high fuel-air ratios of 94 to 98 percent can be
achieved in augmenters less than 2 feet long. The reduced length results in
lighter weight and less required cooling flow (and, thus, higher maximum
augmentation temperature and thrust).I
Engines Cycles

U) Engine cycles which were assessed include turbofans, variable-cycle
engines, Rockwell's Multiple Mode Integrated Propulsion System (MtvIPS), turbo-
props, regenerative and intercooled cycles, constant-volume combustion cycle,
compound cycle, and rocket-assisted takeoff (RATO).

Turbofans

(U) Conventional mixed-flow turbofan engines provide low fuel consumptionfor subsonic cruise and low exhaust gas temperatures for low IR signature. A
current engine may provide reduced cost by eliminating development cost.

I (U) Current technology bomber engines have thrust-to-weight ratios of from
7 to 8. Military engines currently being studied with technology availability
dates in the early 1980's have thrust-to-weight ratios approaching 11 for
conventional cycles. This advance, relative to current engines, is being
achieved through improved materials, higher specific thrust, higher stage
loadings (fewer stages), and shorter augmenters. Continued improvement in
materials through the late 1990's will improve thrust-to-weight ratio still
further. Improved turbine materials and improved component performance levels
will also increase specific thrust. Thus, thrust-to-weight ratios may be
expected to be greater than 12 in the late 1990's. Variable-cycle engines
and engines designed for high-speed, low-level flight would be expected to
have somewhat lower thrust-to-weight ratios, depending on the particular
design.
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Variable-Cycle Engines (VCE)

(U) Variable-geometry turbine turbojets are currently being studied forapplication to ATS in the 198S time period (Figure 24). Studies at Rockwell
indicate that this cycle is very competitive in total system cost and perform-
ance with low bypass ratio, fixed-cycle turbofans, and variable-cycle turbofans
in the AT', However, for subsonic-only aircraft, turbofans will provide lowerSMC

REAR VABI
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(U) Figure 24, Variable cycle engine. (U)

(U) One example of the advanced engines being studied at AiResearch and which
could have application in this study is a unique VCE concept. It takes
advantage of a characteristic of the centrifugal compressor, which allows com-
pressor flow to be modulated without decreasing pressure ratio. Variable-
geometry components include the variable-diffuser centrifugal compressor,
variable-nozzle high- and low-pressure turbines, and the variable exhaust
nozzle. Use of this engine in a high-performance fighter resulted in an 8-
percent decrease in takeoff gross weight and a 22-percent decrease in fuel
required when compared to conventional, advanced technology augmented
turbofan.

(U) VCE's such as the General Electric variable area bypass injector (VABI)
and the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft variable stream control engine (VSCE) have
been considered for ATS and AST. Both cycles provide reduced SFC for
multimission aircraft by maintaining airflow at the intermediate power level
down to approximately 50 percent of intermediate net thrust. This also reduces
inlet spillage and nozzle/afterbody drags, The VSCE has bypass and turbine
streams separated, and thus will have high IR signature; also, it cannot be
easily adapted to a 2-D nozzle.
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(U) multimission integrated propulsion system (NMIPS) has been investigated in
several aircraft studies (Figure 25). These studies indicated that MIPS is
most promising in aircraft that have significant performmnce requirements at
two or more significantly different flight conditions. Thus, MIPS was
considered for the minimum penetration time vehicle.
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(U) Figure 25, N IIPS concept and operation. (U)

Turboprops

(U) Recent engine manufacturers studies (References 4, 5, and 6) show that
advanced turboprop eagines have significant performance advantages up :to mach
0.8 relative to advanced turbofans. However, propellers provide high radar
signature return, even when composite materials are used. Thus, turboprops
were not considered further.

Rocket-Assisted Takeoff CRATO)

(U) RATO can be considered when penalties might otherwise be incurred by the
necessity of sizing the engines to meet a takeoff requirement. Other factors
to be considered include a logistics problem and the structural weight penalty
for mounting. Engine cycles were defined for each aircraft design which did
not require RATO.

Regenerative and Intercooling Cycles

CU) Three concepts were considered:

1. Regenerative: The high-pressure compressor discharge air is ducted
through a heat exchanger in the turbine discharge gas to preheat the
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air prior to burning. This reduces specific fuel consumption. An
additional advantage of this cycle is reduced IR signature due to lower
exhaust gas temperature. Previous studies (References 4, 5, and
6) show that the performance gains tend to be offset by heat exchanger
weight and pressure losses. Therefore, this concept was not
recommended.

2. Intercooling: Cooling between compressor stages (for example, using
liquid hydrogen as a heat sink) reduces the amount of work done to
reach a given pressure. A study by Garrett/AiResearch indicates that
performance may be improved slightly relative to a nonintercooled
turbofan system. Here again, performance gains tend to be offset by
weight and pressure losses; therefore, the concept was not recommended.

a, 3. Turbine Cooling Flow Cooling: Cooling of turbine cooling flow (using
fuel as a heat sink) results in lower amounts of cooling flow required
and, thus, higher specific thrust. Because the cooling flow required
for the engines of this study was so small, it was felt that there
would be little or no payoff for this concept. (U)

NOZZLES

(U) 'wo nozzle types were considered: conventional axisymmetric and asymmetric
(2-D). Nozzle concept and technology assessment is summarized in Table 3,
Axisymnetric, convergent-divergent, independent variable exit area nozzles
provide peak internal performance for all operating conditions. However, 2-D
nozzles offer potential benefits in several areas. Significant benefits to the
aircraft maneuver capability and takeoff/landing distance have recently been
identified with in-flight thrust vectoring, thrust reversing, and super-
circulation lift (propulsive lift enhancement). These benefits can improve
maneuver performance for aircraft having given control surfaces sizes, or can
result in smaller control surfaces with an attendant reduction in aircraft
weight and drag for the same maneuver performance. These features are
mechanically more easily applied to a 2-D nozzle than to their axisymmetric
counterparts. Analytical studies have shown improved supercirculation lift
for high-aspect-ratio (width/height) 2-D nozzle designs compared to the
restricted circular shape of axisymmetric nozzles, In addition, drag for
multiple-engine installations may be less because of cleaner aircraft lines.

(U) Finally, aircraft survivabillty/vulnerability is improved by the infrared
radiation/radar cross-section (IRRCS) signature suppression inherent in high-
aspect-ratio 2-D nozzles, The exhaust plume diffusion rate is greatly increased
with nozzle aspect ratio, and aft view RCS may be reduced with wedge or single-
expansion-ramp nozzles by shielding the engine turbine.
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PROPULSION CONTROLS

C)The complexity "bf advanced aircraft and the required capability .for
multimission mode in-flight variation of the flying qualities to achieve a
specific mission task dictate the use of advanced control concepts. Such a
concept is the digital, fly-by-wire, flight/fire/propulsion integrated controlI system. Through a trim drag reduction, the incorporation of an integrated
control system provides significant fuel savings in the penetration leg and
the related increase in engine life. The concept permits steady-state perform-Iance to be optimized with 'out regard to conventional stability margins required
for transients; the transients may be sensed and stability margins may be
incroased for the duration of the transient. Assessment of this control

concept is summarized in Table 3.

CU) The integrated fire/flight/propulsion control system concept was included
in the propulsion system performance analysis.

FUELS

(U) Assessment of alternate fuels is sunmarized in Table S. Solid fuels,
slurries, liquid fuels, and nuclear power are discussed.

(U) TABLE 5. TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT -FUELS (U)
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Solid Fuels (Not Recommended)

(U) Some materials could be used in a dry powdered form as a fuel. These
include aluminum, beryllium, boron, cirbon, lithium, lithium hydride, magnesium,
silicone, and titanium. These materials tend to be expensive. In addition,
incomplete combustion could result in rapid wear of engine parts downstream of
the combustor and in increased IR signature.

(U) One new concept is that of metallic hydrogen. The metallic form would
have a density approximately 10 times that of the liquid; thus, aircraft volume
could be reduced dramatically.

(U) The NASA Lewis Research Center has given grants to Cornell University and
to the University of Maryland to build presses designed to achieve the pressures
required to make metallic hydrogen. These would start with gaseous hydrogen
at atmospheric pressure. NASA Lewis is also designing a press, but it will
start with liquid hydrogen. This press is to be completed late in 1978.

(U) The pressures required to achieve metallic hydrogen are estimated to be
from I to 3 megabars (15 to 45 million psia). Whether it will be stable is
not known. Thus, it was not recommended for consideration in this study.

Slurries (Not Recommended)

(U) The suspension of powders, such as those described in the preceding, in
liquid fuels would result in the same problems as the solid fuels. In addition,
storage of slurries may be a problem due to the settling out of the solid.

Liquids

Acetylene (Not Recommended)

(U) Acetylene would appear to provide a good alternate fuel based on fuel
heating value. However, it is more expensive than either JP or synthetic JP,
it would increase radar cross section because of the larger volume required,
and it would result in additional ground handling requirements because of its
low boiling point (-1190 F).

Ammonia (Not Recommended)

(U) The very low fuel heating value of ammonia would result in very high fuel
weight and volume. Storage of ammonia would create additional ground handling
requirements because of its low boiling point (-280 F).
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|
Dtborane (Not Recommended)
(U) The heating value of diborane is attractive but its products of combustion

include boron oxide (which could deposit on engine parts) and boric acid
(corrosive). In addition, diborane is toxic.

Ethanol (Not Recomiended)

(U) Ethanol has a low heating value, and it would result in increased aircraft
voltue (increased RCS).

I, OI
Gasoline, Kerosene, and Syncrude Fuels (Recommended for All Vehicle Concepts)

(U) These fuels have very similar characteristics, and synthetic gasoline and
erosene will probably be produced in quantity from oil shale, tar sands, and
coal by the year 2000. The use of syncrude fuels as a replacement for the
dwindling supply of petroleum-based fuels has several advantages relative to
other fuels. Syncrudes, while more expensive than petroleum-based fuels today,
will probably be the cheapest replacement fuel. These fuels will require no
new storage or handling facilities. Use of syncrudes will mean minimum changes
to existing aircraft. Dual fuel facilities will not be required. Fuel should
be available at all existing airfields, as opposed to selected fields for a new
fuel.

Hydrogen (Recommended for Investigation)

() In previous studies of low-density aircraft, hydrogen has resulted in,
lower takeoff gross weight than JP fuel. Thus, hydrogen was considered for
the ISADS concepts. Hydrogen slush has advantages in that it is approximately
15-percent denser than the liquid, and there is less boiloff. However, the
slush is also considerably more expensive to prepare. Another advantage of
hydrogen is that IR signature is reduced.

(U) Cryogenic hydrogen has the obvious problems of storage (boiling point is
-423* F), world-wide supply, safety, and portability. It has a very low
volumetric heating value, is expensive, and is energy intensive, whether
produced from electrolysis of water or derived from coal gasification (currently
the least expensive means of production). Response time may be affected if
fuel tanks have to be filled or topped off. Additionally, public fear of
hydrogen may be difficult to overcome.
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Methane (Not Recommended)

(U) Liquid methane also has problems of storage (boiling point is -2590 F),
supply, safety, portability, low volumetric heating value, and response time.

Its volumetric heating value is higher than that of hydrogen, but its heating

value per unit weight is poorer.

Methanol (Not Recommended)

(U) The primary disadvantage of methanol is its low heating value.

Monomethylamine (Not Recommended)

(U) Monomethylamine has a low heating value, and it is more expensive than

ammonia or methane because both are used in its manufacture.

Pentaborane (Not Redonvended)

(U) Pentaborane has disadvantages similar to those of diborane (production

of boron oxide and boric acid, toxicity) and, in additibn, it ignites

spontaneously in air.

Propane (Not Recommended)

(U) Propane has a slightly higher heating value than kerosene but considerably

lower 4ensity. Its low boiling point (-44* F) would require special handling

It is also more expensive to produce than synthetic kerosene.

Shelldyne H (Recommended for Minimum-Weight Concept)

(U) Shelldyne has slightly lower heating value than kerosene, but it is much

denser. For airplanes which have a fuel volume problem, ShelIld)ne may be used
to advantage, This could aid in reducing volume and structure of the minimum-
weight concept. Currently, it is considerably more expensive than JP because
of a low production rate. With a high production rate, it might become

competitive with JP.
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Nuclear'Power (Recommended for Stealth Concept)

(U) Nuclear reactor's may be used as a source of heat for aircraft turbine
engines. Nuclear reactors have an almost unlimited energy source; therefore,
they can perfom long-endurance and long-range missions.

(U) Two nuclear heating methods were considered: direct and indirect. In the
direct cycle, conpressor discharge air is ducted through the nuclear reactor
and thence to the turbine and nozzle (Figure 26). The indirect cycle uses a
coolant to remove heat from the reactor and transport it to a heat exchanger in
the compressor discharge airflow stream (Figure 27). The direct cycle is sim-
plor, but the indirect cycle has a greater air intake capability. Several
engines can be associated with one reactor; this arrangement yields minimum
weight. However, a configuration which has one reactor per engine is simpler.
In a direct cycle, the engines are enerally adjacent to the reactor shield.
The indirect cycle permits more freedom in locating the engines. Because of
the excessive weight'of shielding each reactor in a direct cycle, only the
indirect cycle was considered in this study.

I#|L
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(U) Figure 26, Direct-cycle nuclear turbojet. (U)
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U) Figure 27. Indirect-cycle nuclear turbojet. (U)
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(U) Two radiation shield types were considered: unit shield (all shielding
around the reactor) and divided shield (some shielding around the reactor,
some around the crew). Because a unit shield is much heavier, the divided
shield was used.

(U) In a study of large aircraft (Reference 7), a nuclear-powered aircraft
was some 40-percent heavier than a kerosene-fuel aircraft carrying the same
payload. This was a result of operational constraints (kerosene fuel used for
takeoff and landing with reactor inoperative, plus kerosene for emergency
flight). Thus, the nuclear aircraft was re-examined in this study, without
imposing those operational constraints.

(U) A crucial aspect of a nuclear aircraft program is the question of
safety. Routine operations can be conducted so that both workers on the
program and the general public will not receive radiation doses greater than
allowable. However, there is always the possibility of a crash and the result-
ant release of radioactivity. Some developments have been made on a crash-
proof reactor and shield that will contain the radioactive material. Such a
device is somewhat incompatible with the requirements for fluid and heat
transfer. The weight required for the shield itself and weight needed for
qrash-proofing probably can be integrated with a weight saving. In light of
public attitude toward nuclear power and of the cancellation of the convention-
ally powered B-1, a nuclear-powered aircraft might not receive public
acceptance.

(U) The projected availability dates of these propulsion technologies are
sumnarized in figure 28.

1978 1980 1985 11990 1995 2000 2005

ADVANCED TURBOJET
ADVANCED PROPULSION CONTROLS

VARIABLE CYCLE ENGINE
2.D VECTORABLE NOZZLE

CERAMIC COMPONENTS
SYNTHETIC FUELS

NUCLEAR
ENGINE
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(U) Figure 28. Propulsion technology projections. (U)
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CONTROLS

(U) The ISADS basic mission involves terrain following at low altitudes for
relatively long portions of the mission. The aircraft is a low load factor
design which will result in highly flexible structure. The turbulence incidence
is nearly 100 percent at low altitudes. These factors combine to provide a
very rough ride for the crew, increased loads for the structure, and a high
fatigue rate. The terrain-following requirements demand a maneuverable
aircraft. The high dynamic pressure flight regime impacts the amount of
structural stiffness required for flutter. Active control technology develop-
ments are providing techniques for efficiently coping with these design
challenges. The active control concepts beyond the usual stability and
control augmentation functions (SCAS) pertinent to this study are:

1. Ride control

2. Gust load relief

3. Fatigue rate reduction

4. Structural mode control

5. Relaxed static stability

6. Maneuver load control

7. Active flutter suppression

(U) Since ride control, gust load relief, and fatigue rate reduction are
almost inseparable for purposes of this discussion, they are considered together
and associated with structural mode control.

RIDE CONTROL, GUST LOAD RELIEF, AND FATIGUE RATE REDUCTION (STRUCTURAL MODE
CONTROL)

(U) Ride control, gust load relief, and fatigue reduction on the fuselage are
easiest to implement with small aerodynamic fins near the pilot's station,
The fins should be canted 30 degrees down if both vertical and lateral struc-
tural motion is a problem. Fins could be on the aft fuselage, on some config-
urations, to reduce aft loads and fatigue. k lower rudder segment integrated
with regular SCAS could be implemented to reduce aft side loads and fatigue
rate. Part of the horizontal tail also may be used to reduce vertical gust
loads and improve fatigue rate reduction. Trailing edge controls, both
inboard and outboard, could be, implemented to reduce gust loads and improve
fatigue rate reduction on lifting surfaces. On the wing, this system could be
integrated with SCAS functions and maneuver load control. Wing trailing edge
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controls become increasingly more difficult to implement as the wing sweep
increases. These systems work mainly to damp structural modes, although some
rigid body motion can be attenuated. (U)

(U) The Rockwell-developed concept of placing the sensor (an accelerometer)
close to the force generator (identical location of accelerometer and force
(ILAF)) would be best to use. The sensor signals are compensated to provide
structural damping by the controls. On the B-1, Rockwell was able to save
approximately 11 percent of the fuselage structural weight that would have
otherwise been required to meet ride quality stiffness requirements beyond
those resulting from strength considerations. These concepts are well developed
and proven by flight test (B-1, B-52, and XB-70).

RBLA)XD STATIC STABILITY

(U) With highly reliable and redundant control systems, it is possible to
reduce the inherent longitudinal or directional static stability required by
an aircraft. This means that the possibility exists for reducing the horizontal
and vertical tail sizes with a consequent reduction in wetted area drag and
trim drag. Care must be exercised in integrating this concept with aircraft
balance and nosewheel liftoff capability at takeoff. A recent prototype
version of an improved Lockheed L-1011 was able to reduce the horizontal tail
size by 20 percent over the original L-1011 tail. This concept is well
developed nd proven with flight test (B-52, F-16, and L-1011).

MkNEUVER LOAD CONTROL

(U) Maneuver load control is used mainly to reduce the inboard wing bending
moment under design maneuver conditions. This is accomplished by redistributing
wing lift so that the center of pressure is moved inboard. Implementation of
the concept is usually done through inboard and outboard trailing edge controls.
However, this could be augmented through wing warping and elastic tailoring.
The payoff could be reduced wing weight for a given wing size or increased
wing aspect ratio for a given weight. The system is activated by accelerometers
mounted near the nominal center of gravity. Where weight has been the prime
consideration, a savings of 6 to 9 percent of wing weight has been realized in
some studies. The concept could be integrated with the 'regular SCAS and ride
control, gust load relief, and fatigue rate reduction systems. This concept
becomes worth less and more difficult to implement as the wing is swept aft.
This concept is relatively well develcped and flight tested (B-52, C-5, and
L-1011).
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ACTIVE FLUTTER SUPPRESSION

(U) This concept is similar to those used to provide ride quality, gust load
relief, and fatigue rate reductions. Structural motion is sensed (accelero-
meters seem best) and controlled through leading edge and/or trailing edge
control surfaces on the lifting surface involved. ILAF implementatio, would
be appropriate. Structural damping and frequencies are altered to prevent
flutter. The most conservative use of the approach would be to build the
lifting surface stiff enough to meet maximum speed flutter requirements and
provide the margin requirements with the control system. The less conservative
approach would be to design the wing for flexible wingloads and static stability.
Having done this, it is likely that the flutter boundary would be within the
flight envelope. Thus, the active flutter suppression system would be required

to provide flutter-free flight up to maximum speeds plus the required margin.
This system demands high reliability. As the lifting surface is swept, the 3
ability to implement this concept becomes less. Fortunately, as the lifting
surface is swept there is less need for a flutter suppression device. This
concept is the least advanced of all active controls discussed, and further
development work is required. The concept, however, has been flight tested
for lightly damped flutter modes (B-52). The concept is currently being
explored in wind tunnels (AFFDL and NASA) and on drones (DAST/NASA) for
highly divergent flutter situations.

(U) The projected availability dates of these controls technologies are
sunarized in Figure 29.

1978 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005

RELAXED STATIC STABILITY
STRUCTURAL MODE CONTROL

ACTIVE FLUTTER SUPPRESSION
MANEUVER LOAD CONTROL
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(U) Figure 29. Controls technology projections. (U)
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STEALTh

(U) Reduction of aircraft observables for high-performance vehicles -tarts
with attempts to minimize the radar cross section. The second priority is given
to IR suppression, and the next consideration is visual camouflage. Other
observables such as noise, laser cross section, and ultraviolet cross section
are deemed to be of considerably lesser importance and currently do not warrant
any aircraft penalty or expense. Visual stealth is also a primary consideration
for low-performance aircraft, The detection threats are radar, infrared, and,
to a lesser extent, visual. Hostile missile guridance uses radar and IR.

(U) It is highly doubtful that any of the current threats will have
evaporated by 1995. It is possible, however, that one or more of the lower
ranking observables, such as laser cross section, will be a matter of great
concern at that time. Reduction of laser cross section, however, will probabiy
be accomplished by techniques (such as shaping and surface finish control)
that are related to suppression of other electromagnetic signals. Consequently,
since the threats are likely to be broader and more intense in 1995, the
stealth design efforts will be more critical and will yield greater payoffs.
The principal payoff for successful stealth design is the ultimate reward,
survivability, but there are additional payoffs in the areas of reduction of
gross weight, reduced complexity, lower cost, and reduction in logistics
requirements.

RADAR CROSS SECTION (RCS)

(U) The techniques used for RCS reduction are variations on the twin themes
of reflection (in directions away from the radar receiver) and absorption.
Improvements in materials continually advance the effectiveness of absorber
systems. The area of current greatest progress is the development of struc-
tural radar-absorbant material (RAM) systems which are used in aircraft
cavities such as inlet ducts and antenna cavities.

(U) RAM materials comprise two general types: structural and parasitic.

Structural RAM may replace existing structure and thus will carry the necessary
loads while simultaneously serving as a radar absorber. Parasitic RAM, as the
name implies, is applied over an existing structure and has little or no useful
structural properties.

Structural Absorbing Systems

(U) The basic structural elements are dielectric materials into which
electrically active elements are positioned. The electrical elements may be
in the form of sheet material or an additive that makes the normal components
electrically lossy. Sheet materials usually involve a multilayered system to
achieve the magnitude of loss desired which results in somewhat lower struc-
tural properties and increase weight. These systems are best used in special
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I limited applications where very high values of absorption are required. The

additive materials usually involve single-core systems with an electrically
lossy core. These are the primary candidate systems for inlet application
since they are the most similar to normal structure and have the same strengthand weight. (U) ;

I (U) A single-core RAM system is shown in Figure 30. For frequency coverage
down through S-band (2 QHz), t is nominally 1-inch minimum with no upper limit
and may be varied indiscriminately for t's greater than 1 inch. C is typically a
heat-resistant phenolic 3/16-inch cell of 3 to 8 pounds density, and gp is a
reflective sheet of either aluminum foil or fine-mesh screen used as a ground
plane to terminate the absorber. F and P are the front and rear glass
filament reinforced resin facings which, with the overall core thickness,
make up the basic structure. As a single laminate, Ff is limited to roughly
0.05 to. 0.06 inch to maintain high absorptivity of specular incidence. The
radar-absorptive properties are obtained by specially treating the core with
a carbon/resin coating that has a weight of approximately 0.03 pounds per

j board foot.
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(U) Figure 30. Single core RAM system. (U)

(U) The core may be a single layer of lossy spacer or may be graded in the
direction of the ground plane.

Materials for Structural Absorbing Systems

(U) With the exception ofC the ground plane, all materials which are used in
the absorber muAst be dielectric. The ground plane is usually of conductive
material thr~ough which an electric field will not propagate. The remainder of
the absorber passes or absorbs part or all of the incident radiation.
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Skins

(U) For lightweight structures, skin-core sandwich is usually used. In this
case, the skins are the basic load-carrying elements as well as the source for
most of the weight of the structure. Most of the structures to date have been
made from resin-fiberglass systems where the resin is selected according to the
expected environment of the part. Epoxy, phenolic, and polyimide resins have
been use to bind glass which is either woven or in the form of unidirectional
multistrand. Where maximum front face transparency is a factor, skins have
been made from quartz fabric bonded with polyimide resin.

(U) Advanced composites are being developed which include graphite, boron,
and PRD-49 (DuPont) as replacements for fiberglass and quartz. These materials
have favorable stiffness properties along with high specific strength. PRD-49
is eminently suitable for RAM purposes because it has both a low dielectric
constant and low loss tangent. R4 systems have been prepared using these
skins with absorption values as good or better than fiberglass.

(U) Graphite and boron, however, are electrically conductive and cannot be
used as the skin on which the energy impinges. The back skin, which is a
conductive ground plane, can be made from graphite or boron and will work as
well as metal.

Cores

(U) Various materials may be used for core spacers, including glass epoxy,
glass-phenolic, and glass-polyimide as candidates. Metal core appears the
same as a sheet of metal when viewed by the radar field and therefore cannot
be used as a spacer.

(U) For lossy core absorbers, the core selection is made based upon load
requirements and the core is overcoated with a resin-pigment system which
imparts a lossy characteristic to the core. This has much less conductivity
than metal core.

Adhesives

(U) Adhesives are required to bond the various components together. These
adhesives need to be suitable to the end-use environment but cannot contain
metal fillers since these would Interfere with the proper interaction of the
electrical elements during absorption.
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Structural Design Considerations

I (U) Fundamentally, structural design of absorbing systems is identical with
the counterpart nonabsorbing structure. In the case of skins, solid-laminate

3spacers, and lossy core absorbers, these components are the same as in any
other sandwich; therefore, design allowables for these components are directly
derived from general material considerations.

Bonding

(U) Coating of the core with the carbon/resin mixture, which is the only
deviation from standard structure, has no effect on bonding properties. However,
in case of doubt, the coating can be masked from the adhesive fillet area by a
lost wax-type process.

Temperature

(U) The resin/carbon core coating mixture, which again is the only deviation
from standard structure, will not be affected by temperature if the resin
carrier is selected for its temperature properties, which would be the same as
the remainder of the structure.

Moisture and Humidity

(U) The effect of excess moisture absorption is a change in electromagnetic
properties as well as some degradation in the structural properties. The high
dielectric constant of water (80 compared to 4 for most glass-resin systems)
changes the electrical response of the absorber. Resins that possess good
resistance against extreme weather conditions should be used in conjunction
with external surface sealant to limit moisture absorption.

Panel Design

(U) Figure 30 showed a typical inlet RAM panel construction that employs the
preceding principles. The front face sheet, honeycomb core, and front adhesive
line are the only components that need be fabricated from dielectric materials.
All other parts can be of any suitable material. If the panel rear face sheet
is made from an electrically nonconducting material, then a conducting ground
plane must be incorporated (aluminum foil, wire screen, etc) on either the front
or rear surface (or in between) of this face sheet.
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1995 Technology a

(U) The greatest advancement to be expected in the area of structural absorber
systems is an increase in the frequency range of highly absorptive systems. At
the present time, there is a trade-off between these two properties, with the
most highly absorptive materials not available at the higher frequencies. Given
the current accelerating interest in structural absorber systems development,
it is reasonable to expect an increase from 10 dB reduction to between 20 and
30 dB reduction for the broad-range, load-carrying RAM.

Nonload-Carrying Absorbers

(U) Structural absorber systems have not yet been developed which will
withstand the engine exhaust nozzle environments. Parasitic absorber
installations, such as ceramics, carry a weight penalty. Magnetic absorbers,
tend to become demagnetized at high temperature and lose their absorptive
properties. This then becomes the area of greatest improvement in RAM to be
expected by 1995.

(U) The RAM for exhaust systems use must endure the severe environment of the
nozzle with respect to high temperature, thermal shock, oxidation, and
vibration, as well as functioning as a microwave absorber at high temperatures.
The Air Force Avionics Laboratory has been sponsoring developments in this
field (Reference 8), and there is room for much progress.

(U) Another parasitic absorber application is the use of magnetic materials on
wing and other airframe surfaces to absorb traveling waves which reflect from
discontinuities in the surfaces, such as wing trailing edges. The heavy weight
(up to I psf) of this material inhibits its use at the present time. Material
developments can be predicted for this area also.

Geometry Control

(U) The reflection principle is used in varied applications on aircraft to
reduce RCS. Planar retreating surfaces are used, where possible, to induce a
specular return away from the receiver. Corner reflectors are eliminated, and
gaps and cracks are filled with absorbing or metallized seals. Transparencies
such as the cockpit enclosure, are gold flashed to completely hide the cavity,
Reflecting or absorbing vanes may be used in the engine inlet cavities, in con-
junction with structural RAM, to prevent direct reflection from the front face
of the engine. These techniques-are important at this time and will still be
important in 1995, but it is difficult to postulate improvements in them, since
the techniques work well now when sufficient time is applied to them before the
vehicle design is fixed.
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Tuned Radomes

(U) A new development is the use of tuned, or selective frequency, radomes
which permit only the narrow band used by the aircraft radar system to pass
and present a reflective metal surface to all other frequencies. The geometry
of the ground plane and the transmission characteristics are as shown in
Figure 31, and the construction characteristics are shown in Figure 32. This
technology will almost certainly be matured and in operation by 1995.

PHYSICAL GEOMETRY TRANSM ISS ION
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(U) Figure 31. Resonant slot array characteristics. (U)I
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(U) Figure 32, Detailed wall construction. (U)
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RCS Prediction Methods

(U) The lack of accurate analytical models for aircraft RCS prediction has
been a critical technology void. Up to the present time, it is still faster
and cheaper to fabricate RCS models, test them on a range or in an anechoic
chamber, and then reduce the data than it is to use the best current analytical
models. This is because the analytical models are both slow and are capable
of caclulating only the simplest geometries, particularly with respect to the
important inlet and nozzle cavities. New-generation digital computers and
increased emphasis on vehicle stealth design make this an area for predictable
improvements. When the analytical methods are available, the demonstrated
geometry methods of RCS reduction will be easier to apply early in the design
process.

IR SUPPRESSION

(U) For high-performance aircraft, the IR signature is a function of both the
system operation and the design. Higher engine power settings increase the
emnission from the hot metal parts of the exhaust system and from the engine
plume. Sustained high velocity results in significant IR emission from the
entire aircraft skin, particularly in the longer wavelength bands that are
used by the new IR-seeking missiles. Design features that impact the IR
signature include the selection of engine cycle, the exhaust system and
augmenter design, and the surface coating used on the aircraft skin. IR
suppression techniques of shielding, cooling, and emissivity control may be
applied to these aspects of aircraft design.

(U) For a low-altitude penetrator in the 1995 time frame, detection from
space vehicles is a prime hazard. The airplane skin radiation would be limited
by using an external paint that simultaneously provides low IR emissivity and
high resistance to nuclear flash. Silicon binder materials (Reference 9)
yield a 50-percent reduction in IR emissivity compared to current aircraft
paints. Further improvements in the reflectivity can be assumed for 1995.
To minimize the engine hot part and engine plume IR emission, a 2-D exhaust
nozzle with an upper external ramp surface, such as the GE ALBEN nozzle,
should be used. A 2-D nozzle of 4 (or more) aspect ratio suppresses the plume
emission during nonaugmented operation and denies viewing up the tailpipe of
the hot metal parts of the exhaust system. (If rear aspect IR emission is the
significant consideration, a 2-D plug nozzle should be used as the suppressor.)
To provide cooling air for the shielding surfaces and to further dissipate
plume radiation, the engine bypass ratio should be as high as is practical. A
limiting factor on the bypass ratio is that it increases the engine inlet size
and therefore may aggravate the RCS reduction problem.

(U) The shielding, cooling, and emissivity control methods of IR suppression
will probably still be applicable in 1995. Advancements will probably be
pronounced in the improvement of the nozzle suppressor designs using internal
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Iblockage devices that hide the turbine from view. Hydrogen fuels would
eliminate the carbon dioxide radiation at 4.3 microns, which is the principal
radiation source during afterburner operation, but the IR problem would still
remain due to the other sources. Use of aerosol injectants or other expendable
suppression techniques is not likely to be feasible for a long-range aircraft. (U)

STRUnWU - AIRFRAME CMCEPTS

(U) The goals for the airframe structure of the strategic aircraft of the
post-1995 time period are clear. They must be less expensive, lighter,
contribute to the survivability of the whole aircraft, be more durable with
respect to service life, be less expensive to maintain, and be more easily
repaired. This will require new structure design and fabrication technology
in order to move the Air Force and the industry closer toward closing the
requirement/cost gap for future strategic systems.

(U) To accomplish these goals, the use and-development of now materials and
processes that can contribute significantly to the challenge of "materials"
manufacturing must be accomplished. This will require exploitation and develop-
ment of existing materials, new materials, and material combinations to the
extent required to significantly reduce end-item acquisition costs.

MATERIALS

State-of-the-Art

(U) Material systems in use for current aircraft structure can be separated
into three categories of materials:

1. Advanced composite maerials encompassing the family of fiber-reinforced
orgonic matrix. materials

2. Metal materials, normally titanium, aluminum or steel

3. Metal matrix materials encompassing the family of fiber-reinforced
metal matrix material combinations

Advanced Composite

(U) Advanced composite materials have emerged from the laboratory to become
materials with application to production airframe structures. Other composite
materials such as boron/tungsten filament or Kevlar fiber-reinforced organic
matrix materials have had limited incorporation on existing airframes, as have
polyimide-resin fiber-reinforced materials, except for radome applications.
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Metallic Materials

(U) For titanium, particular emphasis has been placed on reducing nanufactur-
ing costs while maximizing aircraft performance (weight reduction) through the
development of diffusion, bonding and concurrent superplastic forming/diffusion
bonding technologies,

Metal Matrix

(U) These advanced composite materials have been slow in developing into viable
materials for use on existing aircraft, primarily due to the reduced mission
requirements of today's aircraft systems. Comprised of directionally oriented,
high-strength, high-modulus continuous filaments entrapped within a metal
matrix, these materials offer the designer flexibility through tailoring of
strength and stiffness while maintaining the damage tolerance and environmental
characteristics of metal structures.

Projected Technology - 199S and Beyond

(U) The designer of post-1995 airframes will have available a wide range of
materials to choose from that will have lower cost, lower weight, and improved
maintainability characteristics as technology improvements and developments
accrue during the next 20 years.

Advanced Composite

(U) In the field of advanced composite materials, current developments in
processing of net-molded advanced composite parts demonstrate that net molding
will be a standard process for the 1995 airframe and, when coupled with use
of low-bleed or zero-bleed prepregs, will produce parts with a minimum of
material waste and fabrication hours.

Metallic Materials

(U) Metallic materials for airframe use will be selected to maximize service
life. Special considerations will be given to toughness characteristics of
the materials and to the resistance of various types of corrosion.

(U) Recent developments have resulted in new aluminum alloys such as 2048-T851,
7050-T76, and 747S-T76, which had limited application on existing aircraft but
should be available for post-1995 aircraft. 2219-T851, an existing material,
will be used where welding is required. Of the emerging alloys, 2048-T851 will
be used where welding is required and for tension skins where thickness is
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over 1.5 inches or where exposed to temperatures over 2S0* F. 7075-T76 and
7475-T76 will be used at temperatures below 2500 F, where high compression
yield is required. 7475-T76 will also be used for its high fracture toughness
properties. Aluminum sheet material such as M67-T7E71, made out of pow-11 dered metallurgy billets, will be used where high tension or compression proper-
ties are required. Properties for these alloys are shown in Table 6. Disper-
sion-strengthened aluminum alloys with strength properties equivalent to those
of M67-T7B71, but with improved fatigue, crack growth, fracture toughness,
expoliation, and stress corrosion resistance, will compete for application
where titanium is used today. (U)

(U) TABLE 6. CANDIDATE ALUMINUM ALLOYS FOR 1995 (U)

M67
2048 2219 7050 7475 T7371

PIropery TO1 T831 T76 T76 PM

F (kst) 62 62 72 71 87

F ty (ksi) 56 3S 62 61 81

FEX (ksO S6 45 64 63 81

Ki¢ 33 33 30 40 25

8 (X 106 psi) 11.3 10.3 10.2 10,3 10,6

stress r Good IExcell Glood flood Glood
re istance

3
0 (lb/in. ) 0,099 0,102 0.102 0,101 0.104
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(U) Recent experiments have produced an aluminum sheet product with substantially
improved strength properties. The process appears to be applicable to all
conventional, precipitation hardenable aluminum alleys. There is potential
for improved fatigue strength as well as superplastic forming capability.

(U) For titanium alloys, it is easy to project that by 1995 the emerging
alloys of Ti-lOV-2F3-3A1 and Corona -5 (Ti-4.5AI-SMo-l,5 Cr) in thick sections
will be commonplace in aircraft manufacture. Corona -5 STA is especially
desirable because of its high fracture toughness and its air-cool quench process,
making it compatible with diffusion bonding. Thin-sheet titanium candidates
(triplex annealed Ti-6A-2Sn-4Zn-60o, Ti-15V-3Cr-3A1-3Sn, and Ti-10V-2Fe-3A1)
are selected because of their high strength, high stiffness-to-weight ratios,
and forming capability. Textured titanium products will offer 2S- to 30-percent
improvement in modulus and strength properties in the longitudinal direction,
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with little or no degradation of transverse properties. Textured properties
have been demonstrated for Ti 6-4 and Ti-6-2-4-6 alloys. Properties for
these titanitu alloys are shown in Table 7. (U)

(U) It is also projected that new tit3nium processes such as hot isostatically
pressed powder metallurgy parts, flow forming, and isothermal forging technology
will have reached a level of maturity for incorporation on post-1995 aircraft,
supplementing superplastic forming/diffusion bonding options which are in
application status on today's airframes.

(U) TABLE 7. CANDIDATE TITANIUM ALLOYS FOR 1995 (U)

Thick Section Thin sheet
Corona . TI.10-2.3 TI-b.2.4.6 TI.l$.3-3-3 TI10-2-3 Textured

ata Trl-arm Sta tta I a elloy

Ptu ( il 180 170 105 190 170 200 160
pt (ky i) 170 ICS 185 180 165 18s 145

Fy (kel) 190 180 195 iS 1

! (X lob psOj 16.1 14.0 17.0 17,O 15.0 1S,5 16.0
S(3 106 pl P 17.5 17,5 15.5 19.0 13.5

L'. (cn $ I) ,0 10.0 6.0 10.0

P (1b/ln.1 0,164 0.168 0.162 0.172 0.168

Ftu/b. (X 100 Ln,) 1.154 1.104 1.012
lit/f, (X lot, ln.l ].03S 1.017 .923

Nic. (kWl ,tT , ,7 65

dn/dn (X 10
"

6 1 pC)
,'6K-l ki 0 .2 2.0
AK-2D koi 47n 6.0 20.0

, AK.40 ksi .-"T . 65.0 70,0

locc (ksi .'1-) ., 70
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Metal Matrix

(U) In the metal matrix field, one of the most promising fiber developments
which should see full-scale production experience by 1995 is carbon-core
silicon-carbide fibers. Effectively chemically inert and capable of withstanding
molten aluminum temperatures without appreciable strength losses, current
technology investigations include continuous filament-reinforced castings.
Although in their early stages of development, current wetting tests (fiber
dippling in molten metal) show longitudinal strengths far in excess of the
rule of mixtures principle, and continuous-tape preform concepts are already
trider laboratory investigation by Rockwell. If proven successful, cost
projection of filament-reinforced cast structure may show the first example
of metal-matrix advanced technology cost-competitive with conventional sheet
metal construction.
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Improved Technology Payoffs

(U) Improved technology will show payoffs in the form of decreased cost and
weight of 1995 aircraft designed to perform a specified mission. This
will be accomplished by means of improved weight/strength ratios, higher
design allowables due to lower data scatter, and damage-tolerance enhancement.
The improved payoffs thus will lead to mission completion enhancement and
improved buy-to-fly ratios.

(U) Two types of improvements are foreseen for advanced composites. Improved
production processes will lead to a more reliable achievement of the higher
end of Rockwell's present data scatter, thus leading to higher design allow-
ables. Increased use will lead to less conservatism in design, especially
in the area of joints and environmental effects, with resultant lower cost,
both for the material and the manufactured product.
(U) For metallic structures, improved fabrication processes such as super-

plastic-formed/diffusion bonding can lead to weight/cost-effective sandwich
construction heretofore unattainable.

(U) Integral structures construction (i.e., reduction in complexity and the
number of joints) and the domino effect (i.e., reduction in structural mass
leads to reduction in power/plane weight leads to reduction in structural
mass...) will also inevitably lead to more weight/cost-efficient structures,

(U) In conclusion, it is anticipated that aircraft weight and cost reductions
of 30 to 50 percent are entirely feasible.

Materials Technology

Group 1 - Advanced Composites

(U) Areas where advanced composite technology development or improvement must
be accomplished are:

1. Development and mechanical property characterization of commercial-
grade graphite, boron, and Kevlar fibers in unidirectional tapes,
woven fabrics, and broadgoods

2. Development and characterization of resin systems, both epoxy based
and polyimide based, that have substantially increased resistance
to moisture degradation

3. Development of polyimide resin systems with processing characteris-
tics similar to epoxy resins to permit wide-spread application to
post-1995 airframes
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4. Development of graphite/epoxy-reinforced honeycomb core to permit X
the use of full-depth honeycomb sandwich structure to be used on
post-1995 airframes free of the corrosion problems plaguing aluminum
core applications today and with higher strength-to-weight ratios
that exist for today's glass-reinforced (HRP) core. The following
hybrid and thermoplastic matrix advanced composite honeycomb cores
have been selected for development or improvement in current programs:

a. Expanded hybrid HFT, GY-70 graphite (600 fibers per tow)/fiber-
glass at yarn end ratio of I GY-70/5 glass, 3/16-inch cell size,
4.5 pcf target density, phenolic resin matrix

b. Expanded hybrid HFT, T-300 graphite (1,000 tow)/fibegglass at
yard end ratio of l-T-300/t glass, 3/16-inch cell size, 5 pcf
target density, phenolic resin matrix

c. Corrugated HFT reinforced with GY-70 graphite/fiberglass hybrid
interleaf, 3/16-inch cell size, 7.5 pcf target density

d. Corrugated GY-70 graphite -4S-degree unidirectional/polysulfone,
experimental honeycomb core, 3/16-inch cell size, 8.6 pcf target
density

e. Expanded 24 by 24 bidirectional, T-300 graphite (1,000 tow)
fabric/polysulfone matrix, experimental honeycomb core, 3/16-
inch cell size, 8 pcf target density

These cores offer great potential in terms of improved normal shear
stiffness, a key property in the stabilization of composite sandwich
panels. Cores a. through c. offer a theoretical shear stiffness
potential of approximately two times that of standard HFf core of
similar density; cures d. and e. approximately five times that of
standard HIT core.

5. Development and mechanical property characterization of boron-carbon
filament fibers for replacement of the higher cost boron-tungsten
filaments fibers in use today (U)

(U In addition to the preceding developments, it is reasonable to predict
that technology developments in the pre-1995 time frame will develop fiber-
reinforced thermoplastic materials, low-density fiber-reinforced foams, and
heat-formable pultrusions into viable material options for the designer of
post- 1995 airframes.
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Group 2- Metals

Aluminum. (U) Material technologies which require additional. development are:

1. Continued technology development for new aluminum alloys such as
7475, 2048, and 7050

2. Expansion of mechanical property data base for new alloys, permitting
early application to production airframes

3. Continued development of the high-strength aluminum process to establish
design properties of mill-produced products

4. Development of tailored composite (dispersion-strengthened) alloys to
fill specific requirements such as temperature and/or mechanical
properties

S. Development of manufacturing methods for small and large net precision
forgings and castings

6. Development of arc seam welding as a primary assembly method

Titanium. (U) Areas where technology development or improvement should be con-
tinued during the pre-1995 time period to realize the full potential of
titanium applications on post-1995 aircraft are:

1. Near-Net diffusion Bonding - Diffusion bonding is a process for
making large, complex titanium structural parts as well as smallerfittings. It lends itself well to fabrication of complex pockets,

intricate webs, and thin sections. Use of the process can result
in substantial cost savings over competitive machined forgings,
machined plate, or weldments. Cost-reduction advancements in the
process include improved fly-to-buy ratios becasue of closer-to-net
bonded parts, reduced press time, reduced inspection requirements, and
improved tooling.

2. Concurrent Superplastic Forming/Diffusion Bonding - This is a process
for producing severely formed sheet metal details by using the unique
high tensile elongation properties of titanium within the superplastic
temperature range. The process is applicable to titanium sheet metal
parts having complex combinations of shrink and stretch flanges,
beads, compound contours, and short-bend radii. Bend radii equal
to the metal thickness (lt) are readily achievable with close
tolerances and freedom from residual stresses. Recent developments
allow use of integral pad-up areas that can be added by concurrent
forming and diffusion bonding of added strips or pads, resulting in
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integrally stiffened areas. The production of multiple parts in a
single processing cycle is a major advantage of the process.
Significant reduction in design constraints is possible due to the
superplastic forming process by greatly extending the forming
capability such that joints and fasteners may be eliminated by
combining two or more details.

3. Sine Wave Welding - Sine wave welding is a unique method for pro-
ducing thin-gage, highly efficient titanium and steel beam components
requiring high strength and stiffness. It is particularly attractive
for lightweight spars, ribs, and longerons where joining caps to
webs is required. New advancements In the process permit fabrication
of distortion-free parts over 12 feet long, using very-low-cost
tooling methods. Studies have been instituted which should be con-
tinued to apply the process to metals other than titanium.

4. Flow Forming - Integrally stiffened panels can be produced in
titanium by flow forming material into a shaped die to form stiffeners

and projections up to a height of 1-1/2 to 2 inches. Major cost
savings result from eliminating much of the as-purchased material
weight and the cost of its subsequent removal by machining. The
process employs existing equipment and methods but extends size range
from that applicable to conventional forgings. The product provides
high metallurgical quality and can be subsequently welded or formed
to produce a great variety of configurations.

5. Isothermal Forging - Isothermal forging of titanium is being developed
to provide essentially net parts which require a minimum amount of
machining, generally only on interface surfaces. Parts are limited
by size and geometry, should be symmetrical about the forging parting
line, and can be produced in rate production quantities. Advantages
to this process include (1) close tolerances, (2) no draft on walls
perpendicular to the parting plane, (3) small corner and fillet radii,
(4) reduced buy weight, and (5) reduction in machining required.

6. Brazed and Welded Sandwich Structures - Sandwich structures have

three discrete structural elements: two face sheets and one core.
The face sheets carry loads in the plane of the sandwich and are
stabilized by the core. The core, which may be honeycomb, corrugated,
or other configurations, carries loads normal to the plane of the
sandwich. The face sheets are joined to the core by brazing or
welding to make up the sandwich assemblies, which exhibit the
following advantages:

a. High strength/weight ratio

b. High stiffness/weight ratio CU)
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c. Thin-sheet stabilization to high stress levels

I d. Substructure minimization

e. Aerodynamic smoothness

f. High sonic fatigue resistance

g. High thermal gradient capability

Metal sandwich can be made from any weldable material and is actuallyI a composite of many elements joined together at node interfaces by
welding, brazing, and/or diffusion bonding. The technology gained
during the B-70 program should be extended to include the new titanium
alloys, making all titanium sandwich structures viable for post-1995
strategic aircraft. (U)

Group 3 - Metal Matrix

(U) For metal matrix materials to realize competitive economics with other
post-1995 material selection candidates, research and development activities
should be continued in the following areas:

1. Technology improvement for infusion casting and mechanical property
characterization of the following metal matrix material combinations:

Metal Matrixes Reinforcement Filaments

Aluminum Boron/carbon
Titanium Silicon carbide
Beryllium Coated fibers

2. Technology improvement for diffusion bonding of fiber-reinforced metal
matrices and mechanical property characterization:

Matrix Material Reinforcement Filaments

Aluminum Boron
Silicone carbide
Graphite

Titanium Tungsten
Copper
Other filaments
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3. Development of improved manufacturing methodology to reduce acquisition I
costs of fiber-reinforced metal matrix materials. Avenues of investi-
gation should include tooling cost reduction, filament cost reduction,
development of welding as a primary assembly technique, and extension L
of fiber reinforcement technology in large superplastic foning/diffu-
sion bonding primary and secondary structure applications. (U)

Materials - Hostile Environment Protection

(U) Strategic aircraft of the post-1995 time period will be exposed to
external weapons threats of differing degrees and magnitudes than for today's
aircraft as weapons technology develops concurrently with materials technology.
It is anticipated that passive protection systems will be employed on the
external surfaces of aircraft structure to enhance the survivability/
vulnerability (S/V) performance of post-1995 strategic aircraft. The
susceptibility of airframe structural materials to laser weapon and nuclear
weapons effects will be evaluated, with primary emphasis on establishing the
direction of future technology development to counter the effects of laser
weaponry.

Laser Weapons

(U) The mechanisms of target damage and kill must be defined, and the
characteristics of potential weapons must be quantitatively analyzed to
establish guidelines for the development and direction of passive protection
systems. For lasers, the spot size, power density, wave length of incident
energy, and time history of target acquisition must be analyzed. Quantitative
analysis will be performed with an end objective of confining laser weapons
damage to the external surfaces of both nonmetallic and metallic structural
airframe surfaces. Particular emphasis will be placed on addressing
protection systems for areas of the aircraft where through-skin penetration
could cause loss of aircraft. Such areas would include fuel cells and the
fuel transfer systems, as well as crew compartments. The studies performed
would also address prevention of ignition after an assumed burnthrough of the
external skin and protection system(s).

Nuclear Weapons

(U) The nuclear weapons threat (i.e., blast temperature, blast pressure, and
electromagnetic pulse threats for airframe structural materials) has been
evaluated and documented for a current strategic aircraft and, except for
canopies and electrically transparent structure (radomes, antenna enclosures),
protection systems are available for post-1995 aircraft. These protection
systems will not provide protection against the higher incident energy levels
associated with laser weapons predicted for the post-1995 time frame.
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Vehicle Signature Reduction

(U) An investigation of materials and techniques for infrared signature
reduction is required for anticipated hot regions of the aircraft as well as
evaluating materials and methodology for reducing the radar cross section of
post-1995 aircraft. These studies should springboard from the methodologiez
used on current strategic aircraft and predictions and trends in methodology
for future aircraft. Materials for infrared and radar cross-section (RCS)
signature reduction will require analyses for compatibility with the require-
ments of materials or material systems selected to counter the laser and
nuclear weapons threat.

Protective Coatings (Systems)

(U) New protective coatings for aircraft exterior surfaces will require
development to meet the protection requirements of the post-1995 strategic
aircraft. These coatings will be tailored to enhance resistance to hostile
environment characteristics produced by nuclear and laser weapons, and they
may be designed to reduce IR signature and RCS by taking advantage of the
spectrum windows that occur in various organic and inorganic materials.

Current passive protection system philosophy is evolving along the lines
of multilayer organic and metallic films applied to the external surfaces of
airframe structure to simultaneously counter multiple threats. These protection
systems lend themselves more readily to the protection of advanced composite
structural surfaces; consequently, evaluation and technology developments in
protection systems for advance composite structure are of primary importance.

Structure

(U) Two types of structure have been considered in this evaluation: (1) basic
structure, which is designed to serve in a normal environment, and carry con-
ventional airframe loads, and (2) special-purpose structure, which is designed
to operate in a hostile environment such as nuclear burst or to serve in a
unique capacity such as RCS reduction or laminar flow control (LFC) in addition
to reacting flight loads.

State-of-the-Art (1977)

Basic Structure

(U) Currently, most primary structures are metallic constructions. The wings
and empennage are normally mechanically fastened skin and stringer/rib or
multispar constructions. Aluminum is used for the machined skin and substructure
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details, although titanium sine wave beams have been used for empennage sub-
structure in conjunction with a machined aluminum skin on current aircraft )
designs. (U)

(U) Fuselage constructions are aluminum skins with stiffeners mechanically
attached to frames. The aluminum skins are stiffened by the addition of
riveted, bolted, or bonded hat, zee, or tee sections. There is increasing
use of aluminum, integrally stiffened, monolithic components for primary
fuselage structure that additionally functions as a fuel barrier. These parts
are produced out of plate or large forgings, using numerically controlled
machine operations. A substantial cost reduction is accomplished through
minimizing the number of detail parts fabricated as well as the number of
man-hours required to apply the fuel sealing material. The reduction of the
amount of fuel sealing material used results in an effective weight reduction.
Where temperature requirements or high fracture toughness requirements are of
primary concern, titanium is used in lieu of aluminum. Examples of current
titanium applications are longerons, wing carry-throughs, diffusion-bonded
frames and bulkheads, and superplastic-formed/diffusion-bonded beams and
doors.

(U) Advance composite materials are being used in empennage primary structure
for both structural skin and substructure details (Figure 33). In this
application, the advance composite parts are used in substitution for an
existing metal design and follow the same construction pattern. Despite this
drawback, weight and cost savings of 15 to 20 percent are being realized for
the advance composite structure.
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(U) Figure 33. Advanced composites utilization in empennage. (U)
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(U) Primary structure fabricated from metal matrix materials has not found
application on current aircraft to date. Studies have shown, however, that
a B-1 wing root rib fabricated from metal matrix (boron/aluminum) when com-
pared with its titanium counterpart demonstrated a 33-percent weight savings
and 45-percent average unit cost savings. A wing root rib from boron/aluminum
was successfully fabricated and tested to demonstrate the technology under
Air Force Contract F3361S-74-C-5l5l, Manufacturing Methods for Metal Matrix
Structural Components.

(U) Most secondary airframe structures are either aluminum skin/rib/stringer
designs or aluminum skin/aluminum honeycomb core sandwich designs, Fiberglass
skins are often used in lieu of aluminum skins for aluminum honeycomb core
sandwich designs; occassionally, fiberglass (HRP) honeycomb core is used.
Adhesive bonding as a part fabrication/assembly method is used extensively in
the design of secondary structure parts.

(U) Advance composite secondary structure applications on current aircraft
include weapons bay doors, nacelle inlet ramps, structural mode control vanes,
avionic access doors, landing gear doors, overwing fairings, and trailing edges
(Figure 34).
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(U) Figure 34. Current LAD composite applications. (U)

(U) Superplastic-formed/diffusion-bonded titanium secondary structures on
current aircraft (Figure 35) include engine access doors, auxiliary power
unit doors, and nacelle panel structure.
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(U) Figure 35. B-i production usage (SPF and SPF/DB). (U)

Special-Purpose Structure

(U) The following types of special-purpose structure have been identified
for application to strategic aircraft:

1. Laminar flow control surfaces for wing, fuselage, and empennage

2. Boundary layer control for engine air induction systems

3. Nuclear heat pulse - resistance structure

4. Radar absorbant material

5. Laser - Resistant structure

6. Infrared signature reduction structures

(U) A preceding paragraph, "Stealth," addresses the current and projected status
of RAM and IR signature reduction structure. The limited state of development
of these structures is outlined in the following.

Laminar Flow Control LUC Surfaces. (U) The primary interest in LFC has been
in the reduction in drag. The use of LFC to reduce drag was not extensively
pursued until 1949, when Dr. W. Phenninger began his work at Northrop Aircraft
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I Company. This work, sponsored by NACA, led to the Air Force program in which
Northrop designed, built, and tested the X-Z1 airplane, which incorporated
a full LFC wing (ref 23). Fabrication and flight experience with the X-21A
wing demonstrated that the LFC feature can be integrated into an airframe
structure with less than 8-percent weight penalty. The average weight per
square foot of upper and lower covers and substructure was 9.2 pounds, a
reasonable value for its class of airplane. The weights of removable valves,
duct connections, and pumping equipment were not included. (U)

(U) The Northrop design employs an outer skin 0.5 to 0.63 mm (0.020 to 0.025
inch) aluminum alloy bonded to an aluminum honeycomb sandwich panel. Slots,
0.1S2 mm (0.006 inch) in width, are cut in the outer skin in a spanwise
direction. These slots connect to 4.8 mm (0.188 inch) plenums, premachined
in the adhesive line, which is a minimum of 0.5 mm (0.020 inch) thick. Holes
drilled through the honeycomb panel form a passage to channels bonded to the
inner surface of the panel. These channels distribute boundary layer air
to cross ducts which transfer air to the pumps.

(U) This program has been the most significant full-scale application of LFC
concepts to an airplane and probably represents the limit of current technol-
ogy. LtC J. V. Kitowski summarized the Air Force's position on the technical
status as follows:

"Large areas of laminar flow were obtained at cruise conditions.
Full chord laminar flow at high Reynolds number for the low
altitude case was obtained. The consequences of wing sweep
were determined, and the resulting problem of leading edge
contamination was solved. Design criteria were developed for
future laminar flow aircraft applications. LFC operation in a
real environment was documented. Areas of limited knowledge
and achievement may also be identified. The operational
practicality and suitability were not demonstrated. Consistency
of laminar flow at high Reynolds number was not achieved.
Manufacturing cost for a production version of a laminar flow
aircraft was not fully determined in this study."

Boundary Layer Control (BLC). (U) BLC has been used extensively during the
last 20 years for engine air induction systems at Rockwell. The F-107, XB-70,
and B-1 all made extensive use of BLC to minimize flow separation at the inlet
boundaries and to control the airflow in the inlet. The structure used to
provide the BLC surface consists of porous skin, stabilized by either honeycomb
sandwich or stiffeners. The porous panels and duct walls serve as primary
load-carrying structure with plenum chambers, inboard of the BLC structure,
to collect and distribute the boundary layer air.
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() The current production method for the honeycomb panels is to bond or
braze the face sheets to the core, and then drill small-diameter holes (0.030-
to 0.060-inch-diameter) in the mold line surface and larger holes (0.25- to
0.375-inch-diameter) in the back side. For porous, stiffened skin construc-
tion, the panels are first milled from thick plate to produce integral stiffeners,
and then holes are drilled to the proper diameter between stiffeners. Although
both methods are production processes and produce efficient structures, the
production costs of fabricating the basic panels and drilling the holes is
high.

(U) A pronising future BLC panel production technique is becoming feasible
through the use of SPF/DB titanium technology. In this technique, the required
BLC ducting and slots are concurrently formed with the skin, reducing weight
and cost penalties associated with BLC.

Nuclear Heat-Pulse Resistant Structure. (U) Considerable progress has been
made on the X-15, XB-70, and B-1 programs to develop structures to resist
extremely high, short-time temperature exposure.

(U) Recent tests conducted on titanium truss core sandwich have demonstrated
its survivability under simulated nuclear heat pulse. The panels were 1/4-inch
thick sine wave truss core fabricated from 6AI-4V titanium. The core was
0.010-inch thick (starting stock), the OWL face sheet was 0.014-inch thick,
while the INL face sheet was 0.008-inch thick. Prior to testing, the parts
were painted on the center mold line only with the B-1 paint system; i.e., one
coat MIL-P-23377 epoxy primer and two coats of MIL-C-83286 aliphatic polyure-
thane topcoat. Each panel was subjected to .0 exposures to simulated nuclear
flash. The panel was allowed to cool to 1300 F prior to the next flash. Sur-
face temperatures exceeded 2,400' F after each flash. The paint charred on both
samples, and there was a slight amount of surface buckling but no structural
failure. No cracks or damage to the bonds, face sheet, or core trusses could
be found by subsequent metallurgical examinations. Preliminary thermodynamic
analyses show that with a 5000 F service temperature white paint applied to
the external surface of the titanium truss core shell, the outer face sheet
maximum temperature will be about 800' F.

Laser-Resistant Structures, CU) The laser threat as a viable weapon is fairly
new. As a result, the development of laser-resistant structures is just
beginning. Although the results of the new development progrWas to resist
the lasbr threat are encouraging, the technology is too new to be considered
state-of-the-art.
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i Projected Status - 1995 and Beyond

(U) The advent of advanced metallic and composite fabrication techniques for
the structural design of post-1995 aircraft will open new horizons in
structural efficiency and fabrication simplicity.

Basic Structure

(U) Primary structure design/fabrication technology should have advanced tc
the point where large-scale monolithic structures of titanium, aluminum, steel,
or metal matrix materials can be used. The designer of post-1995 aircraft will
be able to use welding as a primary assembly method to sharply reduce the
number of detail parts required. Consequently, post-1995 structure will
have a minimum of juints, a minimum of fasteners (skin/substructure penetra-
tions), improved static/fatigue strengths, sharply reduced fuel containment
problems, and improved structural efficiency. The designer will. have available
new and improved alloys in aluminum, steel, and titanium, as well as new and
improved metal matrix materials that, when coupled with new manufacturing
technologies, will permit the use of large integrally stiffened skins; i.e.,
built-in spars or conventional stiffeners, large superplastic-formed/diffusion-
bonded titanium skins, bulkheads and integral skin and bulkheads; metal matrix
reinforced titanium and aluminum structural elements; superplastic-formed
aluminum frames and integrally stiffened skins; and large precision net forged
or cast aluminum parts.

(U) With advanced composite materials, the designer will be able to use
large-scale integral structure concepts for the wing or fuselage, The integral
structure wing, for example, would be fabricated by laying up and curing
simultaneously one skin and all substructure details, thus eliminating all
peiietratio (fasteners) in the skin and substructure. The other skin will be
attached by either fasteners, adhesive bonding, or a combination of both.

(U) Selected structure technologies that are being developed independently
show promise of additional cost and/or weight reduction when combined into
hybrid structure. Some of the promising combinations are,

1. Netal'covers adhesively and/or mechanically attached to integral
advanced composite substructure

2. Composite covers adhsively and/or mechanically attached to superplastic-
formed/diffusion-bonded titanium substructure

3. Metal matrix hybrid structure

(U) Secondary 4andwich structure and integrally stiffened skins for leading
edges, trailing edges, rudders, and fairings will make extensive use of
advanced composite skins coupled with advance composite substructure, rypical
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core and stiffened panel constructions that will be used for future aircraft
applications are shown in Figure 36. Where temperature or high-strength
requirements dictate the use of metallic secondary structures, the post-1995
aircraft designer will superplastic-formed/diffuslon-bonded titanium
structures. (U)
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(U) Figure 36. Typical core and stiffened panel constructions. (U)

Advanced Composite Technology. (U) The unique advantage of advanced composites
I-n aircraft design results from certain inherent characteristics of this class
of material:

1. Very high strength/density ratio

2. Very high modulus/density ratio

3. Tailorable amisotropy

4. Fabrication by layup

Both the high specific strength and the stiffness make possible a significant
degree of weight saving, but the highly orthotropic nature of composite lami-
nate and the ability to fabricate large segments of an airframe with oriented
laminates magnify the weight savings.

(U) Aeroelastic tailoring (AT) consists of the systematic arrangement of
.omponent geometries and composite ply orientations for improvement of the
aerodynamic properties of wings, the enhancement of aeroelastic effectiveness
of the airframe, and compliance or reduction of weight and mass distribution.
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I (11) The graphite/epoxy composites that will be used in the wing/fuselage are
ideally suited for AT, lending themselves to tailoring in at least two ways:

i 1. Tailored local angle of attack (Figure 37)

I 2. Tailored camber

I
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(U) Figure 37, HiMAT aeroelastic tailoring accomplishment. (U)

Both methods increase lift for a given drag, or conversely, decrease drag for
a given lift. Thus, AT payoff lies in affording a reduced engine size, which,
in turn, decreases the structural weight, resulting in increased maneuver-

1 ability and handling. These combined increments in system effectiveness,
which were directly derived from judicious tailoring, will be translated into
a significant cost-effective improvement of the weapon system.

(U) Preliminary analytical studies show that aeroelastic tailoring of advanced
composites can also be used to overcome aeroelastic divergence in forward-
swept wings with little or no weight penalty. Recent aerodynamic studies
indicate that aircraft with forward-swept wings have benefits in high speeds
such as drag reduction, minimum aerodynamic center shift in the transonic
regime, and improved stability. However, the weight penalties incurred to
overcome aeroelastic divergence have limited forward-swept wing developments
to very small forward sweep angles. This aeroelastic phenomena occurs at
speeds where the aerodynamic loading exceeds the elastic restoring forces of
the wing structure, thus causing an increase In angle of attack, which, in
turn, causes an increase in the aerodynamic loading. This Instability results
in catastrophic loss of the wing.

UNCLASSIFIED
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(U) Since the interaction between aerodynamic loading and aeroelastic
tailoring is crucial to the advancement of forward-swept wing technology, the
Air Force is funding programs to confirm the analytical predictions by wind
tunnel testing of subscale models. Future Air Force plans include full-scale
flight demonstration of this technology, which will allow it to be considered
state-of-the-art prior to 1995.

(U) In addition to weight savings and aeroelastic tailoring advantages, these
materials present the opportunity for reducing manufacturing costs and life
cycle costs. Owing to the processability and moldability of advanced
composite materials, large major assemblies, such as the intermediate fuselage,
vertical stabilizer torque box assemblies, and wing torque box assemblies, may
be molded and cured in one processing operation. This is accomplished by
laying up prepreg tape, cutting to net mold size, forming and staging integral
subassemblies, and placing the subassemblies into a final assembly female curing
fixture. The final assembly is then cured in one operation to yield a finished
net-size integral structure (Figures 38 and 39).

(U) Figure 38. Integral structure. (U)

P
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(U) Fisure 39, Multispur corured integral structure. (U)
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(U) The wing torque box is especially suited for advanced composite integral

structure. The lower cover, spars, and ribs would be cocured into one large
assembly, with the upper cover either bolted or bonded in place (Figure 40).
The integral structure lends itself well to integral fuel tanks, virtually
eliminating fuel leakage problems. Access holes into the wing should be
through the front and rear spars, with limited access through the upper cover.

OR 1EP INTEGRAL STIFFENER - FRAME - SKIN CONCEPT

iei
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BUILD-UP AIRCRAFT PRIMARY STRUCTURE
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RIB, SPAR ARRANGEMENT
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CU) Figure 40. Integral structure concept. MU

(U) The forward fuselage section is suited to the application of large con-
toured advanced composite skins fabricated with cocured integral stiffeners
and frames. The integrally stiffened skins would then be attached by conven-
tional methods to precision net cast aluminum bulkhead or SPF/DB titanium
bulkheads, depending on load/temperature requirements.

(U) The rudders, trailing edges, and contour surfaces (fairings) of the
post-1995 strategic aircraft lend themselves well to advance composite skinsandwich structure. The structure core material would be advance composite or
reinforced low-density foam to reduce or eliminate the sandwich structure

core corrosion problems of current aircraft.

TitaniumnTechnology. (') Improved welding methods, such as plasma arc welding,
coupled with superplasti, forming and diffusion bonding technology, offer a
manufacturing scheme for production of metal aircraft structures. Titanium
itructures will be molded to configuration and integrally bonded in one
process that will replace today's large subassemblies and myraid detail/
fastener problems. These integral metal structures may then be joined by
improved automatic welding methods into major assemblies. Weight and cost
reductions will be gained by reducing the number of details In the integral
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structure and by eliminating fasteners and seam overlaps on major assemblies.
Elimination of environmental and fuel sealing problems will further reduce
manufacturing and maintenance costs. (U)

U) Structure on the post-1995 aircraft where superplastic-formed/diffusion-
bonded (SPF/DB) titanium applications appear extremely attractive are the
aft fuselage section, leading edges, canard, inlet duct (nacelle) structure,
and highly ],aded doors; i.e., landing gear, engine access, and weapons bay
doors. The aft fuselage strength/temperature requirements due to anticipated
engine placement make this structure viable for SPF/DB titanium application.
Full complete stiffened skins, such as portrayed in Figure 41, will be
superplastic formed and diffusion bonded in one operation. Also, full fuselage
frames and bulkheads (Figure 42) with thin webs will be formed by the same
process. Assembly of stiffened skins and frames will be accomplished by
advanced welding methods. Compound contoured structure such as leading edges
in high FOD areas are natural candidates for SPF/DB titanium applications and
will be considered for post-1995 strategic aircraft.
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(U) Figure 41. Fuselage-type structure using SPF/DB
with integral formed frames. (U)
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CURRENT DESIGN SUPERPLASTICALLY FORMED

(U) Figure 42. Nacelle frame comparison. CU)

(U) A highly loaded area like the wing carry-through section lends itself
well to titanimw diffusion banding. By this method, fasteners can be elimi-
nated in areas where there is little space available and where the structure
is subjected to high loads (Figure 43). The complete part could be bonded
and only adjacent structure mechanically attached.

OUTER FACISICT FRAME CAP
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Steel Technology. (U) Many structural parts in high-load areas of post-1995
strategic aircraft will use high-strength/low-cost steel rather than titanium
or aluminum. This predicted use is based on current ongoing development
technology programs for AF1410 steel (14Co-IONi). Studies show that where its
strength can be used efficiently, cost savings of 30 percent and weight savings
of 10 percent are achievable when compared with titanium in the same applica-
tion. Where volume is critical, reduction in part size is also possible.
An attractive feature of this steel alloy is that it can be welded without
serious strength penalty or special vacuum provisions, making it feasible for
large assemblies where welding is the primary assembly method. (U)

(U) Areas of the post-199S strategic aircraft which could effectively use
this steel alloy are:

1. Landing gear

2. Wing pivots

3. Wing carry-through

4. Empennage root attachments

5. Weapons hard points

6. Wing root ribs

7. Empennage spindle fittings

Applications such as the landing gear structure and spindle fittings are
especially attractive due to the forgeability and high fracture toughness
qualities of this steel alloy.

Aluminum Technology. (U) Fuselage structural components that react concentra-
ted loads, such as bulkheads that provide landing gear or stores support,
appear attractive for large, net, precision cast details. Fuselage structure
that forms the boundary of pressurized compartments such as crew compartment,
avionics compartments, and fuel tanks could be made of integrally stiffened
superplastic-formed skins assembled into panel assemblies and joined to adja-
cent structure by adhesive bonding, weld bonding, or with mechanical fasteners.
Aluminum fittings that are sized by fatigue, crack growth, fracture toughness,
and/or stress corrosion requirements will be made out of dispersion-
strengthened alminnum products. Development of the arc seam welding process
for joining thin-gage aluminum assemblies will extent the application of
aluminum to areas where titanium is presently used.
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Metal Matrix Technology. (U) The anticipated operating environment of the
post-1995 strategic aircraft (bomber) is not sufficiently stringent in terms
of operating temperature to warrant the extensive use of metal matrix materi-
als. Use of these materials should remain an open option until aircraft
temperature and loadings are better defined and future cost/weight/J performance trades for the vehicle are completed.

Potential metal matrix options for the aircraft could include:

1. Landing gear - B/A! tube structure with integral wear liner

2. Longerons - SIC/Al, diffusion-bonded or cast

3. Engine hot-box structure - beryllium/titanium extrusions

4. Ramp structure - diffusion-bonded B/Ti or SIC/Ti

5. Forward and intermediate fuselage - SiC/Al castings fuselage bulkheads

6. Canard surfaces - diffusion-bonded B/Al or SiC/Al

Special-Purpose Structure

Laminar Flow Control (LFC) Structure. (U) The development of the SPF/DW titan-
ium process has presented new possibilities for LFC. Structural arrangements,
similar to those shown in Figura 44, which have been produced on a laboratory
scale, will be scaled up to full-scale production aircraft by 1995. These
concepts offer highly efficient structures which can perform the LFC function

.1with virtually no weight or cost penalty over non-LFC panels.
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(U) Figure 44. Selected LFC panel concepts. (U)
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Bounday Layer Control Structure. (U) The major advance in BLC structures will
be in improved methods of prod3ucing existing concepts. Using preperforated
or slotted skins in the SPF/DB cycle, BLC titanium panels will be fabricated
at significantly lower cost than at present. For applications where integrally
stiffened aluminum BLC panels are desired, new drilling methods will sub-
stantially reduce the manufacturing costs. Both electron beam and laser
drilling, which are rapidly approaching production capabilities, will be fully
matured by 1995.

Nuclear Heat-Pulse Resistant _Structures. (U) The only types of structure for
which hardening methods against the nuclear heat pulse do not presently exist
are transparencies and radomes. However, replacement of existing organic
transparent materials with glass, coupled with predicted improvements in
interlayers, should provide adequate windshields and canopies in the 1995
period. For radomes, two solutions appear promising. Ceramic radomes,
already produced experimentally, offer an immediate solution which requires
only scale-up to production, A substantial weight penalty would result,
however. The emerging development of multilayer, reactive array radomes offers
a good possibility of providing a nuclear heat-pulse-resistant structure.

Lasge-Resistant Structures. (U) The rapid progress in laser weapons has
spurred a number of programs to develop laser-hardened structure. Programs
recently completed show that metallic skins can be hardened in two ways:

I. Reflective Outer Surface - On aluminum skins, this can be accomplished
by polishing the outer surface. Titanium requires a coating of
polished aluminum or copper to provide the required reflectance. The
exterior finish can be applied to the polished surface without
affecting its laser resistance.

2. Heavy-Gage Outer Skins - Skin thickness in aluminum or titanium in
excess of 0.25 inch will serve as a heat sink to prevent penetration

by most laser weapons.

(U) Advanced composites present more of a problem to harden. Studies underway
indicate that coatings can provide some protection, but heavy-gage material.
appears to be the best solution. For transparencies, new materials have been
developed which will defeat the laser threat. With sufficient emphasis, these
materials could be available on a production basis by 1995.

Structural/Manufacturing Technology

(U) The primary stnctural portions of the aircraft (ie., wing, empennage,
and fuselage sections) will be designed and fabricated using an integral
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structure concept. A tentative/generalized post-1995 strategic aircraft using
innovative integral structure concepts and post-1995 materials is portrayed in
Figure 45. (U)

________ AOVANC9O COMPOSITE SKIN/ALUMINUM ANO TITANIUM SUISTAUCTUAI

ADVANC90 COMPOSITE INTIONAL STAUCTURI

SUPIRPLAStIC-OF IO/M DIFFUSION"IONO|I TITANIUM

(U)Figure 45, Integral structure concept use in advanced strategil aircraft. (U)

CU) The post-1995 strategic aircraft will be assembled by Imovativ mthods

to sharply reduce manufacturing costs as compared with the c~umntioi4l assembly
methods of the current period. Skin and stringer mechanically fastened
structure will be supplanted by integral structure concepts that redwfe or
eliminate many of the problems inherent in current design/assembly meti hdology;
specifically, the excessive number of mechanical joints, drilled holes, fastenerr,
and fuel tank (wet structure) sealing problems that drive up the cost of current
aircraft.

(U) Structure fabricated by the integral structure concept, whether molded/
bonded advance composite integral structure or SPF/DB titanit structure, offers
the promise of increased reliability coupled with lower field maintainability
problems while simultaneously enhancing performance and reducing acquisition
costs,

(CU) Developing welding methodology as a primary assembly technolggy for large
monolithic aluminum and titanium structures will open new vistas in aircraft
design end construction, and will permit the integral structure concepts and
payoffs to be extended to major primary structure, such it aft fuselage
sections for titanium or forward fuselage sections for aluminum,
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(U) Application of SPF/DB titanium technology or metal matrix technology to
secondary structure such as leading edges and doors will minimize damage due to
ground handling and POD, while being cost/weight competitive with the conven-
tional aluminum structure of today's aircraft. A summary of manufacturing
technology anticipated for the post-1993 time frame is presented in Table 8,
for advance composites, and in Table 9, for metals.

Computer-Aided Design and Computer-Aided Manufacturing (CAD-CAM). (U) With the
extension of present computing equipment and capabilities to the 1995 time
frame, based on advances made in ti,e past 20 years, it is logical to expect
larger and more complex systems to produce design data at a fraction of
today's cost. Reduced design time based on individual designer terminals will
be expected. Drawing development will use interacting graphical techniques
to determine optimum designs for all functional systems. The data base thus
ubtained will be used in producing the parts through totally numerically
contro led machining and fabrication equipment.

Urroved Technology Payoffs. (U) Improved technology will, show payoffs in the
form of decreased .0rcraft weight and cost in the 1995 era due to design inno-
vation and improvuo manufacturing technology. One key to achieving sharply
reduced costs will be the large-scale use of integral primary structure for the
wing, fuselage, an, empennage. The benefits that will accrue from the use of
primary integral -"tcture are shown in Figure 46.
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I
(U) TABLE 8. 199S TECHNOLOGY - MANUFACTURING TECHNIQ ES FOR

ADVANCED COMPOSITES (U)

Layup of laminates directly on curing molds by use of high-speed
automated tape laying machines.

Holding and curing of large integral structural assemblies in one
operation.

Automatic flow detection and prevention in automated curing
processors.

Elimination of holes and fasteners in joints by bonding with new high-
strength, high-temperature adhesives.

Replacement of aluminum honeycomb cores by high-strength, high-
temperature foams simultaneously molded, cured, and internally rein-
forced with high-strength dindritic graphite forms or nonhoneycomb
advance composite core forms.

ti

3-D fabricating machines that produce laminated structures with desired
triaxial loadcarrying capability.

Environmental protective coatings of metallic films deposited on
exterior surfaces.

High-speed laser cutting of tape and laminate layups,

LNCLASSIFIED
(U) TABLE 9. 1995 TECHNOLOGY - MANUFACTURING TECHNIQUES

FOR 1995 AIRCRAFT (U)

Automated machining and drilling coupled to CAD-CAM systems.

Larger precision net castings and forgings.

Superplastic forming and diffusion bonding of integral structures in
one operation.

Reduction of fasteners by use of automated welding machines for Join-
ing large assemblies.

Use of metal matrix for reinforced composite structures.

Use of welding as a primary assembly method.

#CLAN SIFhED
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(U) Cost and weight trade studies for application of titanium DB and SPF/DB
structural applications to an advanced aircraft on a replacement basis (no
resizing of existing designed structure) indicate the following payoffs could
be achieved:

1. 23% cost savings - integral structure forward fuselage

1 3% cost savings - integral structure aft fuselage

3. 51% cost savings - integral structure wing (expanded sandwich - truss
core design)

4. 10% weight savings - airframe structural weight

S. 5.4 useful load increase

6. 2.9% weight savings - takeoff gross vehicle weight

(U) Based on NASA-CR-145111, "Evaluation of Low Cost Titanim Structure for
an Advanced Aircraft," it is reasonable to predict that integral structure
titanium applications to a post-1995 strategic aircraft initiating with the
initial design phase should reduce vehicle cost by S0 percent and weight by
30 percent.

U) Advanced composite integral primary structure trade studies (NA-77-264L,
"Technical Proposal for Wing/Fuselage Critical Component Development Program
Preliminary Structural Design") indicate that if advanced composite integral
structure was introduced in the initial design phase, cost savings of 33 percent
could be realized against conventional metal structure, with a' corresponding
predicted weight savings of 33 percent.

(U) Preliminary trade studies, comparing a theoretical design using silicon

carbide, continuous, filament-reinforced cast aluminum matrix structure with
conventional production sheet metal construction, indicate cost reduction
approaching 70 percent, for production quantities of 200 units, with a corres-
ponding weight reduction of 28 percent, A comparison of man-hours of effort
per pound of structure indicates this type of construction shows remarkable
potential for furthering the coSL savings already demonstrated by epoxy matrix
composites.

(U) Though not as dramatic, a substantial weight savings of some 30 percent
or more can be shown by DB sheet monocoque structure employing advanced
welding and DB techniques t. eliminate many of the fastoners and their
related installntion operations. This type of construction has been traded in
fuselage and wing structure to show a concurrent 23-percent per unit, or
greater, production cost savings.
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Reliability/Maintainability. (U) Me post-199S strategic aircraft by virtue of
the incorporation of advanced welding techniques and integral structure concepts

i for fuel containing areas of the structure will have enhanced maintainability
characteristics by elimination/reduction of fasteners, joints, and fuel leakage
problems.

(U) Application of SPF/DB titanium structure to leading edges and doors exposed
to FOD will result in minimized field maintenance activity in contrast to
today's aircraft. Development of advanced composite core details skin sand-
wich structure will eliminate core corrosion problems currently prevalent withJ aluminum, such as honeycomb structure.

(U) In general, it can be predicted that the application of the innovative
manufacturing technologies discussed in the preceding paragraphs will bring
about a significant improvement in the maintainability characteristics of
post-1995 strategic aircraft.

(U) The long-term service life of post-1995 aircraft will place additional
emphasis on the reliability of materials selected for airframe structure.
Based on current technology development programs and development programs
supporting new materials, damage tolerance, crack growth, flaw growth, and
fatigue characteristics, enhanced by characterization in environments which
simulate the operational envelope, should be sufficiently defined to pennit
the aircraft designer to freely choose from among the materials discussed In
the paragraphs on materials and materials technology.

(U) Repair technology for post-1995 aircraft is dependent upon keeping pace
with innovations in material technology. Recent history suggests that this
normally does not occur, and often the material combinations with most
significant performance/cost benefits are delayed in application to production
aircraft. The material selections developed for post-1995 aircraft as a
result of this study should have corresponding technology developments in
repairability during the pre-1995 time period,

(U) Some configuration features incorporated in the ISADS study to improve
reliability/maintainability are shown in Figure 47,

(U) The projected availability dates for these structures and materials
technologies are summarized as Figure 48.
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* MODULAR STRUCTURE/SUBSYSTEM FEATURES

* QUICK ACCESS FOR COMPONENT REPLACEMENT

• LEFT/RIGHT INTERCHANGEABLE ITEMS
CONTROL SURFACES

- LANDING GEAR

- TRANSPARENCIES

- ENGINES

- WING & CANARD BOXES

• RAPID DAMAGE REPAIR FEATURES
- QUICK DISCONNECT MODULES
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(U) Figure 47. Reliability/'maintainability. (U)
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(U) Figure 48. Structures/materials technology projections. (u)
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Section III

CONCEPT INTEGRATION AND TRADE STUDIES

INTODUCTION

(U) In Tasks II and III of the ISADS study, the selected advanced technologies
of Task I were incorporated into strategic aircraft conceptual sketches. These
sketches were subjected to a filtering process to select one base line concept
for each catagory, defined as follows:

1. Low-cost simplistic

2. Minimum weight

3. Minimum penetration time

4. Stealthy

S. Laser defense

The five baselines were then sized and subjected to a series of configurational
and technological trade studies.

ISADS DESIGN GROUND RULES

(U) Concept integration began with the list of technologies identified in
Task I and the ground rules of the ISADS study. These ground rules were either
defined in the Statement of Work or assumed by the contractor in cooperation
with the Air Force ISADS program manager, and are .described in the following
paragraphs.

(U) The prime mission of the ISADS aircraft was defineO '.n Statemunt of
Work to be a 5,250-nautical-mile unrefueled "high-low w,*'rategic
penetration missioh (Figure 5). Other fa2lout missior "e a theater
mission and a standoff, loiter-type mission (Figure b)

(S) The exact mission mach numbers were left to the cont. Rockwell
drew upon its B-I data base to selecte penetration mach ni, )r best com-
promise probability of survival. Figure 49 summarizes tht. prob~bility of
survival trend for a manned bomber penetrating Soviet airspace at 200-foot
altitude. The four hashed triangles at the bottom depict the effectiveness
of the primary threats as a function of mach number. The broad curve at the
top summarizes the overall probability of survival. It can be seen that the
knee of the curve occurs at mach 1.2. This was selected as the penetration
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mach number of the minimum penetration time configuration. For the subsonic
concepts, mach 0.72 was selected, since that is the onset speed for infrared
detection due to aerodynamic heating, as sharn in the bottom hashed triangle.(S)
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(U) Figure 49. Survivability tKends. (U)

(U) Penetration withdrawal speed was selected az mach 0.55, based on B-i
experience. The cruise legs were initially selected to be at mach 0.70, best
altitude, but the subsequent sizing effort indicated higher cruise speeds
would reduce takeoff weight.

(U) Payload was defined in the Statement of Work to be 50,000 pounds,
consisting of 16 advanced air-launched cruise missiles on two rotary launchers,
or alternate conventional stores.

(U) Ride quality and flight control criteria were established in the Statement
of Work by referring to AFFDL TR-73-135, "Terrain Following Criteria," and
nuclear hardening design criteria were defined as follows:

1. Two psi plus gust at sea level

2. Thcrmal free field of 80 cal/sq km (requires three sequential
applications in this environment)

3. Withstand electromagnetic pulse environment

4. Survivable fuel and flight control system
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i (U) The Statement of Work gave freedom to the contractor in defining other

ground rule assumptions necessary to restrain the ISADS study scope. These
were made in cooperation with the Air Force ISADS program manager and are
described in the following paragraphs.

(U) While the Statement of Work stated that the ISADS aircraft were to be
"designed to meet postulated requirements of the post 199S time period," no
firm guide to establish a specific dateline was given. It was therefore
assumed that these aircraft would have a 1995 initial operational capability
(IOC) date, from which production dates, RDT&E start dates, and technology
readiness dates could be established. On the B-1 program, the IOC date cor-
responded schedule-wise with production of the 65th aircraft; therefore, this
was assumed for the ISADS study. The major effect of these assumptions is
that it limits the usable advanced technologies to those which will be avail-
able by approximately 1985, when RDT&E must begin.

(U) Subsystems definition is beyond the scope of this study, but their weight,
volume, and placement have a major configurational impact. With no avionics
requirements given, Rockwell assumed a 1995 technology, B-1 equivalent capa-
bility avionic system. This assumption proved to be a major driver in weight,
cost, and aircraft geometry due to the high degree of sophistication of the
B-i avionics. Similarly, B-1 equivalent assumptions were made for landing
gear, APU, and other subsystems.

(U) To define crew size, it was assumed that the current phenomenal advances
in computing technology will allow most routine crew functions to be automated.
This should allow the B-1 crew complement of four to be reduced to three
(Figure 50). For the low-level supersonic penetrator (minimum penetration
time), the high degree of automated flight control which will be required
will allow a crew of two.

CURRENT AIRCRAFT lIAEADS CONCiPITS
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(U) Figure 50. Crew size. (U)
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BASELINE SELECTION 

(U) Baseline concept selection was accomplished as a three-step screening
process, (Figure 4). Initially, technologies were combined to produce six
to eight conceptual sketches oriented toward each of the five aircraft cate-
gories under consideration. A qualitative assessment reduced the number of
concepts to be considered to two or three concepts per category. A more
detailed preliminary analysis was then applied to the remaining concepts
to select the most viable concept in each category. This airplane was then
subjected to a highly detailed computerized analysis to calculate performance
and resize the vehicle, as necessary, to meet performance requirements.

CONCEPTUAL SNGTC DESCRIPTIONS

(U) Six to eight candidate concepts were sketched for each of the five
required aircraft categories. These candidates were intended to be imaginative
and innovative and to include as many high-impact technologies as feasible.
For each vehicle, a list of incorporated technology features was also prepared.

1-1 CONSTANT •iOMO 1.2 MODULARIZED 1-3 MODULAIZED
FORWARD SWEPT WINO JP POWIRED LI POWERED

1.4 MODULAR 1.5 CONPORMAL 1.6 NUOLAR 1-7 NUCLIAR
PAYLOAD MODULAR PAYLOAD IEA SITT R LO.. LOITERP tCLASS IFIED

(U) Figure 51. Low-cost simplistic concepts (U)

(U) Figure 51 shows the seven conceptual sketches intended to fit the category
of "low-cost simplistic."

(U) Concept 1-1 is a simplistic structure concept. Its major feature is the
constant-chord forward-swept wing. As is evident in general aviation, the
constant-chord wing is the cheapest and easiest to build, but usually has ex-
cessive drag. However, as Figure 52 shows, a forward sweep of 22 degrees will
produce an elliptical lift distribution, which gives minimun induced drag.
This is applicable only in light of recent work on the forward-swept wing
concept, in which proper biasing of the composite wing box plies has been
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j shown to eliminate aeroelastic divergence at a negligible weight penalty.
Thus, a constant-chord forward-swept wing with no weight or aerodynamic pen-
alty and with all the production and maintainence advantages of a constant-
chord wing can be built. (U)
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(U) Figure 52. Effect of sweep on desired taper ratio. (U)

(U) Concept 1-1 also features the canard/tandem-wing concept, in which an
oversized canard carries a large percentage (30 percent) of the aircraft
weight. This provides a bridge-type support for the fuselage, minimizing its
weight while providing a broad range in allowable center of gravity.

(U) Concepts 1-2 and 1-3 are the same aircraft, which is modularized to allow
conversion from JP fuel to liquid hydrogen, when it becomes practical. The
concept features a simplistic airframe with straight taper wings and a circular
cross-section fuselage. A pod carries propulsion, landing gear, payload, and
subsystems.

(U) Concept 1-4 features a modular payload pod, allowing the basic airframe
to be used as a strategic bomber, tanker, cargo, or other aircraft type, by
replacing the payload pod. The concept features winglets, a blended wing-body,
and a boom-type tail support to reduce pod interference for the tanker version.
The cost savings is expected to occur by increasing the total aircraft buy,
hence, reducing unit fixed costs.

(U) Concept 1-5 is similar to concept 1-4. Changes include deletion of the
tail booms to minimize wetted area, addition of a canard for trim, and loca-
tion of the engines at the tips of the canards to increase field of view of
antennas in the AWACS version of the payload pod. Also, the underside of the
fuselage Is shaped to minimize the interference drag of the pod.

(U) Concept 1-6 is a nuclear sea sitter which would remain indefinitely on
station. This would reduce the number required for a given effectiveness.
Nuclear power would enable penetration at the enemy's weakest point by circum-
navigating his borders.
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(U) Concept 1-7 is a nuclear long loiter which would loiter indefinately on
station, with the same result as for concept 1-6.

2.1 $PAN LOADIO 2-2 SPAN LOADED 2-3 JP TO LN2  2-4 NON. PLANARi

FLYING WING FLYING WING CONVIRTANLS WING
JP POWNRIP LHi POWIRID CONCIPT JP POWERED

2-5 NON. LANAR WING 2-6 sUmACE IPPt' 2-7 21L • RACING 2. WIG. -IEA

LH2 POWIRID TANDEM ARROW SITTr
WING

UNCLASSIFIED

(U) Figure 53. Minimum weight concepts. (U)

(U) Figure 53 shows the eight concepts of the minimum weight category.

(U) Concept 2-1 and 2-2 are span-loaded fiyi? wings. Here the Aiel and
payload are distributed along the wing, reducing the structural weight. Wing-
lets reduce the drag penalty associated %Ath aft-swept, constant-chord wings.
Concept 2-1 is JP-powered; whereas concept 2-2 is liquid-hydrogen-powered and,
hence, features a thicker wing to contain the bulkier fuel.

(U) Concept 2-3 is a highly blended, thin delta wing with all fuel contained
in tip tanks. These tanks can be interchanged with larger, cryogenic tanks
for eventual conversion to liquid hydrogen.

(U) Concepts 2-4 and 2-5 are the same aircraft, again JP to LH convertible
via plugging the fuselage. A nonplanar wing is used to minimizi induced drag,
and a canard trimer is used to minimize trim drag.

(U) Concept 2-6 is a ground-based surface effects aircraft, as opposed to a
similar concept, 2-8, which is water-based. Both use ground effect to mini-
mize drag during cruise and have power enough to climb up to clear obstacles.
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(U) Concept 2-7 seeks to use the structural concept of the self-bracing
tandem arrow wing, in which fore- and aft-swept arrow wings meet at the tip,j providing triangular bracing.

3-1 FORWApO WIp 3.2 FULLY IKIWAiLI 3.3 VARIAILI CAMUR

3.4 FORWARD IWOi,' 3.5 ,iKEO WINfl 3-6 ROCKI? ASSIST
VARIAILI CAMIAR,oRNoDY UNCLASSIFIED

(U) Figure 54. Minimum -penetration time concepts. (U)

(U) Figure 54 shows the six concepts in the minimum penetration time
category.

(U) Concept 3-1 uses the forward sweep concept to reduce wave drag.
Two-dimensional nozzles provide pitch and roll control.

(U) Concept 3-2 uses a fully skewable, variable-skew wing. At high dynamic
pressures, most of the drag is strictly due to skin friction. By fully skew-
ing the wing, the skin wetted area can be minimized and, hence, the friction
minimized. Intermediate skew positions provide good transonic cruise, while
unskewing the wing provides high lift for landing.

(U) Concept 3-3 uses a fully sweepable wing, for the same reasons. A variable
camber forebody provides pitch trim when the wing is fully swept.

(U) Concept 3-4 is identical to 3-3 except that the wing is a variable-sweep,
forward-swept wing.

(U) Concepts 3-5 and 3-6 are both low-risk concepts featuring fixed delta
wings and circular-section fuselages. Forward-located 2-D vectorable nozzles
allow supercirculation lift for takeoff and landing. Concept 3-6 features
rocket-assis ted takeoff.
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(U) Figure 55. Stealth concepts. (U)

(U) Figure 55 shows the six conceptual sketches to fit t~e stealthy category.

(U) Concept 4-1 uses stealth technologies developed under Rockwell's
Surprise Fighter program. Radar tests of a model of this shape showed virtu-
ally no radar return from most directions. The aircraft penetrates at high
mach number with its wings fully stowed, leaving only a slab-sided shape with
minimal intersections.

(U) Concept 4-2 uses a flat top to minimize return from above. Inlets are
hidden below the wing, which is variable sweep.

(U) Concept 4-3 is a flat-topped, flying delta wing. All signature-producing
features such as inlets, nozzles, and tail surfaces are hidden below the wing.
The vertical tails are shown on rotary actuators to rotate up for landing,
although this later proved unneccesary.

(U) Concept 4-4 is a fairly straightforward concept featuring slab sides and
a hidden inlet. Again, the vertical tails rotate from lower to upper for
landing.

(U) Concept 4-5 is a slab-sided canard layout which uses anhedral wingtips
for a stealthy vertical surface. Long curved ducts obscure the engine face.

(U) Concept 4-6 uses a variable-skew wing to minimize the frontal area, which
tends to reduce forward aspect radar and visual signature.
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(U) Figure 56. Defensive laser concepts. (U)

(U) Figure 56 shows the conceptual sketches in the defensive laser category.

(U) Concept 5-1 is a tailless aircraft which uses vectorable 2-D nozzles for
longitudinal trim. Winglets reduce induced drag, and a pop-through turret
provides 360-degree coverage.

(U) Concept 5-2 is a scaled down version of 5-1 which carries no payload.
It is to serve as an escort to other bombers.

(U) Concept 5-3 features a single top-mounted turret which, because of the
aircraft shape, can cover the whole upper hemisphere plus S to 15 degrees
downward. Fold-down tails eliminate rearward blocking.

(U) Concept 5-4 is a high-altitude subsonic penetrator with a lower mounted
turret. The flat bottom provides look-up stealth.

(U) Concept 5-5 is a high-altitude supersonic cruise penetrator with a rear
hemisphere coverage laser. A retracting canard minimizes supersonic trim
drag.

(U) Concept 5-6 is a flying wing using the "laser-in-a-ball" concept, in
which all components uf the laser are continued in an aimable, removable ball
turret. This provides upper and lower spherical coverage.

(U) Concept 5-7 Is a forward-swept wing configuration. The laser is
contained in a rear stinger, providing aft-hemisphere coverage.
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CONCEPTIAL SITc- ASSESSMENr

(U) These concepts were qualitatively rated to select the best two or three
concepts in each category. This was accomplished by having members of the
functional groups (Aerodvnamcs, Propulsion, Weights, Manufacturing, Struc-
tures, Stealth, Performance, and Operations Analysis) rate several evaluation
parameters for each concept relative to the other concepts in that category
(Figure S7). A package was prepared and distributed for each category, con-
sisting of instructiors, the concepts in that category, the technologies
applied to each concept, and a rating form. The completed forms are avail-
..able in Appendix B.

*24 CRITICAL PARAMETERS LASER
QUALITATIVELY RATED '- " " TATH ..

lY FUNCTIONAL GROUPS

RMINLT PENTRAIO tj

EVALUATRIOLNTIO

OF 2-3 CANDOATE CONCEPTS
FOR EACH CATEGORY

LNCLASSIFIED

(U) Figure 57. Qualitative sketch assessment. (U)

(U) No attempt was made to extract a final numerical total from which the
"best" concepts could be mechanically picked.. Rather, a committee consisting
of the program manager, deputy program manager, and several representatives
from functional groups sat down with the raw data representing what the funC-
tional groups thought of the concepts, and analyzed the overall merit of each
concept. The process followed was a weeding out one in which rei sons for not
pursuing a specific concept were sought. These reasons included high technical
risk, marginal benefits, unacceptable cost impacts, and failure to fit the
ISADS Statement of Work. This process was followed until only two to three
candidate concepts remained in each category. In some cases, a candidate con-
cept combined features of several conceptual sketches.
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(U) Figure 58. Baseline selection (U)

CANDIDATE CONCEPT ASSESSMENT

(U) These candidate concepts were then subjected to a preliminary sizing
exercise to select one baseline per category (Figure 58). For each concept
under consideration, the following qualitative assessments were made: (1) ex-
pected L/D values were estimated within the Aerodynamics Group for each major
mission segment,, (2) expected SFC values were estimated within the Propulsion
Group, and (3) empty weight fraction and fixed equipment weight required to
perform the task were estimated within the Mass Properties Group, A summary
of these estimates is presented for each aircraft category in Appendix B.
Note that these initial estimates tended to be higher than the final sized
weights given late in the text. This is due to the difficulty of allowing
for advanced technologies in any statistical analysis. However, the relative
weight trends were consistant with later results. The mission of interest
is a high-low-low-high strategic mission. A complete description of this
mission may be found below under "Performance Requirements," herein.

(U) For each concept, the aerodynamic and propulsion data were used to
estimate a fuel fraction required to perform the mission. This was accomp-
lished for each concept, as shown in Appendix B. Here, the left set of
coluimns represents data calculated for a current technology airplane for which
a detailed performance and design analysis was previously available. This
airplane was flown over the ISADS mission to calculate fuel requirements for
each segment. Fuel. requirements for the corresponding mission segments for
each ISADS conceptw re ratioed from the known airplane using the cruise
efficiency factor . Fuel fraction required was then calculated by sum-
ming up fuel used a dn viding by an assumed gross weight of 395,000 pounds
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(for compatability with the known airplane). This required fuel fraction was
assumed to remain constant with gross weight. (U)

(U) Fuel fraction available versus gross weight plots was constructed assum-
ing that empty weight fraction and fixed equipment remain constant (Figure
59). Gross weight to perform the mission may now be estimated for each con-
cept by the intersection of fuel fraction required and fuel fraction available
curves. These results are recorded at the bottom of the sizing forms in
Appendix B. The minimum takeoff gross weight concept was selected as base-
line in each category.

0,7

0,6

V2 0.3 ,

Law east:$ minimum wt ) Isser ref

2 Stealth & high Q' e (fIPm , ed lng)

I High 'IQ" pen (owltchplane wing)

4- isting al plame

ti,0 0 50 10 6 0 70 a00 900 ,10

70GW 1,000 lb
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(U) Figure 59. Fuel fraction required versus
take-off gross weight. (U)

BASELINE SIZING

PERFOMANCE REQUIMrTS

(U) Performance items calculated for these five baselines consisted of the
following:

1. Strategic mission range

2. Theater mission range

3. Standoff mission range

4. Takeoff distance over a 50-foot obstacle
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(U) A description of each mission profile is presented in Figures 60 through
62. All mission performance is calculated assuming 1962 U.S. Standard Atmos-
phere conditions. No fuel flow service tolerance was applied during mission
performance calculations (i.e., fuel flows assumed are identical to those
shown in the preceding for installed propulsion performance).

(S) Takeoff distance is evaluated for sea level, standard day conditions.
All engines are assumed to be operating, and distance calculated is that re-
quired to clear a 50-foot obstacle.

Performance items considered as requirements for airplane sizing purposes
are:

1. Strategic mission range - 5,250 n mi

2. Takeoff distance - 6,000 ft

(U) Range on the theater mission and loiter on the standoff mission were
considered to result from strategic mission fuel requirements.

VEHICLE SIZING AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION PROGRAM

(U) All performance and sizing calculations were made using the Rockwell
Vehicle Sizing and Performance Evaluation Program (VSPEP). This computer
program is a design tool capable of scaling a known basepoint vehicle accord-
ing to specified values of several different design parameters. These include
vehicle gross weight (or fuel weight), thrust-to-weight ratio :(or engine size),
wing loading (or wing area), and payload or fixed equipment weight and volume.
Performance may be determined at specified gross weight or, alternatively, a
search routine permits automatic sizing of the vehicle gross weight such that
a specified radius or range of the design mission is satisfied. Vehicle per-
formance is calculated internally from a set of sub-routines programmed ac-
cording to a detailed performance analysis model. The subroutines are general
in nature and permit calculation of a wide variety of mission profiles. Sev-
eral mission profiles may be calculated simultaneously. Takeoff and landing
distances and maneuvering capability may also be determined. Figure 63 illus-
trates the evaluation process.

(U) Typical mission legs which may be calculated include warmup, taxi, takeoff,
climb, descent, cruise, and loiter operations. Climb and descent performance
are determined by numerical integration of the equations of motion along a
specified flight schedule. Internally generated schedules are also available,
including minimum time and minimum fuel flight paths as defined by the energy
method. Constraints on the allowable flight regime are included. Cruises and
loiters may be determined at fixed or optimum speeds and altitudes. Numerical
searches are used to determine optimum speeds and altitudes at the beginning
and end of each of these legs.
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2. Drags broken down by major component and type (e.g., friction
drag,, wave drag, drag-due-to-lift, base drag)

3. Installed propulsion data, including thrst and fuel flow as
functions of speed, altitude, and power setting

4. Dimensional data such as lengths, areas, and volumes for major
components and total vehicle

Deriation of these inputs is described in the following paragraphs. (U)

AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

(U) Presented herein are aerodynamic lift and drag data used in sizing the five
ISADS concepts. Presented are lift and drag data consisting of skin friction,
drag-due-to-lift, compressible drag rise, and drag increments due to boundary
layer diverter (eLD) and base. Also presonted are landing gear drag and
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flaps-down lift and drag data. These data are based on the following initial
trapezoidal wing geometries:

ISADS Concept SMRF•  b ALE

1 - D645-1 (min cost) 1,800 207.9 1,247.1 6 1. -22

2 - D645-6 (min weight) 3,333 400.0 1,200.0 3 1. 30

3 - D645-3 (min pen. time) 2,SS0 262.5 1,484.3 6 .4 8

4 - D645-4 (stealth) 3,960 627.3 1,068.0 2 .16 55

S - D645-5 (defensive laser) 4,200 435.5 1,555.4 4 .25 35
(u)

(S) In the concept III skewed wing configuration, the following wing sweep
schedule was assumed:

Flight Mode ALE (deg)

Cruise at BCM/BCA 250

Penetration at 1.2M /200 ft 980 (wing folded)

Takeoff and landing 80 (wing fully extended)

Withdrawal at B04/200 ft 65O

U) The following wing and control surface design criteria were assumed in
estimating the aero data:

LE TE Flap
Concept Airfoil LB CLDpS. Device Type bb c,/C 6 F

1 10% SC -2 0.5 Yes SSF 0.585' 0.2 200 '

2 12% SC 30 .3 No SSF .86 .1 200

5.5% std 25 .5 Yes - -

(body lift) 98 - - - *
3

6% 8 .1 Yes DSP .785 .25 30%

2.6% 65 .2 Yes ... .
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4 14% 55 .3 Yes SSF .689 .2 20%

S 14% SC 3S .3 Yes SSF .545 .25 10%

NOTE: SC - Supercritical Airfoil

SSF = Single Slotted Flap

DSP w Double Slotted Flap

LE - Leading Edge

TB w Trailing Edge (U)

Skin Friction Drag

(U) Skin friction drag was estimated using the computer program described in
Reference 10. The program employs several well-established semiempirical tech-
niques to estimate the viscous drag of an arbitrary aircraft configuration
using a component buildup approach. The program evaluates laminar and turbu-
lent flap plate skin friction at incompressible and compressible speeds, and
provides specified or flatplate natural transition point calculation options
in conjunction with a matching of the momentum thickness to link the two
boundary layer states. For the turbulent condition, the increase in drag due
to distributed surface roughness is treated using uniformly distributed sand
grain results. Component thickness effects are approximated using experimental
data correlations for 2-D airfoil sections and bodies of revolution.

(U) Natural transition on all lifting surfaces and bodies was assumed (equi-
valent sand grain height (ks) of 0.000033 ft), reflecting standard camouflage
paint of average application. A standard 10-percent allowance for surface
irregularities was not added to the computed skin friction drag, assuming that
this increment is offset by a reduction in skin friction drag by application
of surface coatings on the baseline vehicles.

(U) The computed skin friction drag values at mach 0.6 and 25,000 feet
(K - 0.000033 feet) are tabulated in the following. The friction drag values
at other mach numbers and altitudes are computed by the vehicle performancc
evaluation program using these basepoitLt data.

Concept C_ 5WBT C

1 - Low cost (D645-1) 0.01112 1,800 ft2  8,790 ft2  0.00228

2 - Min weight (D645-6) .00684 3,333 9,347 .00244
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3 - Min penetration time (D645-3) .01009 2,550 12,310 .00209

4 - Stealthy (D645-4) .00584 3,960 8,926 .00259

5 - Defensive laser (D645-5) .00690 4,200 11,387 .00255
(U)

Boundary Layer Diverter and Base Drag

(U) Drag increment due to the boundary layer diverter of the D645-3 (minimum
penetration time concept) configuration was computed using the experimental
data correlation contained in Reference 11 and is presented as Figure C-i. Base
drag increment due to the fuselage aft end of the D645-1 (low-cost concept) is
also estimated based on available experimental correlation.

Drag Divergence Mach Number, Compressible Drag Rise, and Wave Drag

(U) Drag divergence mach number CMDD) and compressible drag rise (ACDM) due
to lifting surface were estimated using available data correlation and are
presented in Figures C-2 and C-3. Wing leading edge sweep angle, wing thickness
ratio, and airfoil type (standard or supercritical) are the variables in
determining the drag divergence mach number. The compressible drag rise
presented in Figure C-3 is presented as a function of a ratio of flight mach
number to drag divergence mach number (M/MDD). Therefore, to determine drag
rise at any flight condition (altitude, Mach number, and lift coefficient),
Figure C-3 must be used in conjunction with the drag divergence mach number
plots of Figure C-2.

CS) The minimum penetration time concept vehicle (D645-3) has a penetration
speed of mach 1.2 at 200 feet with its wing fully skewed. For this flight mode,
wave drag was evaluated using LAD's computer-aided digitizing and aerodynamic
preliminary analysis system (PAD), described in Reference 12 and shown in
Figure C-4. The actual wave drag level used for this vehicle sizing is denoted
as "goal." This level is desired through configuration refinement, which re-
quires some further design iteration. The wave drag analysis is based on the far-
field theory presented in Reference 13.

Drag.-Due- to- Lift

(U) Incompressible drag-due-to-lift (induced drag) was estimated using the
aforementioned LAD PAD program (Reference 12 in conjunction with the experimental
wing leading edge suction correlation (Figure C-S). Zero- and 100-percent-
suctin induced drag factors are first evaluated by PAD. For a selected suc-
tion (S) cutve corresponding to an assumed design lift coefficient (CLDES),
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the drag-due-to-lift factor (CDi/CL2 ) is computed for a range of lift co-

efficient, as follows:

In the preceding equation, the 100-percent-suction induced drag factor

(CDi/CLZ)$ w 100 will approach l/7rAR (AR -reference wing aspect ratio) for
a wing planform without winglets (or tip-mounted vertical tails). With wing-
tip vertical surfaces, (CDi/CL2)s * 100 comes out lower than the basic wing
showing the end plate effect. The O-percent-suction induced drag factor
(CDi/CL )S - 0 is nothing more than CL tan a/C. The following tabulates
computed values of the aforementioned factors at mach 0.7.

1 ir.AR LDES

ConceptC C (21RIC2s.0 ( L2/s.100

I - D64S-1 (low cost) 0.1076 0.1622 0.0527 6 0.0531 0.5

2 - D645-6 (min wt) .0669 .2609 .0827 3 .1061 .3

3 - D645-3 ALE -651 .0477 .3659 .1386 2.38 .1338 .2

(min pen. time) ALE w250 .0927 .1883 .0541 5.81 .0548 .5

A -80 .1012 .1725 .0527 6 .0531 .1
LE

4 D645-4 (stealthy) .0503 .3470 .1344 2 .1592 .3

5 * D645-5 (defensive laser) .0836 .2038 .0615 4 .0796 .3(U)

(U) The low-speed flaps-down lift and drag-due-to-lift for takeoff and landing
were estimated using empirical methods outlined in References 14 and 15.

(U) The drag-due-to-lift factors are presented in Figures C-6 through C-10 and
the low-speed lift data are presented in Figures C-il through C-15.

Landing Gear Drag

(U) Drag increment due to landing gear is based on an analysis of B-1 data
and is presented in Figure C-16 based on total nose and main tire frontal area
(not including the frontal area of the strut). To obtain landing gear drag
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increment for any one of the ISADS concepts, ACM of Figure C-16 must be multi-
plied by the ratio of the total nose and main tire frontal area to the concept
reference area. The B-i employs a pair of dual two-in-tandem main gear
arrangement, concepts 1 and 4 (D645-1 and -4) employ a pair of dual three-in-
tandem main gear arrangement, and concept 3 (D645-3) employs a pair of dual
wheels with very short struts for both the nose and main gears. To account
for variation in gear drag for these situations, the frontal area presented
in Figure C-16 is adjusted for each unique gear arrangement. (U)

Total Drag

(U) Total drag represents a summation of the various increments using theexpression:

Drag at zero lift- --

C C 'JCC + .+ACD D D DTOTAL p BLD BASE CL C

Induced drag

C L(

WBIWI
W IGKTs

(U) Air vehicle weights presented herein for the five baeline configurations
reflect projected advancements in state-of-the-art (SOA) for the 199S time
period. Advanced technologies applied to the vehicle basic structure include
the use of new metal and composite materials, in addition to advanced
fabrication/manufacturing techniques. The new materials have increased
strength-to-weight ratios and higher design allowables, yielding a weight
reduction. Advanced fabrication/manufacturing methods provide capability
to form large sections of integral composite structure and large sections
of SPF/DB structure, resulting in both a weight and cost savings. The pro-
pulsion group has advanced engines with high thrust-to-weight ratios. Pro-
jected technology progress for the various vehicle subsystems are included
with the system weights.

(U) The approach used to estimate structure weights on the ISADS baseline
concepts was the development of equivalent conventional construction aircraft
component weights to which were then applied postulated achievable weight-
saving increments for advanced material, design, and manufacturing applications.
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Statistical methods formulated from a data base of existing hardware were used
jto estimate the structure weight of components constructed with conventional

materials and methods. Adjustments were made to these statistical estimates
to account for unique concept-oriented features such as wing-body blending,
winglet effects, and span loading arrangements. (U)

(U) TABLE 10. STRUCIURE WEIGHT SAVINGS FOR ADVANCED
CONSTRUCTIONS (YEAR 1995) (U)

M"IluMM cost Miimm weight
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(U) Table 10 presents the weight savings that were assumed for both advanced
composite and metallic designs which were applied to the statistically esti-
mated component weights. These weight-saving increments for both design-to-
cost and design-to-weiht concepts were derived by reviewing Rockwell design
studies and actual fabrication programs on advanced composite and metallic
constructions combined with known results attained by other aircraft companies.
Figures 64 and 65 show typical wing structure weight-saving data that were
used. Projected technology advancements were consolidated with the foregoing
weight-saving achievements to arrive at the technology design base for the
post-1995 time period.

(U) Similar to vehicle structure, the weights for subsystems were derived
by applying predicted weight reductions to statistically determined system
weights. These weight savings result from the use of advanced technologies,
such as high-pressure hydraulic system, high-voltage electrical system, fiber
optics, mini-micro electronics, composite material, etc. The weight reduc-
tions assumed for the vehicle subsystems are shown in Table 11.

UNCLASS IF IED
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(U) Figure 64. Advanced construction (U) Figure 65. Advanced composite
concepts wing weight savings, wing box weight savings (U)
critical component development
program. (U)

(U) TAB3LE 11. SYSTEM WEIGHT SAVINGS ASSUMED FOR~
1995 SQA TECHNOLOGIES (U)
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CU) Appendix D sui arizes the weights data for the five basaeline
configurations, as initially drawn. These data were used as input to the
vehicle sizing program, from which final weights were produced. These final
weights are given in the text starting on page 209.
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PROPULSION

(U) In the absence of engine manufacturers' engine performance computer
programs for 1995 engines, the Rockwell propulsion analysis program was used
to compute installed propulsion system performance. This program is basically
an engine cycle analysis program extended to compute overall propulsion sys-
tem performance, including inlet and nozzle effects, Real thermodynamic

properties are included in curve fit form, All component characteristics,
including inlet and nozzle, are input in map form. The program is written in
FORTRAN"and is based on the program developed under NASA Ames Contract NASZ-
2985, "Study of Performance and Weight Analysis of Air Breathing Propulsion
Systems for Hypersonic Aircraft." This computer program is capable of com-
puting performance and estimated engine weight, length, diameter, and exhaust
jet noise for several turbocycle engine configurations, including turbojet,
turbofan, and turbo-derivative propulsion systems. The program has been used
extensively to generate propulsion data for advanced study aircraft and to
optimize propulsion system performance.

(U) Inlet and nozzle/afterbody performance characteristics were estimated
using theoretical analyses and existing data from tests of similar config-
urat ions.

Low-Cost Concept Propulsion

(U) A propulsion system was selected and installed performance was computed
for use in the low-cost baseline aircraft. The following paragraphs describe
the procedure for selecting the propulsion system and the selected propulsion
system.

(C) Because this aircraft has no supersonic operational requirement, a pitot-
type inlet was selected. Inlets with ramps, cones, and/or variable geometry
offer no performance advantage in subsonic flight, and they are more complex
and heavier than pitot inlets.

(C) To select an engine cycle, weight and performance data at selected
conditions were computed for a range of mixed-flow engines, including
moderate-bypass-ratio augmented engines and high-bypass-ratio dry engines.
The Rockwell propulsion analysis computer program was used for these engines.
In addition, advanced versions of existing engines were postulated. However,
no existing engines have the thrust characteristics required for these
vehicles. Preliminary estimates of thrust requirements indicated that for
penetration at mach 0.7, sea level, the thrust required would be approximately
40 percent of the thrust at sea level, static, takeoff. Ideally, this thrust
match can be achieved with a high-bypass-ratio (approximately 7) engine. The
high bypass ratio provides good SFC at cruise and penetration and low exhaust
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gas temperatures for low infrared (IR) signature. However, the diameter of 1
this engine is then about 8 feet, approximately the diameter of the fuselage.
The large engine face diameter causes a severe radar cross-section (RCS)
problem. Thus, in order to reduce the RCS problem, moderate bypass ratio
engines with augmentation were examined. (C)

(U) From engine design and maintenance viewpoints, it is desirable to have
turbines which require no cooling flow. Garrett AiResearch indicated that
the maximum turbine inlet temperature that could be used with no turbine
cooling flow would be 2,4000 F for IOC in the year 2000. A higher temper-
ature is desired to minimize engine size. Therefore, the temperature was
increased (and high-pressure turbine cooling flow was added) to a point where
the low-pressure turbine inlet temperature was near 2,4000 F; therefore, the
low-pressure turbine would not require cooling flow. Thus, the selected
cycle has a fan pressure ratio of 3.7, a bypass ratio of 1.7, an overall
pressure ratio of 3S, and a combustor exit temperature of 3,0000 F. This
cycle provides a good vehicle thrust requirement match and has no low-pressure
turbine cooling flow. The selected propulsion system has been designated
WF78-01. The engine characteristics and weight and dimensional data are
presented in Table 12. Component performance levels used are presented in
Table E-1. Installation effects are summarized in Table E-2. The engine uses
a variable convergent-divergent axisymmetric nozzle.

(U) TABLE 12. WF78-01 ENGINE CHARACTERISTICS (U)

Sea-level static, maximum power thrust, lb

Uninstalled 65,000
Installed 60,000

Design air flow, lb/sec SSO
Bypass ratio 1.7
Combustor discharge temperature, IF 3,000
Overall pressure ratio 3S
Pan front face diameter, in, 5
Maximum dimeter (at nozzle), in. 55
Overall length, in. 192
Center of gravity, in. from fan front face 74
Dry weight, lb 5,400

LNCLASSIFIED

Minimum-Weight Conce t Propulsion

(U) From a propulsion viewpoint, the minimum-weight concept propulsion
system installation and thrust requirements are basically identical to those
of the low-cost concept. Therefore, the low-cost propulsion system and its
performance were used for the minimum-weight aircraft.
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Minimum Penetration Time Concept Propulsion

(U) A propulsion system was selected and installed performance was computed
for use in the baseline minimum penetration time aircraft. The following
paragraphs describe the procedure for selecting the propulsion system and the
selected propulsion system.

(S) Because the maximum mach number is only 1.2, a pitot-type inlet was
selected. Inlets with ramps, cones, and/or variable geometry offer no per-
formance advantage for this airplane, and they are more complex and heavier
than pitot inlets. A 2-D plug nozzle with vectoring for pitch control was
selected.

(S) To select an engine cycle, weight and performance data at selected
conditions were computed for a range of cycle parameters for (1) multimode
integrated propulsion systems (MvIPS), and (2) mixed-flow engines with
variable geometry, low-pressure turbines and variable geometry mixers (similar
to the General Electric variable area bypass injector (VABI) concept). While
NNIPS cycles were found to provide slightly better installed performance,
NNIPS cycle was not selected because of the complexity of the installation.
The Rockwell propulsion analysis computer program was used for these engines.
Preliminary estimates of thrust requirements indicated that for penetration
at mach 1.2, sea level, the thrust required would be approximately 45 percent
of the thrust at sea level, static, takeoff. From engine design and mainten-
ance viewpoints, it is desirable to have turbines which require no cooling
flow. (maximum turbine inlet temperature of 2,4000 F for IOC in the year
2000). A higher temperature is desired to minimize engine size. Therefore,
the temperature was increased (and high-pressure turbine cooling flow was
added) to a point where the low-pressure turbine inlet temperature was near
2,4000 F; therefore, the low-pressure turbine would not require cooling flow.
Thus, the selected cycle has a fan pressure ratio of 3.4, a bypass ratio of
2.0, an overall pressure ratlo'f 35, and a combustor exit temperature of
3,0000 F. Combustor exit temperature is allowed to increase to 3,1000 F
at mach 1.2, sea level, maximum power. This cycle provides a good vehicle
thrust-requirement match and has no low-pressure turbine cooling flow, While
some optimizing of variable low-pressure turbine and mixer areas was done,
the propulsion performance is not to be considered optimum. Some performance
gains should be realized by varying cycle, turbine, and mixer, The selected
propulsion system was designated MF78-02. The engine characteristics and
weight and dimensional data are presented In Table 13. Component performance
levels used are presented in Table E-3. Installation effects are
summarized in Table 4. The engine uses a variable flap, expandable 2-D
plug nozzle.

iA
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(U) TABLE 13. MF78-02 ENGINE CHARACTERISTICS (U)

Sea-level static, maximum power thrust, lb

Uninstalled 62,250
Installed 50,400

Design airflow, lb/sec 550
Bypass ratio 2.0
Combustor discharge temperature, *F 3,000
Overall pressure ratio 35
Fan front face diameter, in. S5
Maximum diameter (at nozzle), in. 55
Overall length, in. 192
Center of gravity, in. from fan front face 7S
Dry weight, lb (includes axisymmetric nozzle 5,450

and St allowance for variable-geometry turbine
and mixer)

Axsymmetric nozzle weight, lb 640
2-D nozzle weight, lb 1,800

LJNCIASSIFIED

Stealthy Concept Propulsion

(U) Initially, it was desired to keep the engine diameter and inlet size
small for the stealth concept so as to minimize RCS. Therefore, the propul-
sion system performance data used on the low-cost aircraft were also used on
the stealthy aircraft. Nozzle weight was adjusted because the stealth air-
craft uses 2-D nozzles.

(U) After the aircraft was sized, it was determined that the aircraft could
accommodate large-diameter engines and larger inlets. Thus, it is recommended
that additional studies be made incorporating high-bypass-ratio unaugmented
engines. These engines would reduce fuel consumption and significantly lower
IR signature (because of much lower exhaust gas temperature).

Laser Defense Concept

(U) The laser defense aircraft has thrust requirements similar to those of
the low-cost aircraft. Therefore, the propulsion system performance data
used on the low-cost aircraft were also used on the laser aircraft. Nozzle
weight was adjusted because the laser aircraft uses 2-D nozzles.

UNCLASSIFIED
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AIRPLANE SIZING AND SENSITIVITIES

I (S) The "as-drawn" basepoint airplane for each of the five airplane concepts
was analytically resized toward the objective of obtaining the minimum gross

j weight (or minimum cost) baseline airplane meeting the performance require-
ments of 5,250 nautical miles on the strategic mission and a takeoff distance
no greater than 6,000 feet. The baseline drawing do not reflect the results
of this resizing.

(S) Resizing was accomplished on each concept by exercising the Vehicle
|! Sizing and Performance Evaluation Program (VSPEP) for a matrix of thrust-to-

weight and wing loading values, and allowing the program to search for the
gross weight in each case that satisfies the design mission range requirement.
Takeoff distance is also calculated for each point of the matrix. Both gross
weight and takeoff distance plots versus thrust-to-weight (T/W) and wing load-
ing (W/S) were prepared and are presented in the following paragraphs. Several
takeoff distance requirement lines are cross plotted onto the gross weight
versus T/W and W/S curves. Since takeoff distance is the only performance
requirement other than design mission range, the thrust-to-weight, wing load-
ing, and gross weight may now be selected from this design chart for 'the mini-
mum gross weight airplane to satisfy each of several takeoff distance require-
ments. The optimized baseline airplanes were selected for each concept for
a takeoff distance requirement of 6,000 feet. *

(U) Several design and mission sensitivity trades were performed about the
selected baselines for each of the five ISADS conceptso Parameters varied
consist of the following:

1. Takeoff distance requirement

2. Wing aspect ratio

3. Parasite drag

4. Drag-due-to-lift

5. Engine specific fuel consumption

6. Fixed equipment weight

7. Penetration mach number

(U) In addition to the preceding items, the following parameters were also
varied for the low-cost and minimum penetration time (high "Q") baselines:

1. Payload weight

SECRET
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2. Total low-altitude distance (maintaining total range constant at
5,250 and recovery distance constant at 500 nautical miles,
respectively) (U)

(U) All of the preceding trades except the takeoff distance requirement
trade were performed by independently varying the specified parameter and
exercising the VSPEP to resize the airplane to that gross weight required to A
meet the 5,250-nautical-mile design mission range. Thrust-to-weight and wing
loading are held constant at those values selected for the baseline. The
takeoff distance requirement trade is plotted directly from the design chart
developed earlier. In this case, T/W and W/S are both variable and are equal
to those values yielding the minimum gross weight vehicle to meet the require-
ment.

(U) The results of these sensitivity trades are presented in the following
paragraphs.

INTEGRATION AND TRADE STUDY RESULTS

(U) Herein, the final, sized baselines and their trade studies are presented.

The material is organized such that all data on one concept are presented
together.

LOW- COST SIMPLISTIC BASELINE

(U) Figure 66 summarizes the low-cost simplistic baseline, The major feature
of note is the high degree to which constant cross sections and flat-wrapped
skins are employed. The fuselage is constant in section for two-thirds of its
structural length. The wing has a unit taper ratio which can be employed by
using the forward-sweep composites technology. This gives a drag-reducing
elliptical lift distribution and allows identical ribs from root to tip.

TOGW: 112,U6 II
WPUIL. 16,214 LII
WPAYOADI 50,000 L41
WING ARKAt 1,13 PT3
CANARD AFRAi 613 PTF

THRUSIIT, 2 X 47,212 LI
LNGTHi 120 PT
IPANI 111 FT
PLYAWAYCOlT 634.4 MILLION
MISlION II RAD I Ui 3,341 N. MI
MISSION III LOITlIR 330.1 MINUTII

SECRET
* CONSTANT CHORU WING
* CONSTANT IICTION FUSILAGI
* NONTRUCTUIAL COMPOUND CURVII
* HIGH LIFT.RIGHT COMMONALITY
0 WAIST-LIVIL ACCRIU DOOR$

(S) Figure 66. Low cost simplistic baseline. (U)
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(U) Upper surface podded engines are used because (1) they allow reduced
landing gear height without fear of foreignI object ingestion, and (2) this
allows use of a drag-reducing, favorable pressure interference between the
wing and nacelle. only two engines are used to reduce production and maintenance
Costse

(U) The landing gear has several cost-reducing features. The main gears are
identically left/right cormmon. Also, the nose gear wheels, tires, and brakes
are common with the main gear. In addition, all gears retract directly with
simple pivot mechan~isms.

The following advanced technologies are employed;

1. Supercritical airfoil

2. Aerodynamic surface coatings

3. Curved composite wing box

4. SPF/DB titanium nacelles

S. Relaxed static stability and fly-by-wire

(U) Perfomance and sizing charts for the low-cost concept are presented in
Figures 69 and 70. The selected baseline airplane was chosen as having
T/Wo w 0.306, Wo/S -165 psfo and Wo - 330,400 lb. This selection was
revised, however, as a result of the wing aspect ratio trade, the results of
which follow, The final selected baseline is for AR - 8.0 and has T/Wo *0.302
Wo/S *170 psf, and Wo *312,663 lb.
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(U) A summary of airplane characteristics and performance for the selected
low-cost concept is presented in Table 14. Mission summaries for the strategic
(design) mission as well as theater and standoff missions are presented in
Tables 15 through 17.

(U) Results of sensitivity trades for the low-cost concept are presented in
Fig,,res 71 through 74. These trades were performed about the baseline airplane,
as blected in the preceding.

(S) TABLE 14. SELECTED LOW-COST CONCEPT
CHARACTERI STICS (U)

Takeoff gross weilht, lb 312,603

Fuel weight, lb 110,214

Wing loading, pa 170

Thrust t aweight ,o)

Wing area, sq It 1139

Wing aspect ratio Co

Inlie .im. ,71i

Strategic mission range, n mi 1,210

Theater miaion radius, n mi 3,943

Standoff mision patrol time, min 39

Takeoff distance, ft 6,01

SECRET

(S) TABLE 15, STRATEGIC MISSION SLvMARY FOR SELECTED LOW-COST CONCEPT (U)

RoPul "1ta1
LAI Weight AltttU4. W 1 p ted I Ruine TinmA

daaavtptten fib) ( j N, (1h) (min) in ta)i ")

Initial weight 11'ei
VaMP A T& a9Os,I1 0 0,667 1,140 1,00 0 0

Cl11 303,73 all" .144 I,019 1 61 ia1, 101.,

CnIse 234,|04 34,10)3 .44 U, I0 31141 31191,4 3,000,

penllfera I90,00 J00 .740 31,04Y 10.11 1,000,4 4,000,4

Drop 140,900 100 ,?an I 0 0 4,000.4

Wilhdi'm 131,01 log100 ,0 U,00I 13,11 0,3 4,71o,'?

W16 131,Il 10,30 ,00 3,513 11. 1 120,4 4,071.1

(ruise i,039 11,111 ,IS0 4,231 4,171 379.6 6,10,7

latter 114,114 1i 661e I',Ml, 10,00 o 1,230,7
koegY'L. l100,44l 3 0 7,500 0 0 5 ,,10.7

totl i * 1|0,114 lh
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(S) TABLE 16. THEATER MISSION SULfIIAY FOR SELECTED LOW-COST CONCEPT (U)

l~ul Totail
We€ I glh t A It it ude ,itich w~ed Tim RAVIOV range

docriptoi (lh) It) No, Ib) (miili (it mnnl (n mini

Initial we ight 3.1 ,1103

l\'tillp li 'ro. m p'8.14, 1) l,! t 2 ,84o II (

Ctnlime 2 ]101.1411 it, 14! 1 A44 AS, ,qs 40 4h, ?.1 3,83 4, 1 ,3,1143,4

11itrp 18,241) M1,141 .144 II 0 0 .,114 A4

rnhille I If',P3, I ?h .I 3) A| ,.l .O 4 011P 3,913,4 7R8A

Ititer 114,33 (1 .2o 2, O111 A0 fill 0 0 Ali, i

kosrve (lIl449 0 0 1,104 0 A 9

Fettal 60 ,l Ati,;14 I1h
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(S) TABLE 17. STANDOFF MISSION SLU4ARY FOR SELECTED LOW-COST CONCEPT (U)

Kwi Total
I$$ WIIt Altitude Math uptd TiM Pul0crlpte~m (fib (ft) Io, No. . ml In Iti (no,)

Initial wrloIt .1, bhi
Wal" .4 T 'l(, ,U"1,23 (1 011,117 2,a00' 100( 0 It

C'llwd 07Al 2U',1101 1044 11,0011 13,11 Will I loll$

l'leI 3elIL?,011,11A .P44 .16 1,7S U011,II, ,p 0,11,"
latrol lp,1 ,123 20,0 h .111 4 , 0 3311 NI £10 l''
Ilrop 1401i23 in'.On A2fl ,|4 {1 JO,

,do,19n 4.1,71 ' ,141 2,125 P1b 7b.. 21, 3

Crulia I 10,01 ,i 19 0 1 2 0,.3 Jll 2,42.1,7 1, ,00 1

1,,1 toy 14,oil I Job1 ,0111 II1 00 0 P fna0

IRloporv 1011,4411 0 0 7,81: a (I (1001,1

Intel f •ul 10,214 Ili
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(U) Figure 71. Low-cost aspect ratio trade. (U)
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(UI) Figure 72. Low-cost concept design sensitivities. (U)
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(S) Figure 73. Low-cost concept mission sensitivities. (U)
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(S) Figure 74. Low-cost concept payload and low-altitude distance trades. (U)
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Low-Cost Simplistic Concept Design Trades

* 23% TOQW INCREASE
OVER BASELINE

~~ -TOM oa 30000 LOS
WFUIL • 140 Los
WPAY&LAO * 60,100 Lso
THflRUTI X 1,135 LII

TMIS AICUI1418 2 TANKS,
lACH 40 PT LONG, 1I FOOT DIA
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(U) Figure 75. Design trade - liquid hydrogen. (U)

(U) The most interesting design trade performed on the low-cost simplistic
concept was the application of liquid hydrogen (Figure 75). The following
values were used to obtain the required tank size:

LH2 w 0.0854 JP

Heat value LH2 - 2.78 HVjp Thereore require

2% additional Wy required for LH2
Vol LH2 a 4.29 voljp WLH* 0 57,330 lb

2VolLK 2 a 14,937 ft3

Wtu 2 . 0.367 a2

SFCLH2 ,, 0.03467 SFCJP

(U) This requires two Dewar flask tanks, each 40 -feet long and 15 feet in
diameter. In spite of the greatly reduced fuel weight, the increased drag and
structural deadweight resulted in a 23-percent increase in takeoff gross weight.
This is primarily due to the denseness of the aircraft. The baseline wetted
area is very low relative to the gross weight, when compared to a transport-
type aircraft. Foz this reason, an increase in wetted area has a much larger
impact than in other aircraft which have shown to benefit from the use of
liquid hydrogen.
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REMOVE MANEUVER
SURFACE VARIABLE LOAD

BASELINE COATINGS CAMBER CONTROL VCE

TOOW/LBS 31?.,66)3 132,140 309,231) 298,3oo 304, DD

1I
WFUEL LIIS 15,214 171,010 112,760 149,040 112,000

WPAYLOAD 90,000 4OOO 10,000 )0,000 so, 00

THRUST 2X47,212 2X 10, IS) 21 46,694 2 X 0,404 2 X46, 00

LNCLASS FIED

(U) Fivure 76. Other design trade-Low-Cost-Simplistic. (U)

(U) Figure 76 summarizes the other design trades applied to the low-cost
simplistic concept. The aerodynamic surface coatings, basically a plastic
covering, were shown to have saved 20,000 pounds by their use on the baseline.

CU) Variable camber devices showed a marginal payoff of 3,000 pounds. This
would probably not justify their complexity.

(U) Maneuver load control was able to save 15,000 pounds. This is fairly
substantial, especially since this technology is close at hand. The trade
study was run by recalculating structural weight with the load factor reduced
from 3 to 2 and then adding avionics weight. Further pursuit of this is
recommended.

(U) A variable-cycle fan engine (VCE) concept with a variable low-pressure
turbine and variable-area mixer was examined for use in the minimum-cost
simplistic baseline. The variable-geometry features of this concept were
estimated to increase engine weight by 5 percent relative to a fixed-geometry
engine. It was found that takeoff thrust could be increased approximately 5
percent by varying the geometry to reduce bypass ratio, Thus, no significant
improvement in engine thrust-to-weight ratio.is expected.

(U) Because the baseline engine for the all-subsonic aircraft has a moderately
high bypass ratio of 1.7, variable geometry does not significantly improve
subsonic cruise and penetration specific fuel consumption (SFC). It was found
that the VCE provided SFC reductions of 1 to 2 percent relative to the fixed-
cycle engine. This produced a weight savings of only 6,000 pounds which is
probably not worth the complication of a variable-cycle engine.
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(S) Figure 77. Minimum-weight baseline. (U)

MINIMUM-WEIGHT BASELINE

(U) Figure 77 summarizes the minimum-weight baseline. This is a span-loaded
flying wing in which fuel and payload are evenly distributed along the wing
for greatly reduced bending loads. Each air-launched cruise missile is carried
in a separate bomb bay. This breaks the natural wing torque box, requiring small
wing boxes fore and aft of the bomb bays which are optimized for torsionalIr rigidity.

(U) The upper surface nacelles are again used for reduced landing gear height
" I and to obtain a favorable engine/wing pressure interference.

(U) Unlike most spanloader concepts, this one features a canard trimmer to
reduce the trim drag frequently associated with tailless aircraft. TheseI surfaces are canted downward sufficiently to allow them to be used as direct
side force controls, alleviating the landing approach path control problem

i typical of flying wings.

(U) Winglets are used to reduce the high induced drag associated with a low-
aspect-ratio-constant-chord design, which was necessary to provide sufficient
chord length to accommodate the payload. This drag reduction is by comparison
to the same wing without winglets.

I The following advanced technologies are employed:

I 1. Supercritical wing

2. Aerodynamic surface coatings

I
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(S) Figure 80. Mnimun-weight design chart. (U)
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(S) Figure 81. H~inimum-weight take-off distance. (U)
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3. Canard trinmer

4. Winglets

S. Composite wing boxes

6. SPF/DB titanium nacelles

7. Relaxed static stability, fly-by-wire (U)

(U) Performance and sizing charts for the minimum-weight concept are presented
in Figures 80 and 81. The selected baseline airplane was chosen as having
T/Wo i 0.282, Wo/S a 87.78 psf, and Wo a 292,570 lb. This selection '
was influenced by the requirement that wing area be no less than the "as-drawn"
area of 3,333 square feet needed to carry the payload within the wing. If
that requirement could be ignored (i.e., if the bombers were smaller) both
W/S and T/W would be increased,

(U) A summary of airplane characteristics and performance for the selected
minimum-weight concept is presented in Table 18. Mission summaries for the
strategic (design) mission u well u theater ane standoff missions are
presented in Tables 19 through 21,

(S) TABLE 18. SELECTED MINIKM-WEIIGHT CONCEPT CHARACTERISTICS (U)

Takeoff gross weight, lb 292,610

Puel weight, lb lI5ll

Win$ loading, pat 17.71

Th et*toweilght ,31

Wing arts, eq ft .1,31

Wing aspect ratio •

Unline slat ,0l

stratelit milln rinse, h ml 1,210

Theater mission radius, n ml 3,n34

Itandoff misaion patrol tim, min 330

Takeoff distinct, ft 5,91

(U) Results of sensitivity trades for the mission weight concept are presented
in Figures 82 through 84. These trades were performed about the baseline
airplane as selected in the preceding. Takeoff distance requirement trades
are presented both with and without the requirement that wing area be no less
than 3,333 square feet.
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() TABLE 19. STRATEGIC MISSION SJMMARY FOR SELECED MINIMUM-BIGh CONCEPT (U)

lWo wight Altitm ymh used tU Aimp me
deorlptlim (Ib) Itt) No, (Il) (IA) (n 4) (in PC

Initial weight 203,..0J ,07p .081 040

CMi :11iI I,0l4 14,b ,lml .61 4,0?l 304,1J 2.i11,0 .I)ll

hatetrats Im91| too .710 11,161 126, 17 1i0016 4,00o,

DW6 ljo'm *00 Mu 0 1i 0 4,0001,

Withdraw 10,41 In00 .100 80,110 136,1 Y1006 4,458,4

C10 1IIS 49,300 .11111 Me? 1611I 130,4 4,11,1

irull 101,10t 510 .110 31011 41,40 360.6 1,11,4

Leitr 00,804 II ,111 1140? 30,00 U 5,111.4

110061" l"Aa 0 I 1141 0 0 1,118.1
l Itl| LilI I I Ib

SECRET

(S) TABLE 20. THEATER MISSION SUMMARY FOR SBECTED MINIMUM-WEIGHT CONCEPT (U)

PIuul Total
w.01 eight AIti tuo Nich uded Tim Rage range

J00c r lpt ion (1ll) (it No, lib) (minI tn Ili) in mi)

In~itilI We ight 2ol , anl

W"I p A 1'.0. ), 19 ,)I,44 2,451I 5.Oll )

CIl 10h 313,028 l0,17,! ,0) ",tiI2 1,111 146.1 140.1

Drop1 140,0010 41,083 .80 0 11 I) 3,1034.2

lio l)1,o0 81,109 .83)) 14,303 454.18 3,034,
-
1 7,50.4

Lol ter 09,400 0 .1471 1417 Will) U 7,808.4

Rlvrw eserv 0 II , 1 0 7,00I,4

'I'ot @ueI m 110,011 lb

SECp. T

(S) TABLE 21. STANDOFF MISSION SUfMARY FOR SELICTED MINIMJM-WEIGHT CONCEPT(U)

NeIl Total
Los .it AltitOude Mih uuod Time Range ra.

deoription (Ib) (ft) No. fib) (mini (n mIn In mll

Initial weight 113,570
Warmup 4 TO, 2gOoll 0 0,04.1 1,412 5.00 0 1)

Cl1imb 1113002b 10,573 .$so ;'06.1 111.118 14),) 14612.

(;llI of .1,335 3,'.81 .050 54,o01 2013103 1,311.0 2, s011,1)

Piltrol I81,11i 19,979 .51 40,110 330.,)) 0 3,5.0)

Drop 131,1017 19,017) .150 I) I) 1) "Al5lOm

1'lm 1-,130 45,'i 5 10 .11041 13.8 101, .,oL)8,

CrIuise 101,707 so, 1) .050 "1 ,41 .1013 3 2,31h 5,000,0

Loiter 091V300 0 .141 3,407 301.001 5, 0n),()

lRederve 1l1, 0 0 ,545 I 5,000.m

Total i'uol * 1511,1818 Il
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(U) Figure 84. Minimum-weight aspect ratio trade. (U)

(U) Minimum-Weight Concept Design Trades (U)

WI WWN tmo?

W'"AN ANA' 'W pj
WOG ANA i AIMP'W

* BLINDED WINO/BODY

* UPPER NACELLEE FOR FAVORABLE PRESSURE EFFECTS

0 COMPOSITE PRIMARY STRUCTURE

* SHAPE DRIVEN SY ROTARY LAUNCHER NE@UIRIMENT UCASFE

CU) Figure 85. Minimum-weight baseline with rotary launchers.(U)
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CU) The first trade study on the minimum-weight concept dealt with the rotary
launcher requirement, Figure 85 shows this concept as originally drawn with
two rotary launchers. This concentrated the payload, eliminating the spanloader
advantage, and resulted in a very high takeoff gross weight. It was decided
in cooperation with the Air Force ISADS program manager to relax this require-
ment for the minimum-weight category, which resulted in the span-loaded
baseline previously shown.

M ROUMIS WING ARA & YNICKNUS
INCRASID ASPICI RATIO
SINLI I ARI WINO I

1AYTEIt OUIIUND DRAG VOQW A o 1.1

WING C106 SlCTIO W! 10, NO l to

Mug? I X 41. X1

05% ToW INOCRIA8
. OVlIR SANILINE

CUtiPOA dLY CARRICD
UNCLASSIFIED ADVANCEI ALCM'S

CU) Figure 86. Conformal weapons carriage. (U)

(U) As previously mentioned, internal carriage of payload in spanloader
'concepts forces the wing twisting moments into two small boxes rather than a
single, more efficient large box. A trade was therefore conducted in which I
the weapons were carried externally, leaving a single, unbroken wing box
(Figure 86). This reduced the structural weight, but the increased drag
of the external weapons yielded a net weight increase. "

? l 9.100 IN

5 ALOD 0,000 1b

Thrijiti I X 40,305 1b

UNCLASSIFIED

Figure 87. Forward sweep design trade,
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(U) Since the forward-swept, const.ant-chord wing proved successful in the low-
cost category, it was applied to the spanloader concept (Figure 87). SomeIreduction was obtained, but it was partially canceled by the loss of the
winglets, which had to be moved inboard to retain the required tail volume.I

" eMIN WEIOHT BASELINI RISIZED
WITH NIW ENOINE

oft TOOW REDUCTION

*NOT ISADS MISSION

PAYLOAD Nkj lkp

.1A
TAKEOFF & XNU~ 46 x n R

NA/@APAIIIL To 1'CLIMI To

ACCILIRATI UINCL.AS INED TAVOU0 3 t LIMB t

(U) Figure 88. Ground effect. (U)

(U) A further trade was conducted by the application of ground effect, A
-5-foot altitude (M), mach 0.55 mission was postulated (Figure 88), and the
minimu-weight baseline was reengined and resized. This produced the extremely
low takeoff gross weight of 210,000 pounds, but, of course, not for the ISADS
high-low-low-high inission. It was then imagined that the partial use of
ground effect could produce some proportional savings. This would allow the
aircraft to use ground effect over flat portions of its mission, but rising
up for cruise over nonflat areas. However, the optimal engine for a high-low-
low-high mission is very poor at mach 0.55 and 25 feet; therefore, weight
actually rose with ground effect usages. This is shown in Figure 89, along
with the effect of reengining a 100-percent ground effect aircraft. Mission
studies are recommended to determine if the ground effect concept can be
applied to a strategic penetrator.
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(U) Figure 89. Impact of occasional ground effect usage. (U)

IRSLINI ACTIVE LAMINARFLOW SUCTION VCR

TOGW/L8 292,570 271,760 284,000

WFUEL/LBS 150.018 123.660 146,000

WPAYLOAD 50,000 50,000 50,000

THRUST .2 X 41,252 2 X 36,230 2 X 39,900

UNCLASSIFIED

(U) Figure 90. Other design trades minimnm weight. (U)

(U) Figure 90 sumnarizes other design trades which were applied to the minimum
weight baseline. The most interesting of these is active laminar flow suction.
Despite a 10,000-pound deadweight penalty for the ducts and pumps, this trade
yielded the substantial savings of 21,000 pounds, due to greatly reduced skin
friction drag, This does involve a high technical risk at the present time,
primarily due to ingestion, but should be pursued further.

(U) The same variable-cycle trade mentioned in the low-cost trades was applied
to the minimum-weight concept. This produced an 8,000-pound savings, which is
appreciable, but probably not worth the complexity of a variable-cycle engine.
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(S) Figure 91. Minimum penetration time baseline. (U)

MINIMUM PENETRATION TIME BASELINE

(C) Figure 91 summarizes the minimum penetration time baseline. This concept
is based on the fact that at supersonic speeds on the deck, most of the air-
craft drag is due to skin friction or wetted area drag. This concept minimizes
wetted area at high speeds by completely hiding the wing and riding on
supersonic body lift.

(U) Control is provided by a canard, a V-tail, and four 2-D nozzles. An
advanced fly-by-wire system is assumed, Supine cockpits minimize drag while
increasing pilot G-tolerance,

(U) Four engines are required to obtain the required thrust level. These are
advanced variable/multiple-cycle engines. (Refer to "Minimum Penetration Time

Design Trades.")

The following advanced technologies are employed:

1. Surface coatings

2. Variable-skew wing

3. Variable/multiple-cycle engine

4. 2-D vectorable nozzles

5. SPF/DB titanium

6. Fly-by-wire, integrated propulsion controls
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CU) Performiance and sizing charts for the minimum time penetrator concept are
t presented in Figures 94 and 956 The selected baseline airplane was chosenl
5. as having T/Wo - 0.30, Wo/S a 200 psf, and Wo a 551p880 lb.

'I. C(S) TABLE 22. SBECrED HIGHI"Q PENETRATOR CONCEPT C-{ARCTERISTICS (U)

Slk"I'l diml ilmi. I It 1 ,

SECRET

(U) A summ~ary of airplane characteristics and performance for the selected
minimum time penetrator concept is presented in Table 22. Mission summaries
for the strategic (design) mission as well as theater and standoff missions
are presented in Tables 23 through 25.

(U) Results of sensitivity trades for this concept are presented in Figures 96
through 99. These trades were performed about the baseline airplane as
selected in the preceding.
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(S) Piguro 94. High Q"penetrator design chart. (U)
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(S) Figure 95. High Q"penetrator take-off distance. (U)
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(S) TABLE 2 3. STRATEGIC MISSION SLHVIAY FOR SELECTED HIGH "tQ" PENEFIRATOR CONCEPT (U)

II U~ It I i I7 1i I lii i

l 110 ,11 Vill I i . i

iiii

(S) TABLE 24.* STANDOFF MISSION SLUAtARY FOR SELECTED HIGH "QI PENETRATOR CONCEPT (U)

I i, lii II I i,l I fiif ,i Iii

hilifial lvigh 1,%IMial

Ie~l Alttwu IAAh mld Ill,. 'All"r

II&8B wSib I5Ai, li8I50I

54IN 1,11 1. t, 0 .854l I~ ill 4 III-4.

Cri1 tIl,34 1 035 130 164147 553 7 4,h ' ,t11)001

1.111 ILI,33 SO~ S 311 ,0 A 0 I,0
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(U) Figure 96. High "Q" penetrator aspect ratio trade, (U)
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(U) Figure 97. 1 Minimum penetration time design sensitivities. (U)
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(S) Figure 98. Minimum penetration time mission sensitivities. (U)
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Minimum Penetration Time Design Trades

1400

ADVANC1I0 TURIJSJ

AVANED) FIXID

cROn WEIGHT oILINE CYCLE
1,000 Los_ TU I TOJIT

TO Ilio 00007/00. T~ W 351,,,0 ,,0O00

WPIL 85,411 516,700

WPAYLOA o,00 30000
*00 AVANCW MULTI-MOOI INGINIS

THRUST 4 x 41,331 4 X 68,100 La
, I--

40 o ,IC MACH l ,s 1,4SECRET
P[I RAII N MACH NO,

(S) Figure 100. Design trade minimum penetration time concept.[U)

(U) It was originally intended to use an advanced turbojet as the baseline
engine for this concept, with a variable-cycle engine to be used as a trade
study. However, the initial sizing exercise quickly revealed the impracticality
of this approach (Figure 100). The turbojet aircraft weighs almost 9 million
pounds, which is totally unacceptable. Therefore, a variable/multiple-cycle
engine comparable to the engine discussed in the paragraphs on low-cost trades
was employed on the baseline.

(U) Also, the Rockwell multimode integrated propulsion system (MMIPS) was
examined for this aircraft. A MMIPS could provide SFC improvements of
approximately 3 percent at subsonic cruise and at penetration relative to the
VCE baseline. This would be achieved by using a fean engine with a higher bypass
ratio, approximately 2.5, sized for subsonic cruise, and sizing the turbojet
for takeoff and penetration,. The MIPS weight would be approximately the same
as the VCE baseline because the significantly higher takeoff specific thrust
of the MIPS would allow smaller engines. While SFC is extremely important in
the minimum time penetration aircraft, the modest improvement the MIPS offers
tends to be offset by the complexity of the installation. Thus, the MIPS was
not analyzed further.
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(S) Figure 101. Stealth baseline. (U)

STEALTH BASELINE

(U) Figure 101 summarizes the stealth baseline. This concept features reduced
radar, infrared, and visual observables.

(U) Radar cross section is reduced primarily by geometry. Extensive use of
radar-absorbent material (RAM) is not required, since the featureless flat top
reflects away any radar sconing from above. This flat top is provided by the
use of a supercritical airfoil.

(U) The flat-wrap leading edge windshields are gold flashed to simulate the

rest of the wing. This leading edge is swept back 45 degrees to reflect away
any radar scanning from the forward hemisphere. Flush inlets with long, curved
ducts totally hide the forward engine fact while a plug nozzle hides the aft
engine face. Small ventral verticals use some RAM surface coatings to minimize
intersection return,

(S) Infrared signature is reduced by a slow penetration speed (mach 0.72)
and cooled plug nozzles.

(U) Visual signature is reduced by the lack of shadow-causing features and the
extreme smallness of the concept. At 76.7 feet long, it is only half the size
of the B-1. This is accomplished by the large internal volume available in a
thick, supercritical flying delta wing.

i
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The following advanced technologies are employed:

1. Supercritical wing

2. Aerodynamic surface coatings

3. Advanced composites

4. SPF/DB titanium

I 5. RAM, canopy gold flashing

6. Cooled-plug 2-D nozzle

7. Fly-by-wire, relaxed static stability (U)

(U) Performance and sizing charts for the stealth concept are p,'sented in
Figures 104 and 105. The selected baseline airplane was chosen as having
T/Wo - 0.33, Wo/S- 92 psf, and Wo - 302,396 lb.

(U) A summary of airplane characteristics and performance for the selected
stealth concept is presented in Table 26. Mission summaries for the strategic
(design) mission zs well as theater and standoff missions are presented in
Tables 27 through 29.

(S) TABLE 26. SELECTED STEALTH CONCEPT CHARACTERISTICS (U)

Takdoef grais weight, lb 3Onim

Ptiol weight, lb 1b4,11

Wing loading, par t.1

Wing area, 94 rt SJa?

bItg aspt ratio 1

Engine 01-0 811

Strateegi miilom raonge, n ,

flwater million rIl'ut, n ml

idNdOIT Mimnioh patrol tine, min

rik lan ii .tltrievn , r.

SECRET
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(S) TABLE 27. STRATEGIC MISSION StJMMARY FOR SELECrED STEALTH CONCEPT CU)

PuTo Total
Los Weq ~ight Altitude Mch used Tie Romale range

__ _ 'L_ _crptin (b) (ft. No. (b) (min) (n min) In min)

Ii nitial weight 302,$96

aWar p & T,., 299,394 0 0.?05 3,002 5 .0 0 0 0
SCifb .2 94 22,201 .850 4,445 8.42 $ 6.8.

i Crise 2004398 2 32 ,36 .M0 77,057 34 .30 3,000,1
.;, . ~Penetrate 17I,057 .72 0 38,936 1:16.24 lp0,4 401

o1Prop 50 8,43 3 100 .850 0 0 U 4,0011, 4
. |Withdraw 106,374 200 ,SO0 21,681 136,34 761.0 4,712.1

C tllff 103,636 47, 136 .190 3, 78 8.64 68,.9 4,1|21.4

Cruis e 98,90 48,220 .850 ,047 360 . 431,1 7,237..

toiter 9,73S 0 .290 ,,835 30.0 0 S , 494.6

Pasr P4. 8 7,51 4 0 0 8,239 0 0 , ,494.

Totalofu l *164,8 182 2 lb

SECRET

(S) TABLE 28. THEATER MISSION SUMVARY FOR SELECTED STEALTH CONCEPT CU)

Fuel Totl
Lo g Weight Al t iude Mach used Time rane

descri ption (b ~ ft) No. (b) (mn) ( m r) (n m in))

Initial weigh 302,396

WIrIUp 4 T.O. 99,394 0 0.705 3,002 5.00 0 0

Ci 294,949 22,201 .850 4,44 8.42 68, . 68.

CrCi r 200,438 32,062 .850 94,1 438.30 3,6578.8 3,747.3

oDrop 150,438 37,1,4 .850 0 0 0 3,747.3

CCree 98,588 48,303 .850 31,8 41.17 3,747, 3 7,494

Loiter g5,753 0 .290 2,835 30.00 0 7,494.

P"serve T 87,14 0 0 8,239 0 0 7,494.6

Total tuel • 164,882 lb

R SECRET
:'(S) TABLE 29.- STANDOFF MI SS ION SUI=ARY FOR SELECTED STEALTH CONCEPT (U)

, Fu= 1Total
Lag 110101t Altitude Mach used Time Range rnge

des crition (lb) (ft) No,. (lb) (min) (it "tin) (n min)

I nitial weight 302,396

Warmup 4 TO. 290,.394 D 0,705 '3,002 3.00 0 0

Clinib 204,949 22,202 ,80 4,445 8.42 68,6 S 0,

Cruise 2.18.806 '8,675S Mo5 66,143 265,55 ;a,43L.s ",SOO

Patrol 182,158 10,550 ,58, 46,648 2BO0.92 0 2,50,0

Drop 132,158 10,559 a a8 0 2,500.,

clifb 130,409 40,278 .850 1, 748 $.61 4S, 1 2,545, 2

Cruise 28,598 48,232 ASO0 31,811 302,11 2,4S4.8 S,000.0

Loiter 03,763 0 .290 2 ,835 30.00 0 5,000.0O

Pemervo $7,514 a 0 8,249 0 1 0 5 00O0.O

Total fuel 164,882 lb
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(U) Results of sensitivity trades for the stealth concept are presented in I
Figures 106 through 108. These trades were performed about the baseline airplane
as selected in the preceding.

330 ,
RDE S a 5,250 n ml

325 T/Wo w 0.33

20 Wo/S a 92

K315

310

3,05
Base) I no300

295 UNCLASSI FlED

290,. I 1 1 11.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

(U) Figure 106. Stealth aspect ratio trade. (U)
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320

300
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230

2606
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PERCENT CHANGE OR DELTA WEIGHT (1,000 LB5.)

(U) Figure 107. Stealthy concept design trades. (U)
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(S) Figure 108. Stealthy concept mission trades. (U)

Stealth Concept Design Trades

(U) The most interesting trade study on the stealth concept was a totallynuclear-powered configuration.

(U) This nuclear aircraft would have enough fuel for the reactor to perform
extremely long endurance missions. Any combination of altitude and mach
number within the thrust and structural limitations of the aircraft could be
continued indefinitely. This would greatly increase the flexibility in the
choice of missions and also allow the flight crew during a given mission to
modify the mission profile, as required. Flight to and from the target area
could follow a highly evasive course. High-speed missions at'low altitude
which normally are fuel-limited could be conducted for indefinite periods.
The aircraft would fly at a constant gross weight which permits superior
optimization of aircraft parameters.

INDIRECT CYCLE TURIOPANI
ENGINE CONCIPT11

DUAL REDUNDANT R ACTOMI

IN ,INITI RANG , I It I l IV

* NO jP IIIU I SIHIELDING GROUND AUIENTID ALL PIXO(D

* LOWER I IM lU4IN THAN JP DOSE RATE I RMM . RMIMRM I RmIMN 1. MIM/MR

REACTOR WT, 11
M  

I
M
ES M67

ENGINE W, 16022 a61511 011600
IN S T , IT, 4 1 1 1 4 4 4" 1 1 1 4 

o6

1HRUIT I 6 3 M 1 00 0 1 01110

AC TOGW 2610 3MW 4505 6563
rU R N O P A N |

R T M IA C T O R -IA

CIEW LAUNC14ERE LNCLASS II FIED PAYOAD LE 50,6 LS
IHILD- 

-,-

(U) Figure 109. Nuclear powered stealthy. (U)
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(U) Figure 109 summarizes the four nuclear engines considered and diagranq
their installation. Note that the crew shield extends all around the crew via
shielding in the aircraft skin, not shown.

(U) An in-depth discussion of the nuclear engines used is contained in
Appendix E. Basically, all are indirect-cycle nuclear turbofans using high-
pressure helium as the heat transfer medium. They differ according to
allowable radiation exposure dose rates and the use of ground-augmented (or
removable) shielding.

(U) As evident by the indicated takeoff weights, these concepts are within
reason. Engine concept 2 provides a very reasonable takeoff weight at a very
low radiation dose rate, and the required ground shield handling truck just
replaces the unneeded fuel truck,

(U) However, it must be realized that the decision to build a nuclear-powered
aircraft will be primarily political. The goal is to build a strategic system
which will deter aggression, and that requires that the system be built.
Therefore, this approach is not recommended unless it can be shown to be the
only viable one, or overwhelmingly the most cost-effective solution.

--
ACTIVE

REMOVE LAMINAR
SURFACE FLOW

BASELINE COATINGS SUCTION VCE

TOGW /LBS 302, 39 321, 800 277,430 29,000

WFUEL0LBS 164,82 1811 190 1)1, 780 19, 900

WPAYLOAD 3,000 0000 30,000 50,000

THRUST 2 X 49,895 2 33 ,92 2 X 45,776 k X 48,400

UNCLASSI FIED

(U) Figure 110. Other design trades stealthy. (U)

Figure 110 shows the additional trade studies which were performed on the
stealth baseline. As before, the surface coatings saved about 20,000 pounds.
Active laminar flow suction, despite a 10,000-pound deadweight penalty, saved
25,000 pounds. The variable-cycle engine Installation only saved 9,000 pounds.
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TOGW: 340 105 I

WPUILI 1,711-LIS
W PAYLOADI 0,00O LOi
WING ARIAi 3,855 PT2

H "USTI 4 X 276,5 LBS
INOTHI 104 P,*

SPAN: t1681PT
PLYAWAY OIT $40,3 MILLION

PLUG LASER COST
MISSION tIRAOIU81 I 7NMI
MISSION III LOITERs dI7.1 MINUTES
TOTAL INSTL IDL

LASIR SYS 17,411 LIS

e RETRACTING, CROSII.THEOUDW BALL TURRIT
FOR $400 COVIRAGE

0 REAR LASIR LOCATION FACILITATIS ACCISS SECRET

j (S) Figure 111. Defense laser baseline. (U)

LASER DEFENSE BASELINE

(S) Figure 111 summarizes the defensive laser baseline concept. The laser is
a 1.5-megawatt EDL system capable of 60, 2-second bursts. The device, pro-
jector, tank farm, and electronics weight 16,000 pounds, which is based on
projecting today's technology to the year 1995. The projector is in the very
aft end of the aircraft to provide easy access and a good field of fire. The
turret is on a pop-through mounting so that it can cover almost a 360-degree
sphere.

(U) The aircraft uses four small engines to reduce blockage of the field of
J1, fire and has 2-D nozzles for pitch trim and control, Winglets provide

directional stability while reducing drag.

The following advanced technologies are employed:

1. Supercritical wing

2. Aerodynamic surface coatings

3. Winglets

4. Composites

S. SPF/DB titanium

6. Relaxed static stability, fly-by-wire
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(U) Perfcoiiance and sizing charts for the laser defense concept are presented
in igues114 and 115. The selected baseline airplane was chosen as having

T/Wo *0.324p WO/S - 101,S psf, and Wo a 340,808 lb.

T.U. a6,000 ft

300

260 ADE 5,250 nml

SECRIr

10.20 0.22 0.24 0.26 0.28 0,30 0.32 0.34 0.36

J .(S) Figure 114. Laser defense design chart. (U)

1200

1 3~~~~~~1,000 0.2 02 .8 03 ,2 03
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(U) A sunmary of airplane characteristics and performance for the selected
laser defense concept is presented in Table 30. Mission smmaries for the
strategic (design) mission as well as theater and standoff missions are
presented in Tables 31 through 33.

(S) TABLE 30. SELECTED LASER DEFENSE CONCEPT CHARACTERISTICS (U)

Takeoff groi weight, li 'MI ),BR

FUel wehht, 1l1 1t1,71$

Wing loading, ptill's

Thrust -to-w Iilt 324

Wting are., s4l ft 3'.1'

Wing aspect rat iv 4.()

Eingine 141.'r ,o

Strategiic mission rangi, n nii %.:So

Theater miao.inn radAu., n mi ,,r

Stundoff mission pitrol time, min .13i

'takeof distanct., ft 5,959

SECRET

(U) Results of sensitivity trades for the laser defense concept are presented
in Figures 116 through 128. These trades were performed about the baseline
airplane as selected in the preceding.

(S) TABLE 31. STRATEGIC MISSION SUMMARY FOR SELECTED LASER DEFENSE CONCEPT (U)

Pwl Total
Lotg Weioght ,ltittAW Math Used Ti. Range tange

dseacrptiam (1h) (ft) No, (ib) (ain) (n min) (01 It)

Iatial weight 340,801
WanMV A TO. 337,466 n 0.62 3,321 .00 0 0

Climeb 382,013 21,962 .144 1,873 11.12 1.6 810

Cruise 210,299 34,310 .844 72,313 383,14 2,010.4 3,000.0

penetrate 218,611 100 .120 43,642 126,14 1,000,1 4,000,1

11p 1il, |1 200 .710 0 . 0 0 4,000.1

Withdrw 141,112 200 .1U0 24,10M 1,.3 710,4 4,Y5O.9

Climb 137,797 47,800 .10 3,711 10 91 11,8 4,11.?

Cruse 112,616 41,630 .110 i,11 50,16 413.2 1.210.9

ter 110,141111 0 .294 3,0l4 30.00 0 1,31U0
bev 12 090 0 I'41 a 0 1,210.0

Total fml • 109,718 lb
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(S) TABLE 32. THEATER MISSION SUMMARY FOR SELECTED LASER DEFENSE CONCEPT. (U)

Fuel1 Totali
Leg Weight Altitude Mach used Time Range range

description (lb) (yt) No. (ib) (rmin). (n min) (n min)

Initial weight 340,808

WarmnL 4 T.O. 337,486 0 0.672 3,321 5.00 0 0
Climb 331,613 28,952 .844 5,873 11.12 89.6 89.6

Cruise 23g,558 35,963 .844 92,055 467.88 3,837.5 3,927.1

Drop 189,5S8 35,963 .844 0 0 0 3,927.1

Cruise 132,616 48,642 .850 56,942 484.98 3,927.1 7,854.2
Loiter 129,S69 0 ,294 3,047 30.00 0 7,854.2

Reserve 121,090 0 0 8,479 0 0 7,854.2

Total fuel - 169,718 lb SECRET

(S) TABLE 33. STANDOFF MISSION SUMMARY FOR SELECTED LASER DEFENSE CONCEPT (U)

Puel Total
Leg Weight Altitude Mach used Time Range range

description (lb) (ft) No, (lb) (min) (n mi) (r Min)

Initial weight 340,808
W~amup 4 T.O, 337,486 0 0.072

-  
3,321 5.00 a 0

C1lim 331,613 28,052 .844 5,873 11.12 89.6 89,6
Cruise .70,S73 33,376 .844 61,040 .1921.:0 2,410.4 2,500.0

Patrol 18,48. L9,98() 360 5."UO0 337.54 0 2,6005O

Drop 168,482 19,980 .560 0 0 0 2,500.0

Climb :'a,:69 43,7L4 .840 2 , 4 8.SO 67.7 2,567.7
Crise 132,628 45,631 .850 33,240 300.04 2,432.3 SnO0.0
Loiter 129,S81 0 .204 3,047 30.00 0 5,000.0
Raserve ...... 1.1,090 0 0 8,491 0 0 ,00.0

totali nai 10,719 lb SECRET

Rol$ 5 250 NM A SFC
40O T1W •.324

T. 0 0. . ' WIS *101.5000W
T,0,0, W, / ~. W

LBS. n0
x 10) AtoP160 " ACOL

PINCINT CHANO OR KLTA WIIOHY It, = LIt,)

CU) Figure 116. Laser defense concept design trades., C)
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(S) Figure 117. Laser defense concept mission trades. (U)
365

360 R DES ' 5,250 n ml

355[ T/Wo a 0.324

350 Wo/S , 101's

K 345
Basel Ine

340

335

330 LNCLASSIFIED

325 I I
12 3 AR .4 5 67AR

(U) Figure 118. Laser defense aspect ratio trade. (U)

Laser Defense Concept Design Trades

(U) No specific trade studies were conducted on the laser defense concept.
Note that allowances for laser systems weighing other than 16,000 pounds can
be made by reading the gross weight as a function of change in deadweight in
Figure 116,

(U) Also note in the same figure that removing the laser entirely (delta
weight a -16,000 pounds) produces a takeoff weight of about 280,000 pounds.
This is less than the weight of the minimum weight concept and is due to the
use of four rather than two engines. This reduces the total excess thrust
carried to allow one engine-out performance, which, in turn, improves the total
cruise fuel consumption. However, this increases cost and complexity, For this
reason, an engine number trade study is recomended for follow-on work.

SECRET
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Section IV

COST STUDIES

(U) Life cycle costing (LCC), which encompasses development, production,
support investment, and operations and support costs, has become an integral
part of system programs at all levels of development. Inclusion of LCC in
the ISADS program at this conceptual design level has contributed signifi-
cantly to the value of the study. In addition to providing a common denomi-
nator for comparing configurations and supporting trades, LCC's were used as
a design parameter for identifying cost drivers and as a first-order design-
to-cost goal for the next-generation strategic penetrating bomber.

(U) LCC estimates were prepared for each final design configuration in
accordance with a set of costing guidelines, as follows:

1. All costs are in constant FY 1977 dollars without allowance for
future escalation or inflation.

2. There are four flight test airplanes, with any other airplanes
used in flight test being refurbished and becoming production
articles. There are 200 production airplanes.

3. LCC's are calculated for 15 years. There are 15 unit equip-
ment (UB) per squadron and 400 flying hours per UE per year.
Only peacetime costs are considered.

4. Fuel costs are $0.44 per gallon, and the sensitivity of LCC
to 50- and 100-percent increases in fuel cost is shown.

(U) The LCC of the configuration was developed using three costing models
that address research, development, test, and evaluation (RDT&E); production
(PO4); and operation and support (FCOST), The RDTE model uses cost-
estimating relationships (CER) for engineering, fabrication, and test to cal-
culate all of the costs for this portion of the total LCC. The PCM is a
statistical/parametric model used to develop production costs for advanced
aircraft systems where only general weijht, geometric characteristics,
material, and fabrications process data are available. Both the RDT$E and
the PcM incorporate equations similar to those developed by Rand to estimate
respective propulsion costs. The FCOST model uses CER's based on similar

joperational aircraft to calculate the operation and support cost )f the air-
craft force over a specified period of years. It also adds all costs for
the total LCC summary when so directed. The costing models were validated
using the B-1 as a source of input, including the 240 aircraft buy size. The
output values forthe B-1 are given in Table 34 together with the June 1977
System Acquisition Report (SAR) values for comparison.

UNCLASS IFIED
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(U) Certain B-i program cost data were used directly or as a basis for
developing portions of the ISAD design LCC estimates. Specifically, in the
RDTE those costs allocated to the B-i for advanced development tasks, pro-
gram development tasks, and other government costs are not generated in the
costing model. These costs, assumed equal to those for the B-i, have been
added to RDTdE for all configurations under the heading of "other."

(U) The PCM accounts for recurring and nonrecurring costs as they apply to
the airframe and its associated systems, with the exception of propulsion
and avionics. Therefore, the B-i costs for nonrecurring and for sustaining
engineering on these two systems have been included in the unit flyaway cost
category, "other," for each of the five configurations.

(U) The cost of the laser that is carried on the laser defense configuration
was not included in the cost of that aircraft. This decision was based on ti
the uncertainty surrounding laser design, the technology improvements that
would be difficult to include in the RDT&E costs, and the stated objective
of the study which is directed at the technologies of aircraft aerodynamics 'a

and innovative design.

(U) Calculations for the 15-year operation and support (O&S) costs generally
were based on B-I values, as follows. A ratio of the unit flyaway cost of
each configuration to the B-1 was used to develop the annual values for depot
maintenance (both cost per U and cost per flying hour), the cost of conmon
operational support equipment (OSE), and the cost of replenishment spares,
The base material cost of the B-1 was used as a constant for all configurations.
Maintenance man-hours required per flight hour for the B-i were adjusted for
each configuration according to recognizable differences in the quantities or
types of systems. These were used by the model to calculate manning and related
requirements. The avionics RDT&B and production costs used for the five config-
urations were based on the avionics costs of the B-i. The assumption was made*
that improved capabilities would be required for the ISADS avionics that would
require a comparable expenditure. Adjustmnents were made for the avionics costs
of two configurations. The high penetration speed of the 'Minimum Penetration
Time" configuration was assumed sufficient to eliminate the need for EC4 in the
rear quadrant, and the cost was changed accordingly. The "Laser Defense" con-
figuration avionics costs were increased in proportion to the additional weight
required for the laser fire control avionics.

(U) A suirmay of the more significant of the costs generated by these models
is given in Table 34. The empty weight values of the five are also given at
the bottom of each column, together with a ratio of the configuration empty
weight to the B-1 empty weight. These added data were considered important
in answering the obvious question, "why are these unit flyaway costs so low
compared with the cost of the B-I?" which would be approximately $60.5 m for an
equivalent 200-unit buy size. The answer is that weight is the prime cost
driver, and the ISADS designs are generally lower weight than the B-i. 7his
fact is reflected in the final line on Table 34 where a flyaway cost ratio of

UNCLASSIFIED
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the ISADS configurations to the 200-bty B-i ($60.S m) indicates the same gen-
eral relationship as the weight ratios. The complete set of costs for the
five configurations that were generated by the cost models have been included
as Appendix F to this report. (U)

(U) The impact of the simplistic aspects of the low-cost design (viz, constant
chord and rib shape for the wing and canard and the constant fuselage frame
section for over 50 percent of the length) was reflected in the acquisition
costs. Data were extracted from the P04 output and used to develop a break-
down of the various costs of the vehicle, as shown in Figure 119. The left
column is according to the WBS format. The middle column aggregates costs
differently so that costs that could be affected by the simplistic design
could be assessed. The right column is a breakdown of the manufacturing
labor costs, normalized, as they apply to the various parts of the aircraft.
As shown, the hours attributable to the fuselage are the largest for structure.
Consider that while the shape of the fuselage frames at different stations
might be the same, the number, and therefore the amount, of handling and
manufacturing tasks remain almost the same as for a nonuniform fuselage. Even
if a savings of 10 percent is realized in the fuselage manufacturing labor
costs, the change to the unit cost will be less than 1 percent. The point
here is that simplifying the design will help lower the cost, but there are
other considerations beyond the scope of this study that may be more signi-
ficant. CU)

(U) TABLE 34. COST METHOD VALTDATION AND ISADS CONPIGURATION
COST BRA1WW)ON (1977 $ M) (U)

.B. I-ouli&{
('444 A\/tC LOW Ioi' ,liil i~n, ,,~

Coot Weight t ittv steulth J." t

Life Vyc v 18,430 Ib="3 IS,24o 2 4,500 16,841 144,4 ' '1

UrlI! 4, L30 (4,1080 1 1113 ,., .1 Wo.4 -1 .1.17
.113r'3~ ,Is 1, . ,003 oUU b l' 4,32 4,i

Prop lun 44 J4l 214 .l II K41

.Iqu I I11 1I 1 903 f 1 1 1110 - I I : " . 1 11011
ro.QuI t ii 0,4411 3, ,33 44 I, 1, 111

I- I ,13 ,I , ()4( ,114 I0,III ,134 I ,4403

SIpot i ',Adli, . J,SI1B 1 41ll 1,474 g II I,4A

'444r 4n1vust 4014 1-8 M3 43? 1114 413

i' 11.1 vrl 94,1143 at a 40 l l14 3I ,4 ,1AI )$Q so, 1 ",, !If , goo

Iit 4'1, ')lM~34,I 1 $7.4 . l M1. 4 1 ,I 1 .0 AIl .1
t, lraft. .Vt I, lIt'' ,, 3'4 ,) 15. . , .

114$ 3 1 4. 41 11 ,11

O ,V4W4/ i11,4'tl 0,4 ,. 4,5 1 0,
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(UI) Figure 119. Air vehicle cost breakdown (low-cost configuration) (U)

CU) Another examination of the low-cost configuration considered the impact
of using altminum instead of titanium in all but the hot section of the
nacelles. Figure 120 depicts the change in the structural cost brought about
by this change in material. It amounts to about 4 percent. Equal weights
of both materials were assumed.

STRUCTURE COST

67%S Al NACELLE 70% TI

IMPINAOE 7!. Al IPNG %A

WINO WING
WI A Ti

FUSELAGE FUSEI.O
OftAl 110% Al

(4 TI

0
4% AL S.AL
* I low I0 71
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(U) Figure 120, Material trade (low-cost configuration). (U)

CU) A sensitivity analysis was conducted to determine how changes to the
performance requirements would affect aircraft weight and, therefore, cost,
The low-cost and minimum-penetration-time configurations were examinedo and
the results were compared in terms of relative performance versus relative
cost. The advanced designa sizing model wao used to develop changes to the

UNCLASS IF IED
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weight of the aircraft as a function of changes to the payload, penetration
distance, and penetration mach number. The results of this analysis are
depicted on Figures 121 and 122 for the two configurations. It should be rec-
ognized that the curves reflect the trends rather than absolute relationships
because the configuration designs were not optimized for the differences;
rather the aircraft were grown or shrunk according to the performance para-
meters. Figure 123 compares the cost-performance trend of the two configura-
tions for the penetration distance variable, where the higher speed aircraft
is more seriously affected. (U)

11 .
e 1.119.

% % ,

FLYAWAY FLYAWAY

N07ION VI AIU

A PAYLOAD NIMON

O$TIN MIT?• NC * SS[IE A * ̂P~. OA
I PIN MAACHP" K ____LA$__ _I__E_ . 4CLASSIFIED , 11D1,

1 1!0 I 
%% PA NFORMAN..

(U) Figure 121. Cost versus performance(U)Pigure 122. Cost versus performance
(low-cost variation).(U) (mlnimum penetration variation).(U)

,IN PIN 01.9'-

FLYAWAY LON 0lO T M Y/ Co St

UtNCLASS FIED

'0 PINFIOMANCE

(U) Figure 123. Air vehicle performance versus cost comparison
(penetration distAnce variable). (U)

(U) Consideration of these trends of cost-performance relationships points
out that the operational requirements that are imposed on a design iave great
impacts on the final cost of the aircraft. Competent contractors exercise
control where feasible, but the percentage margin they have to work with is
not very large. This is illustrated by the relatively small span of unit
flyaway costs sumarized in Table 34.
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EU.L COST IMPACr

(U) One of the requirements of the study was to determine the impact of fuel
cost on LCC, assuming a fuel cost of $0.44 per gallon as well as values 50 and
100 percent higher. The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 124. When
the fuel costs for 15 years of operations are compared with total O&S costs, the
percentages range from 14.2 percent at the low end of the laser defense line
to 39.2 percent at the upper limit of the minimum penetration line. Such a
large cost factor must be carefully considered in future aircraft studies.

MN PIN
12,0-

PERCENT
OF LCC STEALTH

LOW WT.8,0

,LO DST

6.0

4NCLASSIFIED

.66 88
FUEL COST (S/GAL)

(U) Figure 124. Fuel cost impact on LCC. CU)
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Section V

I PRqOGRAM PLANNING

I INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

(U) The program plan portion of the ISADS final report is divided into three
sections. The first section, "Advance Technology Schedules," includes back-
ground material relating to all advance technology subjects considered in the
ISADS program planning task. It also includes "lead-in" program schedules for
selected advance technologies.

(U) The second section, 'Master Program Schedules - Technology Advancemwnt/
f Configuration Definition," contains sumnary schedules which depict the mile-

stones, activities, and time required for each of the five ISADS design con-
cepts, from the present time to RDT&E go-ahead.

(U) The third section, "Master Program Schedules - RDT$E/Production,"
includes detail schedules which highlight the milestones, major activities,
and time required for each of the five concepts, from RDT&E gc ahead throtigh
delivery of the final production aircraft.

(U) Figure 125 summarizes the considerations followed by Rockwell in
establishing the ISADS program plan.

(U) Figure 126 summarizes the total program schedules for the five bh;selines.

: ADVANCE TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES

(U) The 50 advance technology subjects considered in the ISADS progus
planning task are listed in Table 35. Category A items are recommended as
separately funded advance technology lead-in programs which should be sub-
stantially completed prior to Milestone II. Some category A item are follow-
on efforts to ongoing research programs. Lead-in programs are not required
for Category B items. In these cases, it is estimated that sufficient time
will be available to explore the required technology concurrent with applic-
able full-scale engineering development programs.
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(U) Figure 125. 3ow diagram - ISADS technical advance schedule relationship
to DW directives 5000.1/2 milestones. (U)
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(U) Table 35.
ISADS TECHNOLOGIES (U)

Number ?echnology Category

Propulsion

101 Lurrent engine B
102 Variable-cycle engine A
103 Wultimode intograted propulsion system A
104 Nuclear A
LOS Advanced conventional engine A
106 Turbo prop B
107 Ratio B

Fuels

108 U12  A
1o9 lluoh H a
110 ,JP (Adv) B
III Shelldyne B

Nozzles

112 Nonexial nozzles

Controls
201 Integrated propulsion contruls B
202 .-0 vectorahle A
203 Structural mode controls B
204 Relaxed static stability B
ZOS Maneuver load control B
206 Active flutter suppression B
207 Gust alleviation B
20 Ply by wire 0

31dne namics B

Boundary layer control 0
302 Surfauce coatings A
303 Advanced supercritical wing .0
304 Nonplanar wing B
305 Advanced variable cambur B
sob Coplanar wing A
307 Blended wing-body B
301 Porward wing sweep A
309 Skewed wing A
310 Variable sweep 0
311 Ground eftect A

Structures/materiuls

401-I Advancod compos l tes A
401-2 Advanced compositos A
401.3 Advanced composites A
402 .1 Mtallic material A
402-2 Mtallic material A
402S Metallic material A
403 Metal matrix A
404 Aeroslustic tailoring A
405 Near-net dituslon bonding B
40h ,uperplastic folmingl/dI flusion bonding A
407 Periodic slot array radome A

Low ohMse vables

SOL Planar retreating surfaces 0
502 Ungine face obscuration JavIces A
503 tooled plug nosnl.. A
304 Points and coatings B
M05 Pill-in lights a
S0 Neallng and bonding B
S07 MetallIc Clushing on cockpit glass a

0 I UNCLASS IFIED
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(U) The applicability of Category A items to the five ISADS conceptual designs
is listed in Table 36.

(U) TABLE 36. TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS (U)

II U(,,,Il 1tlif luer Mll Weight

101

.ll l I X

401.1. I I
411;.2 , N

Milt~

4 . ,

4111, .

411T I
dl. NN N N

(U) The items listed as "not applicable" were examined for broad potential
application to ISADS, but they do not specifically apply to any of the five
conceptual designs presented by Rockwell in this report. Appendix G details
the schedules which were developed for Category A items. Each schedule con-
tains an entry designated "input to TA" (technology assessment annex). The
TAA is defined in DOD Directive 5000.1 as "a one page description of tech-
nological risks remaining in a system program and che plans to address these
risks." The TA is a key element in the decisior-naking procasss at Nilestones
I and II. In some cases (ile, item 104, Nuclear Engines), the "Input to TA"
milestone is followed by Milestone I and a demonstration and validation
program, In other cases (i.e. item 102, Advanced Conventional Lngine), the
option of proceeding either to Milestone I or directly to Milestone II is
left open. In these cases, the decision will rest upon the degree of pro-
gram progress up to that point in time.
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(U) Rockwell has assumed that the requirement for a demonstration and vali-dation phase would be bypassed for the purpose for establishing schedule re-
quirements leading up to RDTE. The rational for this assumption is docu-mented in the following paragraphs.

MASTER PROGRAM Sq7MDULES-TECHNOLOGY ADVANCENUNT/CONFIGURATION DEFINITION

(U) Separate schedules (appendix I) have been established to depict themilestones, activities, and time tequired for each of the five ISADS designconcepts, from the present time to RDT8E go-ahead. The time period betweenthe end of the existing study (30 Jte 1978) and the availability of funds(1 October 1979) to proceed with advanced technology programs having futureapplicability to ISADS has been set aside for Air Force actions. Theseactions include Air Force review of ISADS final reports, solicitation ofindustry proposals for selected advanced technology programs and ISADS follow-on studies, contractor proposal preparation, and contract negotiations. Thoseadvanced technology lead-in program schedules which have application to spe-fic ISADS design concepts have been summarized for inclusion into the masterprogram schedules. The technology program which requires the longest time fordocumentation of successful achievements into the TAA establishes the criticalpath to RDT&E go-ahead. This path is represented by the dotted line on each
schedule.

(U) The ongoing programs related to SPF/DB are documentated in MetallicStructures Roadmap, published by the Air Force Materials Laboratory (ARIL).These programs include current contracts applicable to build up low-cost ad-vanced titanium structure (BLATS), and limits of process. Other SF/DB pro-grams which are in the advanced planning stages include a NASA-sponsoredsubsonic cruise aircraft research (SCAR) structural development program andAir Force studies related to skin design, hardware validation for ATF, in-novative low-cost tooling, and size scaleup. All of the aforementioned pro-grams will complement and support the Rockwell identified SF/DB program fortitanium reduction to practice and the establishment of a design manual, NASA,FDL, and APL are sponsoring industry and in-house efforts related to Z-Dnozzles. NASA- and FDL-sponsored current and expected programs are devotedto vectored thrust and 2-D wedge research, cooling studies, mid wind tunneltesting. APL and FDL have ongoing programs covering aircraft propulsionsystem integration (APSI) wind tunnel tests and installed turbine enginesurvivability criteria (rTESC) static tests. In Rddition, APL is planningprograms for APSI full-scale demonstration, IR/RCS reduction models, andfull-scale static tests. All of these programs will dovetail into the Rock-well identified 2-D vectorable nozzle program.
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(U) Other Government and industry programs are either planned or currently
underway which will support Rockwell identified programs related to composites,
skewed wing, and forward swept wing advanced technology advancement require-
ments.

(U) Activities which are scheduled to proceed in parallel with tie Rockwell-
recommended advanced technology lead-in programs are ISADS follow-on studies,
AF/OSD/OJCS planning for Milestone 0, and competitive studies. After inputs
to the TAA are completed, the necessary activities leading up to RDT&E go-
ahead are scheduled. These activities include AF/OSD/OJCS planning for Mile-
stone II and solicitation of proposals for full-scale engineering development.

(U) For the purpose of schedule consistency with the B-1 program and in the
belief that DOD would prefer, for a new strategic bomber program, to move
directly from the competitive studies stage to full-scale engineering develop-
ment, the competitive demonstration and validation phase has been bypassed. The
rational for this assumption is the belief that sufficient funding to proceed
in parallel with two programs of this magnitude would not be available. It is
possible that separate competitive demonstration and validation of certain
advanced technologies, such as those planned for advanced engines, may prove to
be necessary at a later date. This would also have the effect of extending the
total time required to achieve total system 10C.

Scheduled RDT&E go-ahead dates are as follows:

Design Concept RDTGE Go-Ahead

Low cost (D645-1) I May 1984
Minimum penetration time (D645-3) 1 September 1984
Stealth (D645-4) 1 September 1984
Defensive laser (D645-5) I September 1984
Minimum weight (D645-6) 1 September 1984

UN.LASS I FI ED

(U) An alternate approach would be to proceed with an aircraft demonstration
and validation phase, and to use this experience to minimize the RDT&E flight
testing. This approach, which may be politically more acceptable, was not
specifically addressed in this study but will be investigated in follow-on
efforts.

MASTER PROGRAM SCHEDULES - RDT&E/PRODUCTION

(U) Appendix J presents the ISADS master schedules for the period after
RIYT&E go-ahead. In general, the B-1 master program schedule (Appendix H)
was used as a model for deriving the ISADS schedules. This is a composite
of the B-I RDTE program as it is presently constituted plus the production
program, as planned prior to cancellation in June 1977.
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(U) Rockwell has assumed that the requirement for a demonstration and vali-
dation phase would be bypassed for the purpose for establishing schedule re-
quirements leading up to RDT&E. The rational for this assumption is docu-
mented in the following paragraphs.

MASTER PTEGRAM SCIDULES-TECHNOLOGY ADVANCFENT/CONFIGURATION DEFINITION

(U) Separate schedules (appendix I) have been established to depict the
milestones, activities, and time tequired for each of the five ISADS design
concepts, from the present time to RDT&E go-ahead. The time period between
the end of the existing study (30 June 1978) and the availability of funds
(1 October 1979) to proceed with advanced technology programs having future
applicability to ISADS has been set aside for Air Force actions. These
actions include Air Force review of ISADS final reports, solicitation of
industry proposals for selected advanced technology programs and ISADS follow-
on studies, contractor proposal preparation, and contract negotiations. Those
advanced technology lead-in program schedules which have application to spe-
fic ISADS design concepts have been summarized for inclusion into the master
program schedules. The technology program which requires the longest time for
documentation of successful achievements into the TAA establishes the critical
path to RDT&E go-ahead. This path is represented by the dotted line on each
schedule.

(U) The ongoing pr ,rams related to SPF/DB are documentated in Metallic
Structures Roadmap, published by the Air Force Materials Laboratory (AFNL).
These programs include current contracts applicable to build up low-cost ad-
vanced titanium structure (BLATS), and limits of process. Other SF/DB pro-
grams which are in the advanced planning stages include a NASA-sponsored
subsonic cruise aircraft research (SCAR) structural development program and
Air Force studies related to skin design, hardware validation for ATF, in-
novative low-cost tooling, and size scaleup. All of the aforementioned pro-
grams will complement and support the Rockwell identified SF/DB program for
titanium reduction to practice and the establishment of a design manual. NASA,
FDL, and APL are sponsoring industry and in-house efforts related to 2-D
nozzles. NASA- and FDL-sponsored current and expected programs are devoted
to vectored thrust and 2-D wedge research, cooling studies, and wind tunnel
testing. APL and FDL have ongoing programs covering aircr " .,ro. -ion
system integration (APSI) wind tunnel tests and installed ( .irne
survivability criteria (ITESC) static tests. In addition, .., ling
programs forAPSI full-scale demonstration, IR/RCS reduction I
full-scale static tests. All of these programs will dovetai. Rock-
well identified 2-D vectorable nozzle program.
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(U) On the B-i program, aircraft No. 1 and 2 (A/C-i and -2) were of essen-
"ially the same design, with relatively minor design changes occurring on
A/C-2. Significant design changes occurred on A/C-3. These were followed by
additional major design changes on A/C-4.

(U) For ISADS scheduling purposes, in each of the five cases, A/C-i and A/C-2
are considered to be of the same basic design. Time for major design changes
is included in schedules for A/C-3. All remaining flight test aircraft are
considered to be of the same basic design as A/C-3. A/C-3 constituted a sig-
nificant design change over the first two aircraft in order to acconmodate
installation of the offensive avionic system and associated cooling equipment.
Redesign of the B-i to install the defensive avionic system was delayed until
a later point in time (A/C-4). These changepoints were selected because of
funding constraints and technical reasons which existed at that time. Whether
similar circumstances would exist during the ISAD RDT&E program(s) cannot be
precisely predicted at this time. For ISADS scheduling purposes, Rockwell has
established a ground rule that a redesign of A/C-3 would be programmed to
accommodate installation of both the offensive and defensive avionic systems.

CU) B-1 A/C-4 constituted a major design change over the first three aircraft.
The most significant change, other than the installation of the defensive
avionic system, involved the redesign of the forward fuselage to delete the
crew escape capsule and incorporate ejection seats. Other significant changes
included cost-reduction redesigns of the nacelles, aft fuselage, aft inter-
mediate fuselage, wing, and wing carry-through structure. For ISADS scheduling
purposes, Rockwell has assumed that the circumstances which required these
changes to the B-1 would not be repeated on ISADS. Therefore, no separate re-
design of A/C-4 has been indicated in the five ISADS schedules.

CU) The B-I flight test program, as indicated in Appendix H, ends on 13 March
1979 as presently contracted. The planned and anticipated programs for flight
test of A/C-4 are also indicated. At the time of production cancellation
(June 1977), initial plans and schedules were being prepared for extension of
RDT$E flight testing and incorporation of early production aircraft into the
flight test program. These schedules are not shown.

(U) In the process of scheduling flight test programs for ISADS, the over-
riding considerations were Rockwell test needs and the requirements called out
in applicable tir Force specifications. For each design, 6 months of flight
testing for A/C-I is scheduled prior to long-lead go-ahead for Lot I. The
number of production aircraft scheduled for ISADS flight testing varies in
accordance with anticipated testing complexity and differences in specified
performance. Schedules for refurbishment and redelivery of flight test A/C-S
and subsequent are included in the ISADS master program schedules.
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(U) Separate complexity factors were established for the purpose of adjusting
the B-i master program schedule to make it consistent with ISADS requirements.
For example, in the case of the low-cost concept (D645-1), ISADS engineering
activities were compressed to 75 percent of the time required for comparable
activities on the B-i. Other complexity factors were developed for application
to manufacturing, associate contractor, and major subcontractor activities.
Hardware deliveries were adjusted accordingly. In the event that firm sched-
ules are required for ISADS at some future time, designated associate contrac-
tors and selected subcontractors would have to be consulted to determine pre-
cise leadtimes.

(LI) B-1 production rates and deliveries were planned for buildup from one to
a maximum of four aircraft per month. The planned rate buildup from one to
four aircraft would have taken 32 months. Similar rate buildup schedules
were established for the ISADS conceptual designs. The B-I planned maximum
production rate of four aircraft per month was used in every case for the
ISADS designs.

(U) Initial operational capability (IOC) for the B-i was planned to coincide
with delivery of the 65th airplane. This figure was also used in the case of
the ISADS designs. ISADS scheduled IOC dates are as follows:

Design Concept I Oc

Low cost (D645-1) 31 May 1995

Minimum weight (D645-6) 31 August 1994

Minimum penetration time (D645-3) 31 May 1996

Stealth (D645-4) 30 April 1995

Defensive laser (D645-5) 30 April 1996

UNCLASSIFIED
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Section VI

CONCLUSIONS AND RECaOVENDATIONS

(U) The objective of this study was to identify alternate approaches to
preliminary designs of strategic aircraft through the application of innova-
tive concepts and the most effective combinations of advanced technology. The
study included projections in which advanced technologies applicable to 1995
manned penetrating bombers were identified and assessed. The surviving tech-
nologies were then integrated into five baseline aircraft concepts, upon which
performance trades, cost, and program planning was accomplished.

ADVANCED TECMOLOGIES

(U) Technologies which will be available for inclusion into a 1995 manned
strategic penetrator can be expected to produce up to 50-percent total reduc-
tions in takeoff gross weight and cost for a given mission when compared to
the best of current technology aircraft. This 'reduction will be produced
by individual technology percent reductions as follows:

1. Structures - 30%

2. Propulsion - 25%

3. Aerodynamics - [i.e., Fuel Weight] - 40%

4. Equipment and misc. - 20%

(U) Structural weight reductions will occur mainly through the use of com-
posite primary structure, aeroelastic tailoring, and superplastic-formed/
diffusion-bonded (SPF/DB) titanium. Large one-piece components will reduce
fasteners and joint structure, resulting in cost as well as weight savings.
More exotic concepts such as metal matrix composites and SPF/DB aluminum will

be beginning to see use by 199S, much as composites are today.

(U) Five propulsion-related items could have significant impact on an
advanced strategic penetrating aircraft; i.e., fuels, engine weight and per-
formance, variable-cycle engines, nuclear power, and 2-D nozzles.

j (U) Petroleum based or synthetic JP fuels are likely to be the cheapest and
most available fuels well into the next century and will therefore be the most
likely fuel for the new aircraft. The trade study using liquid hydrogen showed
that even though hydrogen has a much higher heat content per unit weight, the
increased volume and structure required more than offset the reduced fuel
weight. An extrapolation of this trend implies that a denser fuel than JP4,
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such as Shelldyne, could result in a takeoff gross weight reduction. While
Shelldyne is currently very expensive because of a low production rate, and
hence was not considered, it may become competitive with a high production
rate. (U)

(U) Advances in engine materials and component performance will result in
improved engine thrust-to-weight ratios and lower fuel consumption. A partic-
ularly promising area is that of ceramic combustors and turbines which will
allow higher turbine inlet temperatures (with less turbine cooling flow) than
currently achievable.

(U) Two-dimensional nozzles will provide vectoring for control and reduced
IR/RCS.

(U) Variable-cycle engines hold promise for aircraft with widely varying
performance requirements such as those of the minimum-time penetrator.
Indeed, in order to achieve a reasonable takeoff gross weight for the minimum-
time penetrator, it was necessary to have a variable-cycle engine. While a
VABI was used in this study, the MIPS or VSCE are also good candidate engines
for such aircraft.

CU) While a nuclear-powered aircraft would require a vigorous development
program and would probably face considerable environmentalist opposition,
it does appear technically feasible.

(U) Two major advantages for the nuclear aircraft are (1) essentially infinite
range and flight duration resulting in greater flexibility, and (2) reduced
IR signature because there are no combustion products in the engine exhaust.
Shielding of the reactor will minimize crew exposure and increase useful
flight duration.

(U) The aerodynamic-related items primarily direct attention to the drag
reduction concept. Reduction of turbulent skin friction drag offers the most
fruitful area for significant progress. Included are techniques to eliminate
roughness by application of surface coatings, delaying transition from laminar
to turbulent flow by active boundary layer control in the near term, and by
understanding the mechanism of transition and proper design in the far term.
A 20-percent reduction in turbulent skin friction drag is projected. Addi-
tional advances in supercritical wing technology can be projected, resulting
in a 15-percent reduction in lifting surface drag or the ability to operate
at higher mach numbers without drag increases above current technology.
Induced drag tailoring for this class of vehicles offers lower potential due
to the considerable effort over the past decade to design efficient cruising
wing geometries. However, a 5-percent reduction in induced drag is projected.

(U) While equipment is beyond the scope of the ISADS study, improvements will
definitely occur by the year 2000. For example, a recently developed concept
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in avionic electromagnetic pulse CDP) protection will allow a 1,600-pound

savings over the'equipment used in the B-i. CU)

(U) Stealth technologies will minimize aircraft observables in radar cross
section, infrared radiation, and visual detection. Other observables such as
laser cross section will become increasingly important in the year 1995 and
beyond. Several techniques are available to address either the reflection
(away from the receiver) or the absorption of these energy sources. The radar-
absorbing materials (RAM) will find increasing use in areas of high reflecti-
vity. However, advances are to be expected in this material to increase the
frequency range of the absorption. Geometry control will continue to play an
important role in inducing specular return away from the receiver. Tuned
(selective frequency) radomes will be another development maturing in the 1995
timeframe.

(U) Computational technology advances will be in the forefront of these
developments. Computational tools will enable the designer to advance his
capabilities in an efficient manner and open the spectrmn to additional appli- I
cations. The aerospace industry will develop synthesis capability for 3-D
nonlinear solutions with viscosity and expand to nonlinear flutter, divergence,
and load analysis. In the far term, the operational capability to solve the
Navier-Stokes equations will permit complex design computations currently
unthinkable.

(U) Control technologies will continue to reflect the reduced static sta-
bility redundant control systems currently emerging. Ride control, gust
load relief, and fatigue rate reduction have been demonstrated by structural
mode control devices. Future systems will incorporate maneuver load control
and active flutter suppression to enhance vehicle flight envelopes at reduced
structure weight.

(U) A development cost study of these technologies was not a part of this
study, as this is available in Rrierence 16.

CU) Figure 127 sumarizes the ISADS configuration baseline concepts.
Figure 128 shows a relative size comparison of the concepts.

(U) Note that four of the five baseline concepts benefit from the structural
simplicity of the all-wing arrangement, which can be used to best advantage

due to the large fuel volume required to perform the ISADS mission. Also,
the geometric simplicity of the all-wing design tends to yield a lower radar

; cross section.

(U) The major risk of the all-wing arrangement is in the provision of ade-
quate stability and control without incurring a performance degradation.
Previous all-wing designs have incorporated reflexed airfoils and/or highly
twisted wings to attain longitudinal trim and stability, with resulting effi-
ciency losses. The adaptation of advanced flight controls to the all-wing
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CONEPT CONCLUSIONS

-. ..-..,',/ .

MINIMUM MINIMUM LASERC WENIMU PINETRATION STEALTH DEFENE1.0W COST WEIGHT TIME

WOGW 3126" 202B70 831810 303W 240800

PAYLOAD 50,00O 10,000 501001 50,000 60,000

FUEL WRIGH4T '106214 50811 =421 164012 '169718

CRUISE MACH NO, 0,85 0.5 0.1 0.85 0,85

CRUISE ALTITUDE" 2MK5OK 29K/50K 20K/42K 23K/4SK 291/48K

PENETRATION MACH NO. 0.72 0.72 1.2 0.72 0.72

PENETRATION ALTITUDE 200 PT 200 FT 200 FT 200 F' 200 FT

WITHDRAWAL MACH NO. 0.8 0., 0.84 0l 0.8

WITHDRAWAL ALTITUDE 200 FT 200 FT 200 PT 200 FT 200 FT

START OUTBOARD CRUIISE/ND RECOVERY CRUISE SECRET

(S) Figure 127. Baseline concepts sumnary. (U)

concept should enable the elimination of most of the losses. However, the
technical risk involved prevented application of the all-wing concept to the
ISADS low cost simplistic baseline, (U)

(U) The major conceptual conclusions are as follows.

LOW-COST SIMPLISTIC

(U) The major conclusion from this effort is that a simplistic, minimum
risk aircraft may incur efficiency penalties sufficient to raise the total
system cost over that of a less simple, more efficient aircraft. However,
the simplistic approach offers minimum program risk, and is not dependent
on unproven technologies.

MINIMUM WEI-T

(U) The spanloader concept produced a very light aircraft when aided by the
use of a canard trimer. Although alternatives of external stores were inves-
tigated, the lowest weight approach was to accept a structural penalty to
retain clean aerodynamics.
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MINIM- PENETRATION TIME

(U) Supersonic penetration on the deck for 1,750 nautical miles was shown to
be viable, but a high risk. This is because of the advanced technology devel-
opment required to attain the high-speed penetration efficiency yet still
accomplish high-altitude transitional cruise out and back

STEALTHY

(S) The "flying delta wing concept" proved to be a very stealthy system for
the penetrator case. It gave up less than S percent in weight when compared
with the minimum-weight concept. First-order approximations show the concept
to have ai, average radar cross section between 0.01 and 0.1 square meters,
It also proved to be the smallest aircraft with advantages in manufacturing,
maintenance, and survivability. Potential problems include possible unusual
stability characteristics and low accessibility of internal systems.

LASER DEFENSE

(U) Carriage of a laser lethal fense system was shown to be compatible with
the ISADS mission. Further st6dy should investigate its value relative to a
substantial system weight penalty. Trades assessing additional defensive
missiles/guns with substantial additional fuel must be addressed.

9XI.

(U) The major cost conclusion is that cost is still primarily a function of
weight. Thus, weight-reducing advanced technology will usually reduce the
aircraft cost, in spite of the increased cost and complexity of that
technology. However, those unproven, advanced technologies increase the cost
uncertainty and therefore increase the probability of a cost overrun.

(U) Further, the actual cost of any manned strategic penetrator will be
largely fixed at the earliest stages of procurement, in which the mission
requirements are established. Especially important parameters are range, pay-
load, speed, altitude, refueling, and avionics. These establish subsystems
requirements, which, in turn, establish 60 to 70 percent of the aircraft cost.

PEQMUTIONS

(U) The following recomendations are suggested:

1. Mission requirements for a maimed strategic aircraft should be
established by effectiveness/cost/risk trade studies, in which the
evaluation parameter is target value killed versus cost of the system.
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Suggested studies include:

a. Standoff versus penetrating

b. Avionics/ECM requirements

c. Payload versus force size

d. Lethal defense effectiveness

e. Launch survival concepts

2. Additional aircraft concepts should be investigated:

a. vltirole aircraft

b. Laser gunship

c. Surface effect

3. Additional trade studies should be undertaken to use the ISADS
data base:

a. Mission trades (range, speeds, payload, mission profile,
conventional uses)

b. Engine trades (number, type, BPR)

c. Avionics/E0c4 trades

d. Other subsystem trades relative to total system cost/risk/
effectiveness

e. Technology level trade (vary IOC date - 1985, 1990, 1995) (l)
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I Catselryi l lo_ Conaipt nul1mr

Parameter, . 1.1 _ .4I Aodynamics

L/D MAX for nptlmum ruise I 20 20
L/0 at penetration mach number and altitude 5 7 10
LAD at withdralal mah number and altitude 10. iO ii,
$Pr CpuIIoe optimal cuise ....

F0 for penetration math number and altitude .11 I .11
PC0 for withdrawal mash number and altitude .70 o70 170
MF0 for aa-ievei loiter (-0.3m) ,A ,t1 .6

Mast properties

Wmty/wo • empty weight fraction ,)1 ,31 ,1" Wfl - Wight of fixed equipment Items

msassary to perform desired task II1,1.6 116 1 176

;" IIlieod vehilel

IW 0 - gross weli ght 391 000 1115, 000 11011o100
Wtua l - fuel eight 19_ ,0 _0 _ II,4110 _ __,__ _

Wfuel/W - full fration ,Is .495 "hill

. IJ ~UCL.ASqS IFImED
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Cteliryl MIA walihk Colcpt nlumber
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LID MAX for optimum arulte 30 1|

LID at pfnetraton math number and altitude ? *1
L/D at withdrawal mela utmbler and Altitude 12

propulsion

IPC for optimhial cruisi .60 .17
PC FPr pefletration rmeh number and oltltudq .13 .17

iPC for withdrawal math number and altitude .70 .67
IPC for fie-leveI loller ("0,1M) .61 II

Moil& plroelrties

Wompy/Wm empty weight fratlion .31 .31

WFIM - weight of flwia equipment Items 111 3 371 11
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IIlit VleI 1

Wt grvtl weight 1171000 i OOgo
Wfugl " fuel w ight 191,130
Wf4uel/ fuel fraction .4849
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Aerodynamics
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L/O at penetration mach number and altitude 10 S
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Propulsion

IPC for optimal cruise ," ll
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119c fop sop-level letter (ft 0.1m) ,67 '67

--d i__. ::liat ___I___________"all propries

WafImlIof , imply weight fraction (astlmatol) .31 '31

'~f~ eiglht of fixed equipment Items Asillry ;l,10 1167

to de ei taitk (estimated)

11sl velhlli

We gOs weight 41O,000 40,000
1f, fuel weight 208620 2111160
Wfutl/W e fuel fraction .4967 .1011
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(U) TABLE D-, ISADS MINIMUM-COST BASELINE - AS DRAWN (U)
I

141-6 Total Non-DCR -DUR

Structure groups (01,480) (5,200) (50:2+O)

Tall IrOUp canard 3,730 3,730
- vertical 1,110) ,Ii

Iod S~VU 23,000 23,600
Alighting gear group • main "ilug

11,060 I'm
Ingins section or nacelle BMP 3,190 3,900I~r inlductionl system

Propulsion group C12,745) (2,875)
Onine (as installed) 9,720 9,720

I Accessory gear boxes and drives 250 250hmust system•.

Cooling and drain provisions 20
Engine controls 10 20s
Starting system l00 150 SO
Puell ystm 3,410 2,410
panl (as inlllllla)

E,quipdmnt groups (27,041) (II,020) (10,025)
Plilht contrls iroup 1,070 2,070
Auxiliary power plant group 300 :00 l0

+lInstrumnts Iroup 053s g1aSydraulic And pnointtc 8roup 7S 75o

Electrical group 3,-40 SO0 4,090
Avionigs group 0,140 6,000 3,0110
Armament group iloll 1,1
Furnishings and equipment 5roup .,475 3,475
Air conditioning group 4,805 1,811) 3,0111
Anti-icing group
Photographic group
Load end handling group Ia hi_

Total weight ipty 1J,70 3,oUO 78,180
Crew 07.
Fuel - unusable I ,s1ao
Full - usable 011,11:1
Oil • online NO5
Passengers/cargo
Armament - missile launchers

missiles 50,000
IEXQ dispenser .140

j Equipment • food and water 75
. survival gear Il-
. miscollaneous 115

Total useful load 25(.1,20
Takeoff gross weight 31m,1(1
Plight design gross weight luoOdUO
Landini design gros weight

(Note: These weights reflect the aircraft as orginally drawn, UN WI.II D
not the resized aircraft, The final sized weights are
given in the test of the report, starting on page )

UNCLASSIFIED1211
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* UNCLASSIFIED

(U) TABLE D-3. ISADS MINIMLM WEIGf BASELINE - AS DRAWN (U)

D645-6 Total Non.DCPR D(PR

Structiure grlps (!01,S0) (4,510) (4b,3.'o)
W oup 28,70 28,780
Tail Sup - cmrd 1,330 L,330

SvertiUcl 1,280 1 ,350
ody BM 0,000eO

Alighting gear grul in ,3110 ,1,200 4,JAO
• IllarI 1,4110 35 13 Ihnin ect n or Aftelle group 3,390 3,50O

Air inducionl system

j Propulsion group (12,400) (9,iIO) (2,530)
Engine (u Installed) 0,731 9,7.0
Accessory gear boxes and drives .30 ISO
Exhaut system
Cooling and drain provisions 30 I0
In ens controls lu
starting system Is0 1so 50
Fuel system 20 3,1

I Pan (a@ installed)
Not as duct system ...

Equipment trop. (20,800) (8,075) 111,315
Flight controls group 2,373 2,,375
Auxliary power plant group ,11O 2O 00
Instruments group 1-3 HAS

Hydral ic and pneumtic group 7.10 fil
lectrical group BI ,11o0 SO I ',L

Avionics group Vol-to 1 40o) 3,00
Axmsmnt group 1, los 1,1WA
Furni.shings and equipment group ",475 ,,4,5
Air conditioning group 4,15I,8I0 301
Anti. icings group

otalh i roup

crew 0102

Fuel • un le ()O

Oil - engine 00
Possengere/cargo
Armament -missile launchers

* missiles lo,1m0,1 1(t dispenser WI

SquLpment food and water
J survival gear )5I miscellaneous 113

Total useful lead 14 2 ,117

Takeoff gross weight 316,07
Pl ht desir gross weight 350ltlu
Inng design gross weight

1 LINCLASSIFIE

UNCLASS IF IED
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S 30 

0001 0Wa2,0 1

100,000 300,000 400,00o 500,000

* Gross weight 1 b 1,NCLASIID

(U) Figure D-2, D64S-6 IMAD spanloader wing weight matrix. (U)

(U) TABLE D-4, D64S-6 - ISADS MINIM
WEIGH~T SPANLOADBR CONCEPT MATERIAL BRBAM~WN (U)

Array MA
Nnn ,Wvdliaoj (fibers Illop/ and

UIgaInent Toaul DIC1R IONp Alimilrail vitnaniw tAwl .*ompoite metal) others

skilt ispar Plate J." 04 ,1, 1(l5 1,60o1 1 ISO 011111
MP'I 4101 411 435 I
ndred INjtevol*h 01.1.11 ftJa 'a's

Canard 11,13111 1,331)) (5111) 411) 11l,1(Il 14l1
3141'/3 1) All In
W'dod hmnelvilMV (J4111J1 41) 11,11 11

Vert~ Willio 1,15o (1411) ol01 1 (35)
5llltiapie plate 010 111) 1 IiV( 31
A~RM/ 131 MS 105
londeil homeyogml 405 411 Jul

SPI 5,39) 5,191) 4,1w! ("55
Bonded h lnI) I'll I"

Mlain Sear 4,11 J(111I 4,180 M4h ,4S .1, A
1400e @e1, 1,411 3111 lo,%(l) .2'S fi I
Naae toa and eng

9t 359)3511(,ll 5h mliI11o1
lriviv/ longeran ho ,3on I O1 ns,.11 lq
IRMO/D $Of9) 1 1,100 1,0381 1 Is

total 11tIritLurv (iI,lO 44510) 140,3.111 (5,551)1 11,0011) 4,M)0 I M,5) 91 I sf,)1)

UJCLASSIFIED

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
(U) TABU D-S. ISADS MIN M PRITRATION TIME BASELINE AS DRAWN (U)

15.6 Total Non-DCPR DCPR

Structure grop$ (100,?40) (oo 1) (100,iUJ)
W1in0 Io'.)T a ll g roup - c aa rd 0 0 BaliJ

I veical 1,005 1,005
ody p 7,70 17,270

aliIhlina par SrO* -in 0,925 3,315 3,610
"L iAIIy 0093 3,315 3,410

b lm o nele grow 52I 52
Air in&Atimn sylsth 3,430 3,,430

Propuodslutagip (33,730) (2a,090) (4,0%0)
Ingine (as installed) 7,111a 27,ao
Acessary par boNes ami d drives 400 IOU
Cooling W drain provis ons 40 40

amino controls 21l 213
starting system .As 210 ?1
luel system 3,900 3,00Pa (as itllled)
H ot " duct systmI

lquip t(2, ) (groiup) (-1 ,Ol)

Plight controls grouP S,0,1 5,045
iALMIIar power plat group 300 .100 L0
Instrments grOu 05 055
HyIrlla and Imatic grou 1,173 1,175 1
Ileotrical group 1,56U SAO 1,0)71
Avionics group 0,0115 4,100 1,:193
Armament group 1,105 1,103
Furnishings and equipment group 2,301 -3,S06Air onditioainl ISOmpItOlll,:

-hto+ahi I•oLoad umd I ing group 1.aPA ,, 1

Ttal weight flty 107,.%A 41,ulS I.3,7 u
Crew 448
Pul • Inusable 3,150
Fuel • unable 325,0)0
01l - engine %U
Passengers/cargo
Artmmnt - missile lamhers .l,30

mtlsllles 50,001)
i XC dispenser 4140

IlquipIl n • food and water 1)
s survival gear Do

I misellanous 113

Total useful lOad m1,358
Takeoff gross weight sI ,:3
Plilht diI gross weight 111J,000

ngn deesl gros weight_____

i UNCLASSI FIED

UNCLASS IFIED
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101.

400,000 .5000000 600,000 UNICLAhSIFIED
(U) Figure D-3. D645-3 ISADS minimum penetration time baseline

win& weight matrix. (U) 1
CU) TABLE D-6. D645-3 - ISADS MNNNJ

________PENETRATION TIME ILMS MATERIAL 3RMMW (U)

1.111.01111 1.10,111) 9NSil , I Il 1 3 ) 1,3113111
SP ~ 11 111~ 19,11111 145 ,Il .11111 18,111( 54

SNIhn~ A,i Alo , ,a,,3$

Voi M,t ni S 1,15 391 (III) ( 11) 1400)

likipp platei hill) 11041

UNCLASIFIE l.IACLA$* ME
$7 J I)i ,0 ) , # 1 133)121(.'6



UNCLASSIFIED
(U) TWAnL D-7. SADS STEALTH BASELINE AS DRAWN (U)I

ToSO 'rotal Nul. W1,4 I114

, Structure grups (.9,.50 1 (5,1551
Wing group ,32 , V10

.lTailt group • ganard

Iody iroup
Alighting gear group • Main 11,120 4,045

' auxiliary 1,100 410 I,sl'.
liine section or nacelle groul 225
Air induction '-tom,, .,.I.1 Propulsion group "1i,1i5) Il ,41(I( i2,.Oi
lIngino (ai instaled) i!,2uO II,.2O
tkOesory gear boxes &ud drives 305 .11)
Ixhaust system•
Coonllg and drain provision* .0 .40
tngine controls 103 I113
Startng isytem .00 IA0 A)
Fuel system I , l

.. Ian (as installod)
[lot go duct system

IhkuipmentagPOulM (.-0:VSL) I IStIi
F~light contls| grloup : . ' L.
Auxiliary j)Owpoe plant grOllp .100 .00 100

Inroupet grupM ,1
Ilydraulte and pneumtic gtroup 7as *Mq

RIecttical aroup 4,oal 4011 ,191;
Avionic. group (,1(0it) t0 o ,%)511
Armament group i,,0.
Furniahlngs and equipment growp .,479 .1
Air conditioning group 4,05 1,111 ,05.
Antiicing group
Photographic grU)
Load and hndling groulp 12;5 1.%

Total weight empty 0O0,415 .,,. ,0110
t'row 0.1.

Fuel unusable 1,130
Fuel usable 183,000
0i ofltl lSO
Pusengors/ea rgo
Armament • missile launchers 4,t30

• missiles 50,000
I1X0I di penser 440

lquipmwnt •ood and water 75
s survival gijar 08

* miscellaneous M35

'lotatl ustul load '41,1037
'lakoof'f groop weight ,U,4S2
Ilight design gross weight .1,000,
lunding deign gross weight

L.NCLASS !FID

UNCLASS IF IED
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35 F" -

w " 4,400 tf t

1

00000w 
S W ,600 ft 

2

5 2S ,800 ft 2

IN

IcI
20-
200,000 300,000 400,000 500,000

Gross welght lb LNCLASS!tFIID

(U) Figure D-4, D645-4 ISADS stealth baseline wing weight matrix. (U)

(U) TABLE D-8. D645-4 - ISADS STEALTH BASELINE MATERIAL BREAIM (U)

Reonant

nrrA ,tlse
Non. I4'%1cd tlheI'I asA/ and

Component Total OXPA W1PR A,\u1ino Titanium AIteel composite metal) others
-.-.- -.-. a, - r -

Wins (2,llJfl) ( I,010) (1,00) (3,I7.1) (1 01 (p40) (1.113)
il(tispar plate ,465 '?,45 1 ,o1O 1,111 310 22, 530 ,Ig5
WIIP/fB 1036s 1,53 1,311 41)

Bonded honeosnh 41Il) , 1(11 3,o0 941
Vert ival (51101 (140) (13 11111111i'(i

klutispr plate 37, Si 1 45
P/SI 65 o1 05

Bonded hanecmb 20 21( -1lu
'iall Bor 11,I1 4,945 b.145 ilu 1 es 3 ,qg5 4il
No elaIr I,100) 4101 I,31 310 5 1 lOnr)
riil %act nnd AIS (',oI) (2,6?0) (115) (100) (",3151 (al

Ilrtme/Ionsernn 2,511) 2,55) O0 .,311
,,PIR I Jln 115 1 ki-l

Totul atructure 11,35(n1 i5,355) 4,05) (2,001) (3,5) (,,ls) rzesooi (941)) (I,,(. 40)

U.CLASSIP!ED
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) UNCLASSIFIED
(U) TABLE D-9. ISADS DEPM'JSVE LAS BASELINE - AS DRAWN (U)

WIQIT ,

D64S5 Total Non'DCPR DCPR

(59,210) (5,455) (53,755)
Wing group 26,810 26,810
Tail group - canard 320 320

•vertical 1,020 1,020
Body ro 12,35 12,355
A lihtrioulear group - main 10,20S 3,040 S,16S 5

- IxLIliar 1,800 415 1,386
Engine section or nacelle group S,00 5,800
Air induction system _

Palpuln/tlln ie (16,D5) (11.,30) (S,065)nn~e(as lll

Ns(SLS) 27.,5O0/Engin 11,420 -,2AcceSSory gear boxes A drives 400 400
Eh-aust sysrem 0
Cooling 4 drain provisions 40 40
Engine controls 215 215
Starting system 285 210 75
Fuel system 4,335 4,335
Pan (as installed)

Hot gas duct system__________________ ________

Equi et groups (33,460 ' (11,730) (21 ,730)
Plight controls group 2,790 2,790
Auxi Itry power plant group 300 200 100
Instruments group 5955
Hydroull, and pneumatic group 1,260 1,260
Electrival group 6,295 600 5,635
Avionics group 12,935 8,980 3,955
Armament group 1,165 1,165
Furnishings and equipment group 2,$30 2,530
Air conditioning group 5,105 1,890 3,215
Anti-Icing group
Photographlc group
Load and handling group 12S 125
HIVS (dry) 10,360 10,360

Total weight epty 110,725 28,815 00,010
Crew 672
Fuel - unusable 3,440
Fuel - usable 344,000
Oil • engine 240
Passengers/cargo
Armament - missile launchers 4,030

- missiles 50,000
EXCH dispenser 440
I ILIIV uot iut 2,05
Equipment . food and water 73

* survival gear 05
• miscellaneous 115

Total useful load 40,07.
Takeoff gross weight 520,37
Flight design gross weight 4.20,000
Lading designg ross weight

UNCLASSI FIED

UNCLASSIFIED
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S*4, 500 f tw

252

0

200,000 300,000 400,000 500,000

Gross weight lb LN'CLASSFIED
(U) Figure D-5. D645-S ISA.DS - defensive laser concept

wing weight matrix. (U)

(U) TABLE D-10. D64S5 - ISADS DEFENSIVE LASER CONCEPT MATERIAL BREADOWN (U)

array' MIiti
Non - Ad%'ahwe~ (VflorgIsiI/ land

cmIpoflont Totail DCPRt DCPR ,1inm ritantun sftool c'ffir~s ito motnuj othrr

W125 (0,81(1120810 (2231) (440)l 122 1 840) v $
Sk*1i.tipare plate 1~~ 21, -tis 1.650 440 10,018lot
SPF/DB W1 Bps 51111 is
landed honvoyacI, 4,480 4,481) 3,0111 84U

Vertical and ventral (1,240) C(2,2411 [3sc) (1,18) (III)
Nkiltioppar plate 1,261 1,188 111 1,1110laW

Bonded honeyea0h iriS iis 1

V seri? 1l,2 Il2 130)1 '000)l1 150) 7$355 (iou)1,01

Bande Ifl m Ir 01 10".15 I c3I50 ,31 1

Noge jea 1,Rroo 4 11 1,385 3411 !S 051)
Nacelle find

Pmen/lorngerton 1,15() 1, 151) i,) 43
APU'DS 4 'hso1 4 ,00l 1 4,~ il)1

TotuI ot ructure 1,1ol) s 4,45) I83.-331 1(W351 11141131 ( 1 70A W-1 I) 10 ) HI .o

UNCLASSIFIED LNCLASSIF!ED
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Appendix E

PROPULS ION DATA
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: I~t SUBSONIC ENGINE CHARACTERISTICS
(U) TABLE B-i. MF78-01 COMPONENT PRFORMANCE LEVELS (U)

Fan

Design pressure ratio 3.7

Number of stages 3

Design adiabatic efficiency 0.844

I Design inlet mach number 0.55

Design outlet mach number 0.5

Hub/tip .ratio 0.39

Bypass duct mach number 0.3

Compressor

Design corrected flow (W VOT/6T2), lb/sec 68.4

Design pressure ratio 9.5

Number of stages 7

Design adiabatic efficiency 0.87

Design inlet mach number 0.5

Design outlet mach number 0.35

Hub/tip ratio 0.8

Maximum discharge pressure limit, psia 700

Combustor

Design efficiency 0.99

Design pressure loss, AP/P 0.06

Design diffuser inlet mach number 0.3

Fuel lower heating value, BTU/lb 18,560

UNCLASS I FIED

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIDED
TABLE E-1. 1678-01 COMPONNT PERFORMANCE LEVELS (CONCL) (U)

High-pressure turbine

Design adiabatic efficiency 0.895

Stator cooling flow, I of compressor flow 3

Rotor cooling floq, % of compressor flow 3

Design discharge mach number 0.45

Number of stages 1

Low-pressure turbine

Design adiabatic efficiency 0.91

Stator cooling flow 0

Rotor cooling flow 0

Design discharge mach number 0.45 j

Number of stages 2

Augmenter

Design efficiency 0.95

Design total pressure loss, AP/P 0.15

Dry total pressure loss, &P/P 0.045

Maximum augmenter temperature, OR 3,960

Inlet mach number 0.25

Mixer

Hot-stream mach number 0.3

Cold-stream mach number 0.3

Mixed-stream mach number 0.3

Hot-stream pressure loss, &P/P 0.015

Cold-stream pressure loss (fan to mixer, AP/P 0.025

Mixing pressure loss, AP/P 0.02

UNCLASSIFIED

UNCLASS IF IED
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(U) TABLE E-2. MP78-01 INSTALLATION EFFECTS (U)

jJ4 Inlet type io

Capture area, sq in.201

Throat area, sq in.1,0

VThroat/capture area 0.8

Subsonic duct loss coefficient 0.03I.Inlet recovery Theoretical computer program

Inlet drag Figure E-1

j Nozzle external performnance Figure E-2

IGross thrust loss due to leakage and friction 0.015

Gross thrust loss due to under/overexpansion Theoretical computer program

Power extraction, hp 400

Compressor interstage bloed, lb/sec 2.0

Lt'CLASSIFID

UNCLASS IF IED
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00 0. \66

0,II -

10,11 .0I

0 00o o~ro"-- L¢UNCLASSIFIED

(U),Figure E-1. Pitot inlet drag, low-cost aircraft. (U)

OtF7S-Q I 4SI

Amex a 41300 to In

0.16 iafsne~ac -T - -

TINO7113

0,14 'NO 1 I.

0.12y0,II -- (AI/Ami • 0,1)

0.10 - - - .

0.01 , -

0.01 - -

-,1 A IAM 0.6 - LHLASI-E

Augmented0,0 ,., (Af/Amag 0.6) UNCLASSIFIED

Free-stream mach number

CU) Figure E 2. Nozzle/afterbody drag increment, low-cost aircraft, (U)

UNCLASSIFIED
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SUPERSONIC ENGINE CHARACTERISTICS

(U) TABLE E-3. MP78-02 CWONNT PERFORMANCE LEVELS (U)

Fan

Design pressure ratio 3.4

Number of stages 3

Design adiabatic efficiency 0.855

Design inlet mach number 0,55

Design outlet mach number 0.5

Hub/tip ratio 0.39

Bypass duct mach number 0.3

Compressor

Design corrected flow CW4eT2/6T2), lb/sec 65.2

Design pressure ratio 10.3

Number of stages 7

Design adiabatic efficiency 0.87

Design inlet mach number 0,5

Design outlet mach number 0.35

Hub/tip ratio 0.8

Maximum discharge pressure limit, psia 810

Combustor

Design efficiency 0.99

Design pressure loss, AP/P 0.06

Design diffuser inlet mach number 0.3

Fuel lower heating value, BTU/lb 18,560

UNCLASS I FI ED

UNCLASSIFIED
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TABLE B-3, H8-02 COMW PERFORACE LEVELS (CONCL) (U)

High-pressure turbine

Design adiabatic efficiency 0.895

Stator cooling flow, % of compressor flow 3.6

Rotor cooling flow, I of compressor flow 3.6

Design discharge mach number 0.45

Number of stages 2

Low-pressure turbine

Design adiabatic efficiency 0.91

Stator cooling flow 0

Rotor cooling flow 0

Design discharge mach number 0.45

Number of stages 2

Augmenter

Design efficiency 0.95

Design total pressure loss, &P/P 0,164

Dry total pressure loss, AP/P 0.045

Maximum augmenter temperature, *R 3,960

Inlet mach number 0.27

Mixer

Hot-stream mach number 0.31

Cold-stream mach number 0,31

Mixed-stream mach number 0,31

Hot-stream pressure loss, AP/P 0,015

Cold-stream pressure loss (fan to mixer),,AP/P 0,02S

Mixing pressure loss, AP/P 0,02

U.NCLASIF!ED
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- U-4, 7-01 INSTALLATION EFFECTS (U)

Inlet type Pitot

capture area , sq in. 1,768

Auxiliary inlet area, sq in. 860

Inlet recovery Figure 8-3

J Inlet drag Figure 2-4

Nozzle performance Figure E-5

Gross thrust loss due to leakage 0.005

j Power extraction, hp 250

Compressor interstage bleed, lb/sec 1.3
I -- ,-I II I CLASI P

~1
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(U) Figure i-s. C.1.t, flw"Wl 100 Ib/6eiPisue E3. iietrecover, minimum time penetrator. (U)

Inlet dral

0-/ I #I- A Ms.1.0Pl

0.1

0

0 
1/4 A6

0, 4 -. v -- Tj- 0 7 UCLASS IFIED

(U) Figure I9-4. Inlet drag , minimum time penetrator. U
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D6415-3 I-D plug

00'Amea u 5700 sq In./engine Aq/A8

0,11Ref *TOD 7906 1.05
AD *DRI - ONOZ

0.02 -r
(AS/Amax 0.1)

-o~o4

1.00 A9)A8

b1.e 9/ fo miuiu prfrane

0.91 biur Us.Noze perABfor max, imum trfermnetrt U

UNCLASS IF IED
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NUCLEAR ENGINE CHARACTERISTICS

NUCLEAR POWER

(U) A trade study was performed to determine if nuclear reactors could be used
to power aircraft engines and be competitive with conventionally powered air-
craft. It appears that with a vigorous research and development program, the
necessary technology could be made available for a strategic aircraft with an
IOC in the year 2000.

(U) It was found in previous studies (References 17 and 18) that use of JP
fuel for an emergency range capability and for takeoff and landing (with the
reactor inoperative for safety reasons) severely penalized nuclear-powered
aircraft. These aircraft were as much as 80 percent heavier than a conven-
tional aircraft, and they carried as much as 6S percent of the JP fuel of the
conventional aircraft. Containment of reactor system elements has been demon-
strated (Reference 19), and it is therefore believed practical to use the
reactor power during takeoff and landing. Thus, a configuration with two
reactors and no JP fuel was selected. With two reactors, the airplane has
reactor-out flying capability.

(U) The five airplane concepts were examined to determine which aircraft
might benefit from a nuclear installation. The stealth aircraft was selected
for the following reasons:

1. The nuclear reactor and shielding require a large volume. The
stealth aircraft appeared most capable of handling that volume.

2. Use of a high-bypass-ratio engine to eliminate the need for thrust
augmentation with JP fuel or with an additional heat exchanger is
desirable, The large-diameter, high-bypass-ratio engine is most
euily accommodated in the stealth airplane, This type of engine,
with its low exhaust gas temperatures, also reduces infrared j
radiation signature CIRS).

3. The lack of combustion products in the engine exhaust flow reduces
IRS still more.

(U) The propulsion system selected initially and areas where further study
should result in reduced vehicle weight and cost are discussed in the follow-
ing paragraphs.

ENGINE CYCLE

(U) In an attempt to minimize engine size, a relatively high turbine inlet
temperature of 2,4000 F was selected. Current studies of nuclear power in
space applications are using high-pressure helium as the reactor coolant with

UNCLASSIFIED
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helium temperatures in excess of 2,400' F (Refernce 2 0 ). This temperature

I also coincides with thte projected maximum temperature for uncooled turbines.

A high overall pressure ratio of 25 was selected to minimize heat exchanger
volume and weight. A moderately high bypass ratio of 4 was selected to mini-
mize heat exchanger size and to allow a reasonable thrust/drag match at the
mach 0.7 penetration. Engine characteristics are summarized in Table E-5. (U)

REACTOR AND SHIELDING

(U) Reactor power and dimensions were determined, and several approaches to I
shielding were examined. Unit shields (with all shielding around the reactor)
were quickly eliminated from consideration because of excessive weight penal-
ties. A range of aircraft crew and ground crew dose rates were examined with
and without shield augmentation (adding shielding around the reactor) while
the aircraft was on the ground. Reactor and dhielding weights and dimensions
are shown in Tables E-6 and B-7, respectively, for four configurations:

1. With augmentation and ground crew dose rate of 1 r/hr

2. With augmentation and ground crew dose rate of 5 mr/hr

3. Without augmentation and with ground crew dose rate of 1 r/hr

4. Without augmentation and with ground crew dose rate of 5 mr/hr

Figures E-6 and E-7 show schematically the crew shield and the reactor shield
assembly, respectively.

(U) For all these configurations, the aircraft crew dose rate was 5 mr/hr.
Ground crew dose rates are for 30 minutes after reactor shutdown at a distance
of 20 feet from the center of the reactors. In all cases, airport personnel
at a distance of one-half mile during takeoff would receive less than 5 mr/hr.

(U) The 1 r/hr dose rate is somewhat high and therefore was considered only
to show trends. Of the two cases with 5 mr dose rate, the unaugmented case
requires extremely heavy shielding. Thus, the case of greatest interest is
that with a ground crew dose rate of 5 mr/hr with shield augmentation. The
augmentation would require some special handling procedures. The reactor
shield would be designed with a shell container such that material such as
mercury, lead shot, or steel shot could be "poured" into the shell and sur-
round the reactor. The augmentation material could then be removed Just prior
to flight. While some special handling is required for this concept, it does
provide an aircraft with essentially infinite range/duration capability, with
only a modest increase in takeoff gross weight relative to the baseline
stealth aircraft.
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(U) TABLE E-S. MP78-03 ENGINE CHARACTERISTICS (U)

Sea-level static, maximum power thrust, lb

Uninstalled 60,000

Installed SS,000

Design airflow, lb/sec 1,478

Bypass ratio 4.0

Combustor discharge temperature, OF 2,400

Overall pressure ratio 25

Fan front face diameter, in, 90

Maximum diameter (at nozzle), in. 97

Overall length, in. 243

Center of gravity, in. from fan front face 90

Dry weight, lb 7,500

Fan 7,500

Design pressure ratio 1.97

Number of stages I

Design adiabatic efficiency 0.858

Design inlet mach number 0.55

Design outlet mach number 0.S

Hub/tip ratio 0.39

Bypass duct mach number

Comprossor

Design corrected flow (W-Ti2/8T2), lb/sec 168

Design pressure ratio 12.7

Number of stages 7

- LtCLASSIFIOD
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(U) TABLE E-5. MF78-03 ENGINE CHARACTERISTICS (CONCL) (U)

Design adiabatic efficiency 0.87

I Design inlet mach number 0.5

Design outlet mach number 0.35

Hub/Tip ratio 0.8

Maximum discharge pressure limit, psia 390

High-pressure turbine

Design adiabatic efficiency 0.895

Stator cooling flow, I of compressor flow 0.0

Rotor cooling flow, % of compressor flow 0.0

Design discharge mach number 0.45

Number of stages 2

Low-pressure turbine

Design adiabatic efficiency 0.91

Stator cooling flow 0

I Rotor cooling flow 0

Design discharge mach number 0.45

, Number of stages 2

Mixer

1 Hot-strem mach number 0.30

Cold-streamn mach number 0.50

Mixed-stream mach number 0.30

Hot-stream pressure loss, AP/P 0.015

Cold-stream pressure loss (fan to mixer), AP/P 0,025

Mixing pressure loss, AP/P 0.02

LNCLASSFI ED
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(U) TABLE E-6. R oCrIR AND SwELD wEIGHTs (POUNDS) (u)

Shield type Augmented Not augmented

Ground crew dose rate 1 r/hr 5 mr/hr 1 r/hr 5 mr/hr [
Front fixede 5,434 5,434 5,434 5,434
Side fixede 10,354 10,354 10,354 10,354 L
Rear fixeda 1,729 1,729 1,729 1,729
Total fixede 17,517 17,517 17,517 17,517

Front auge - - - 6,947 L

Side auga - - 34,380 67,010
Rear auga - - 6,505 15,280
Total augmented - - 40,885 89,237

Front neutron 6,666 7,955 6,666 7,955
Side neutron 9,263 11,810 9,263 11,810 -l
Rear neutron 4,761 6,020 4,761 6,020
Neutron shield struct 3,300 4,000 3,300 4,000
Total neutron shield 23,990 29,785 23,990 29,785

Total shield 41,507 47,302 82,392 136,539
Reactor controls 6,505 6,505 6,505 6,505
Reflector 6,288 6,288 6,288 6,288
Ducting 4,500 4,500 4,500 4,500
Heat exchanger 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000
Helium pump 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000
Total reactor shield assy 72,800 78,595 113,685 167,832
Two assemblies 145,600 157,190 227,370 335,664

Crew shield 22,335 22,325 22,335 22,335

Total nuclear plant 167,935 179,525 249,705 358,000

UNCLASSIFIED
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TABLE E-7. REACTOR SHIELD DIMENSIONS (INHS)

Shield Type Augmented Not Augmented

Ground crew dose rate 1 r/hr 5 mr/hr 1 r/hr 5 mr/hr

Overall length 124 130 124 130

Nominal diameter 98 104 98 104

Front VY thickness 4.4 4.4 4.4 6.9
Front "V aug thickness 0 2.5IFront flout thickness (total) 45 45 45 45
Side*Y thickness 1.4 1.4 4.4 6.9
Side V aug thickness 3.0 5.5 -

Side neut thickness (total) 30 30 30 30
RearIV thickness 1.4 1.4 4.4 6.9
RearvY aug thickness 3.0 5.5 -

Rear neut thickness (total) 30 30 30 30

Reactor length 36 36 36 36
Reflector thickness 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0
Inner neut thickness 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0
Intermediate flout thickness 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0
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Beactor

I CU) The reactor used in this study is of the reverse, folded-flow type
described in Reference 21. The fuel consists of 3/16-inch-diameter uranium

Ioxide pebbles enriched to about 15 percent in U-235. The fuel pebbles are
packed into 20 beds each measuring 6 by 36 inches and having an average
thickness of 2.6 inches. These 20 pebble beds are spaced radially around a

IP central island, forming a reactor core that is 24 inches in diameter and
36 inches long.

CU) The reactor coolant is high-pressure helium that enters the side of the
reactor, turns and passes through a pebble layer, then leaves the side of the
reactor in a reversed direction. The helium enters the reactor at 1,2000 F
and in one pass is heated to 2,550* F. This results in a maximum fuel surface

temperature of 2,868' F. The reactor pressure drop is 15 psi, of which 5 psi
is in the fuel region.

(U) The reactor is controlled by 18 control rods that operate in the central
island. The rods contain boron carbide neutron absorber material. There are
six operating and 12 shim control rods.

(U) The advantages of reverse Elow, folded reactors are that they are very
compact and lightweight and, at the same time, have a rugged fuel element with
good heat transfer characteristics. The thermal, mechanical, and nuclear
features of this type of reactor were investigated in the nuclear aircraft
program.

Shield

CU) The shield concept used in this study is a divided shield. The crew is
protected by relatively thin layers of depleted uranium to attenuate scattered
gamma rays and thicker layers of lithium hydride to remove neutrons. The crew
shield was held fixed at 22,335 pounds for all four cases.

(U) The shielding around the reactor is tungsten (or a similar dense material)
for gamma rays, and lithium hydride (LiH) for neutrons. A 6-inch reflector of
beryllium oxide is placed around the reactor and contributes to the shield
attenuation.

(U) All four cases have an inner gamma shielding layer surrounding the
reactor - front, sides, and rear. A layer of LiH about 6 inches thick is
between the reflector and this gamma shield to reduce the generation of
secondary gammas. The two nonaugmented cases have a second fixed gamma shield
that is outside the first, The purpose of this shield is to reduce the dose
rate to the ground crew to 5 mr/hr at a distance of 20 feet from the reactors
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one-half hour after shutdown of both reactors. Since this shield is not partic-
ularly useful in reducing the dose received by the flight crew, the presence of
this shield during flight represents a weight penalty., (U)

(U) In the two augmented cases, the outer gamma shield is present during
ground operations but is removed for flight operations, at least when high
performance is desired. The shield can be put in place or removed by being
fluidized, such as using liquid mercury or shot made with lead, tungsten, or
depleted uranim. The difference in weight between one shield with the aug- L
mented shield being either in or out is 89,237 pounds for the case when the
ground crew receives 5 mr/hr.

HELIUM HEAT TRANSPORT SYSTEM

(U) Several nuclear powerplant cycles were given consideration. The direct
air cycle where the compressor discharge airflow is passed through the reactor
and then to the turbine was rejected because of the possible safety problems
arising in the event of fuel element failure. Liquid-metal-cooled reactors
used in an indirect cycle can, in principle, lead to lightweight powerplnts.
However, liquid-metal systems would have difficulty reaching the desired cycle
temperatures. In addition, the complexity and safety problems of liquid-metal
systems in a military aviation environment are formidable.

(U) The selected system uses high-pressure helium to cool the reactor and
deliver heat to the engine. This cycle has some of the simplicity of the
direct air cycle and the lightweight features of the liquid-metal cycles. At
high pressure, helium has good heat transfer characteristics. It is non-
corrosive and has a negligible nuclear effect on the reactor. Any radioactive
particles releaseA by the fuel elements will be contained by the closed helium
loop.

AIRCRAFT PROPULSION IMPROVEMENTS

CU) During the trade study, several areas were identified where refinements
could be made to reduce the aircraft gross weight. It was found that the air-
craft drag characteristics were such that an engine cycle with higher bypass
ratio or lower turbine inlet temperature could be used. The engine cycle has
a large impact on the heat exchanger weight and volume. For example, changing
turbine inlet temperature from 2,3000 to 2,200' F with a cross-counter flow
heat exchanger resulted in a reduction in heat exchanger weight from 22,000
to 12,000 pounds. Turbine temperature reduction would also aid in the J
selection and cost of the helium ducting. The helium flow rate also has a
large impact on heat exchanger weight. By increasing the helium flow rate
from 67 to 134 lb/sec, the weight of a counterflow heat exchanger was reduced
from 22,000 to 13,500 pounds. Other parameters which affect heat exchanger
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and engine weights include compressor discharge temperature and pressure,
!I air-side heat exchanger pressure loss, and helium-side heat exchanger pressure
4 loss. Thus, significant improvements in the total propulsion system would be

Vexpected with additional effort in these areas. CU)

I CU) Aircraft thrust-to-weight and wing-loading ratios were held at the base-
line values for this trade study. Reoptimization of these parameters with

1 the new engine characteristics should result in vehicle weight improvements.
Additionally, a relaxation of takeoff distance from 6,000 feet to, say, 7,000
or 8,000 feet would reduce weight still further.

'I :

Ii
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TASK SUWARY, ADVAND_. MPERCRITICAL WINGS

DESCRIPTION

(U) Advanced Supercritical Wings will extrapolate current supercritical
technology using advanced computational capabilities to provide reduced drag
at high subsonic Mach numbers. These wings will be designed in three dimen-
sions using transonic relaxation solutions to the small disturbance theory or
full potential equations of motion. The resulting wing will be optimized
such that the upper surface shock will be minimized, avoiding the pressure
drag rise associated with shock strength.

REqUIRM~r

(U) Advanced Supercritical Wings were assumed for the ISADS baseline concepts
because of the roughly 10% improvement in aerodynamic efficiency X/D) they
provide, Other applications include all high speed cruising aircraft.

(U) Currently, supercritical technology is well docunented in wind tunnel and
flight test research for the airfoil technology. Analytical analysis tech-
niques are available, The prime required advance is to extend these to 3-D
design procedure and airplane synthesis. When this is accomplished, three-
Dimensional wing design and optimization will provide nearly shock-free wings,

TECHNICAL APPROACH

(U) Ongoing research is developing the aerodynamic and computational technolo-
gies required for the development of advanced supercritical wings. Pull 3-D
wing design should be available in the 1990-2000 time frame.

St OiNG Rq z a

(U) A development cost of $10 million has been estimated.
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'TASK SU MY, A MACE COATINGS

DESCRIPTION

CU) Laminar surface coatings are plastic coverings supplied Over the aircraft
skin which, by their smoothness, delay transition of the boundary layer. This
reduces the skin friction drag yielding net cost and weight savings.

(U) Laminar stuface coatings realized an 8% reduction in take-off gross
weight for the ISADS baselines. These coatings could be applicable to any
aircraft. Currently this technology is being demonstrated on general aviation
aircraft, and is comnercially available. Application to large, high speed
aircraft will require research to define the lightest and most durable cover-
ings to use.

TECHNICAL ,PPROACH

(U) The basic concept of laminar surface coatings is proven. Research is
needed to define the best coatings to use for large, high speed aircraft, and
to wind tunnel and flight test the selected coatings. Laminar surface coatings
could be available by 1985.

FUNDING REQUIRMENTS

(U) Development and test of laminar surface coatings for large, high speed
aircraft should cost $3-5 million.

2:2
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TASK S WY, ACTIVE BOUNDARY LAYER SUCTION

DESCRIPTION

(U) Active boundary later suction involves mechanically removing the boundary
layer off of the aircraft's skin by means of auxiliary pumps and ducting.
This allows laminar flow, offering drag reduction yielding net weight and cost
savings.

REQUIRSTM

(U) Application of laminar flow via active boundary layer suction to the
ISADS baselines produced gross weight reductions of over 12% despite a con-
servatively assumed 10,000 lb dead weight penalty for pumps, ducts and wing
redesign. Studies of cruise-only transport aircraft have shown even higher
savings.

(U) Boundary layer suction has been verified in the X-21 flight research pro-
gram conducted by Dr. W. Phenninger and his associates, as well as numerous
wind tunnel programs. The primary difficulties remaining are the weight and
operational penalties of the required ducts and pumps, and the solution to the
ingestion problem.

TECHNICAL APPROACH

(U) The concept of active boundary layer suction is well established. The

remaining technical effort should focus on structural concepts for minimizing
the duct weight penalty, and investigation of ways to alleviate ingestion.
Additional problems including moisture effects, allowable roughness, and lead-
ing edge instability require investigation. Active boundary layer suction
could be available by the 1990's.

FUNDING REQUIRENWNTS

(U) Recent estimates of funding requirements for the development of a feasible
active boundary layer suction system have ranged from $100 to $200 million.
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TASK SUAY, CONSITE PRIMARY STRUC1RES

DESCRIPTION

(U) Composite primary structure will apply composite materials, mostly
graphite/epoxy, to the aircraft's major load carrying structures. This
includes the wing box, fuselage, and tail surfaces. Major weight and cost
savings will be realized, as well as making feasible such concepts as aero-
elastic tailoring and forward swept wings.

REQUIPEDNT

(U) The application of composite materials to the aircraft's primary struc-
ture yielded over 10% reductions in cost and take-off gross weight for the
ISADS concepts. Currently, composites are seeing wide application in non-
primary structures such as weapons bay doors and inlet ramps. Test articles
of composite primary structures such as Bl tail surfaces have been fabricated
and show 30-40% component cost and weight savings. These composite primary
structures will be applied to all types of aircraft when problems such as
fastening, weather and moisture effects, and bird or hail strike are resolved.

TECHNICAL APPROACH

(U) Ongoing research is pursuing the application of composite materials to
primary structure. Application to production aircraft should be available in
the 1985 to 1995 time frame.

FUNDING REQUIREMENTS

(U) Development of routine application of composite material to aircraft
primary structure will require $200-300 million.
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IAK SLARY, SPF/DB TITANIUM

DESCRIPTION

I(U) Superplastic formed/diffusion bonded titanium is produced by forming
multiple sheets of titanium under elevated temperatures and pressures, produc-
ing a single formed part featuring light weight and a high degree of geometric
complexity. This allows fewer parts for reduced manufacturing costs,

(U) The application of SPF/DB titanium to the hot parts of the ISADS concepts

yielded approximately 21 reductions in take off gross weight, and a 3-5% reduc-
tion in cost. Currently SPF/DB titanium has been successfully used in portions
of the Bl nacelles, and a Bl fuselage frame test specimen hu been successfully
fabricated and tested.

(U) SPF/DB titanium will see application in the nacelle area of most aircraft.
Additionally, it offers a construction technique for aircraft skins with
laminar flow ducts built right in.

TECHNICAL APPROACH

(U) Current research programs are developing the SPF/DB processes. The major
program addressing them is the Built-Up Low Cost Advanced Titanium Structure
(BLATS) program. This program will fabricate a main central selection of a
representative fighter concept primarily out of SPF/DB titanium. This and
other programs will make SPF/DB titanium available for large scale usage by

the mid 1980's.

FUNDING REQUIRMENTS

(U) Further development of SPF/D titanium technology has been estimated at
$10-20 million.
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TASK SNAY LAMNW Flo! CONRIL STRUCTURES

DESCRIPTION

(U) Laminar flow control (LPC) structures are structures which inherently
allow for laminar flow control ducting. LFC structures have ducting and sur-
face porosity built in, thereby minimizing the weight penalty associated with
laminar flow control,

REQUIRMWVN

(U) The ISADS active boundary layer suction trade study showed a 12% reduction
In take off gross weight, despite assuming a large weight penalty for laminar
flow control pumps and ducts. LFC structure technology could yield another
10% reduction beyond this, by building the ducting and slots into the wing skin.

(U) LFC structures would find application on all range-dominated aircraft
that could benefit from active boundary layer control.

TECHNICAL APPROACH

(U) The most promising approach for LFC structures is the use of Superplastic
Formed/Diffusion Bonded (SPF/DB) titanium. This would enable ducts and slots
to be formed into the wing skin in one process. SPP/DB titanium LFC struc-
ture should be available by the late 1980's.

(U) An alternate approach offering even greater weight savings is the use of
SPF aluminum. This could allow LFC structure at virtually no weight penalty.
SPF aluminum is not expected to mature until the late 1990's.

FUNDiNG RBQUIREMENTS

(U) Application of SPF/DB titanium to produce LEC structures should cost
approximately $10 million.
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TASK Su ARY, ADvAN ED AFTRBURNiNG mUOPAN

DESCRIPTION

L CU) Controlled evolution rather than revolution is forseen in propulsion.
Engine thrust-to-weight ratios as high as twelve are projected based on

- improvements in overall pressure ratio, component aerodynamics and. materials,
and auginentor efficiencies. Variable cycle will be available for aircraft
encountering widely different flight conditions, but cost is expected to keep
application to extrem cues.

RflQUIREVNNT

(U) The ISADS study indicated approximately a 15 reduction in take-off gross
weight due to these improvements over current engines. This general improve-
ment in the propulsion state of the art will be applicable to all aircraft,
with availability in the 1990's.

TECHNICAL APPROACH

(U) Currently planned research will bring about these advances. This research
will be directed in several areas.

(U) Compressors will be improved by the use of 3-D flow analysis programs
capable of design as well as analysis. Centrifugal compressors may be in I
incorporated, contributing to reduced cost as well as higher pressure ratios.

(U) Combustors and turbines will also be improved by the use of 3-D flow
analysis and design programs. Additionally, improved materials such as
ceramics will permit much higher operating temperatures.

(U) Augmentors will yield higher efficiencies with less weight and bulk by the
use of swirl can burners.

FNDING RBQUIRE4NS

(U) Overall propulsion development costs will be on the order of $100 million
to $1 billion.
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TASK S MY ACTIVE C-MIS

DESCRIPTION

(U) The specific active controls technologies identified as high priority for
the ISADS concepts are relaxed static stability, maneuver load control, and
structural mode control. All depends on the use of fly-by-wire technology,
which is now considered state of the art.

(U) Relaxed static stability uses automatic longitudinal feedback controls to
aupmnt the aircraft stability. This allows a smaller horizontal tail, a
further aft center-of-gravity, and hence reduced drag and weight.

(U) Maneuver load control reduces structural weight by automatically unloading
the wingtips in a turn or pullup. This allows reduced structural load factor
margins, which reduce structural weight.

CU) Structural mode control uses aerodynamic controls to damp out structural
bending modes. This reduces the excess structural weight required solely to
met stiffness criteria.

REq1JUIRM

(U) The ISADS study indicated approximately 5% gross weight reductions due to
relaxed static stability, 7% reduction due to maneuver load control, and 8%
reduction due to structural mode control. Active control technology is con-
sidered near term, with the required fly-by-wire and digital avionics caps-
bilities considered current state of the art. Active control technology will be
be applicable to virtually all high-technology aircraft.

TECHNICAL APPROACH

(U) Required research for the implementation of active controls is well under
way. Relaxed static stability and structural mode control have been demon-
strated in the F-16 and B (respectively), and maneuver load control will be
featured on the next version of the Ll011. All will be considered routine
state of the art by 198S.

FUNDING REQUIREMENTS

(U) Approximately $8 million will be spent perfecting active controls
technology in the next five years.
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IUNCLASSIFIED drab " ' IN
TASK SU*IARYo STEALTH TEHNt~OLOGIES

DESCRIPTION

(U) Stealth technologies increase an aircraft's survivability by reducing the
probability of its detection by opposing forces. Stealth technologies con-
sidered essential to the ISADS stealth concept are radar absorbent materials
(RAM), radar reflective flashed glass canopy, tuned randome and cooled plug
nozzle.

(U) Radar absorbent materials (RAM) are dielectric materials into which
electrically active elements are positioned which absorb radar energy. These
RAM materials may be either applied as a coating over existing structure, or
built as structural RAM which can replace existing structure.

(U) The radar signature caused by the cockpit cavity is reduced by flashing
the canopy glass with metal, usually gold. This makes the glass radar reflec-
tive so that the inside cockpit cavity is not encountered by the radar energy.

(U) In similar fashion, the randome cavity signature is reduced by adding a
slotted metallic foil which allows only the frequency of the aircraft's radar
to pass. For all other frequencies, this "tuned" radome appears solid,eliminating the radome cavity signature.

U() Cooled plug nozzles reduce infrared signature by cooling the exhaust flow
and shielding the hot parts. In addition, proper shaping can reduce radar
signature by hiding the rear engine face.

* -. REQUIRWN'

* (U) These stealth technologies were considered essential to the ISADS stealth
concept because they offer significant reductions in the probability of
detection. This in turn increases the aircraft's probability of survival.

TEQNICAL APPROAC

(U) The greatest improvement needed in RAM is an increase in the frequency
range of the highly absorbent types of RAM. In addition, RAM materials must
be developed to withstand high temperatures. This will allow radar absorbing
nozzle structures.

(U) Gold-flashed canopies are current state of the art. Additional research
should address reductions in cost and the loss of optical transmissivity
caused by the flashing.I' - UNCLASS IF IED SCEMile... ....... ... SECRET
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(U) UNCLASSIFIED
()Ongoing research is developing both the tunted radome and cooled plug

nozzle, with availability expected in the 19901s.

FUNDiNG REQUIRmmNs

(U) Total fiunding requirements for these stealth technologies is estimated
on the order of $100 million.

J!
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Wright-Patterson AFB OH 45433-7802

Defense Technical Information Center
Attn: Ms. Kelly Akers (DTIC-R)
8725 John J. Kingman Rd, Suite 0944
Ft Belvoir VA 22060-6218

Dear Ms. Akers

This concerns Technical Report ADC016293, Innovative Strategic Aircraft Design Study
(ISADS) Phase 1 - Jun 1978,

Subsequent to WPAFB FOIA Control Number 07-153LK, the distribution statement:
"Distribution authorized to U.S. Vog't agencies and their contractors; Specific Authority; May 78.
Other requests must be referred to Commander, Aeronautical Systesm Div., Attn: XRT, WPAFB
is no longer applicable to this document.

The document has was reviewed by the SAF/AQL, Col Roger M. Vincent, Director, Special
Programs, and it has been determined that the distribution statement should be changed to
statement A (publicly releasable). (see attached 27 Nov 2007 memorandum) The record is fully
releasable to the public.

Point of contact is Lynn Kane at (937) 522-3091.

Sincerely

LYNN KANE
Freedom of Information Act Analyst
Management Services Branch
Base Information Management Division
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